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Preface

Spirituality is an important part of human experience. So is culture.
In the last decade, there has been much discussion of the cultural di-
mension of human experience, and the importance of attending to
it in higher and adult education. More recently, there has been some
consideration of the role of spirituality in teaching and learning as
well. For the most part, however, there has been little discussion of
the connection between culture and spirituality—the cultural
dimension of spirituality and the spiritual dimension of culture—and
the importance of their connection to adult and higher education.
Thus, the purpose of this book is to explicitly connect spirituality
and culture and to focus specifically on the potential role of spiri-
tuality in teaching for cultural relevance with multicultural popu-
lations in higher and adult education.

If one wants to understand the processes of teaching and learn-
ing, it is important to pay attention to how people understand new
knowledge, and ultimately, to how they construct knowledge. Indeed,
learning takes place in many contexts. Typically higher education has
focused on knowing through rationality. But learning and construct-
ing knowledge is also embedded in people’s growth, development, and
new experiences. Further, learning and constructing knowledge are
rooted in, but not limited to, people’s culture of origin. Knowledge
construction takes place in the workplace, in relationships, in 
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therapeutic contexts, and in somatic learning contexts such as Tai
Chi, exercise programs, or yoga. Knowledge construction is pres-
ent in creative work in music, visual art, storytelling, dance, writ-
ing, and it is present in people’s spiritual lives as well. All of these
and other indicators of learning are manifested through cultural
expression—in language, in symbol, in art, in gesture, in all forms
of communication. A part of teaching for cultural relevance is to
understand this—that knowledge will ultimately be expressed
through culture. Therefore, learning will be better anchored if
teaching is approached in a way that is culturally relevant to
learners’ lives.

What is the role of spirituality in this process? Faith develop-
ment theorist James Fowler (1981), in discussing how people con-
struct knowledge, noted that Piaget and Kohlberg contributed
greatly to our understanding of how people come to know and
learn. However, Fowler also noted “their restrictive understand-
ing of the role of imagination in knowing, their neglect of sym-
bolic processes generally and the related lack of attention to
unconscious structuring processes other than those constituting
reasoning” (p. 103). While Fowler brought spiritual knowing to
the fore, he didn’t pay attention to “symbolic processes” that are
often deeply cultural.

Why is it beneficial for higher and adult educators to pay atten-
tion to spirituality in teaching for cultural relevance? After all, higher
education has been primarily about “intellectual” knowledge—the
rational world of theory and ideas. Furthermore, in North America,
we have argued for and founded our education system based on “the
separation of Church and State,” except of course in the case of reli-
giously affiliated institutions. Perhaps it’s appropriate to deal with
spirituality in some adult education contexts, but how could it pos-
sibly be appropriate in higher education? The answer to this is
grounded in how spirituality is defined in this book and what my
underlying assumptions of it are.



Assumptions About Spirituality and Culture

Spirituality is an elusive topic; it seems to defy definition, or at the
very least, all definitions of it seem to be inadequate. Although
Chapter Two will discuss what is meant by the terms spirituality and
culture and the way that they are used for the purposes of this book,
a brief definition of each is useful here. First, spirituality is not about
pushing a religious agenda. Drawing on spirituality in higher educa-
tion does not suggest in any way that one should abandon the ana-
lytical and critical reading and writing work that is part of higher
education. But if one wants to educate, it is incumbent upon edu-
cators to examine the variety of ways in which people construct
knowledge. With that said, there are seven assumptions that I am
making about the nature of spirituality: (1) spirituality and religion
are not the same, but for many people they are interrelated; (2) spir-
ituality is an awareness and honoring of wholeness and the inter-
connectedness of all things through the mystery of what many refer
to as the Life-force, God, higher power, higher self, cosmic energy,
Buddha nature, or Great Spirit; (3) spirituality is fundamentally
about meaning making; (4) spirituality is always present (though
often unacknowledged) in the learning environment; (5) spiritual
development constitutes moving toward greater authenticity or to
a more authentic self; (6) spirituality is about how people construct
knowledge through largely unconscious and symbolic processes,
often made more concrete in art forms such as music, image, sym-
bol, and ritual, all of which are manifested culturally; (7) spiritual
experiences most often happen by surprise.

There are probably as many definitions of culture as there are of
spirituality, a point that is also taken up in Chapter Two. But as it
is meant here, culture is the shared beliefs, values, behaviors, lan-
guage, and ways of communicating and making meaning among a
particular social group. In order to develop culturally relevant ap-
proaches to education, it is important to have some understanding
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of what the beliefs, values, language, and behaviors are of that cul-
tural group. It is also important to become more conscious of one’s
own culture and what the assumptions are of making meaning in
that culture. Often times white people, for example, have little
sense of their culture. But it is important for all educators to have 
a sense of their culture if they are attempting to conduct culturally
relevant education.

How This Book Came to Be

This book has emerged in a context. It is, in essence, a response to
the complexity of education in a multicultural society and arises
from a deep concern for spirituality as a way of making sense of one’s
life experience. For more than ten years, I have been attempting to
teach in a way that is culturally relevant to adult students from a
variety of cultural backgrounds. Part of my motivation to do so is
my concern for cultural and social justice issues that is rooted in
some of my own spiritual commitments, though I rarely discuss spir-
ituality in my classes.

Teaching classes that are culturally relevant and that attempt 
to work for greater equity in adult and higher education in regard to
race, culture, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, and
dis/ability can at times be controversial and emotional. But over the
years, I found that occasionally conducting activities that draw on
image, symbol, music, or an art form, which to me are grounded in
spirituality, seems to help groups to move beyond conflict to some
degree. While the term spirituality is rarely used, learners are better
able to focus on what is connecting and similar in our human expe-
rience, as well as what is quite different based on our culture, gen-
der, or national origin. Such activities are often led by students in
presentations or teaching demonstrations based on the books and
readings that are a required part of their work in higher education.
Further, students are able to see the multiple ways in which people
construct knowledge: through the rational or cognitive in analyti-



cal reading and discussion; through the affective and relational in
connecting ideas with their emotions, life experience, and rela-
tionships with others; and through the symbolic and artistic, or the
spiritual.

This book has also emerged out of discussions and a concern
that education be not only culturally relevant but also transforma-
tive. There have been a number of discussions about transformative
learning, though few focus on the significance of spirituality in the
process. But if education is going to be culturally relevant and trans-
formative on the individual or social level, it must engage learners
on a variety of levels: the cognitive or rational, the affective, the
sociocultural, and the symbolic or spiritual level. While there is
greater freedom to do this in some adult education settings, the issue
for me at the beginning of this journey was how to educate by
engaging learners on all these levels, particularly in adult higher
education settings where I work.

Because of my own strong interest in understanding more about
the connection between spirituality and culture, I began by con-
ducting a qualitative study of a multicultural group of women adult
educators who were teaching or working with cultural issues in
higher education or as community activists. In addition all were
motivated to teach partly because of their spiritual commitments.
The study was so fascinating to me that I continued the study to
include men as well as women. Interviews focused on how partici-
pants’ spirituality changed over time, how it related to their child-
hood religious traditions, their culture, and their gender, and how
it informed their teaching. Participants also discussed their defini-
tion of spirituality and three of their most significant spiritual expe-
riences. In the appendix, I explain the details of the methodology.

This book emerged out of this study and is primarily intended
for those in higher and adult education settings, as well as those
who work with adult learners in any setting in which issues of spir-
ituality and culture intersect, including in one-on-one settings in
counseling or advising and in group settings such as classrooms and
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community groups. Given that my own teaching is in the context
of higher education, the suggestions for practice are especially re-
lated to higher education settings. Since the ideas in this book were
based on a sample of adult and higher educators of different cultural
backgrounds who directly challenge systems of power and privilege
in their classes and community work, social activists may find this
work useful. But the book is especially intended for those attempt-
ing to teach for cultural relevance grounded in a sense of spiritual-
ity, and attempts to develop a theory-in-progress of a spiritually
grounded and culturally relevant pedagogy for transformation.

Chapter Overview

This book is divided into three parts, each of which is made up of
four chapters. All parts of this book feature the stories and experi-
ences of real people, especially those I interviewed for this study.
Stories touch our hearts and put a human face on the world of ideas.
Further, they provide examples and a way to illustrate a concept or
idea. Throughout the book I have tried to keep the focus partially
on what the themes of each chapter suggest for educational prac-
tice. Thus, even though practice is dealt with in depth in Part
Three, throughout the text I have offered brief implications for
practice.

Part One provides a framework for breaking the silence about
spirituality in adult and higher education, and more particularly the
connection of spirituality to culture. Chapter One serves as an
introduction and draws on the stories of four educators who work
in adult and higher education settings to illustrate how spirituality
connects to culture and informs educational work. I also share some
of my own story to provide background context as an educator
doing cultural work and as a human being on a journey with others
in the world. Chapter Two provides an overview of the way spiri-
tuality has been dealt with in academia and then defines what I
mean by the terms spirituality and culture as I use them throughout



the book, particularly in developing culturally relevant approaches
to higher and adult education. Chapter Three emphasizes that spir-
ituality and religion are not the same and considers the conver-
gences and divergences among spirituality, religion, and culture. It
also examines how spiritual and cultural knowledge is constructed
through image, symbol, ritual, art form, and music. Chapter Four
deals with the themes and variations of spiritual experience itself
through the use of story and example.

Part Two focuses on identity issues related to spiritual develop-
ment as change over time. Chapter Five focuses on overall spiritual
development as a spiral process of moving forward and spiraling
back, rather than as a linear process, and examines the way educa-
tors can further their spiritual development and stay spiritually
grounded through a balance process of inner reflection and outer
action. Chapter Six takes a more narrative perspective on develop-
ment and deals with the intersection of gender and culture in rela-
tionship to spiritual development, particularly as manifested during
midlife integration. The focus of Chapter Seven is on the process of
“claiming a sacred face” and the role of spirituality in claiming a pos-
itive cultural identity in light of some of the cultural and race and
ethnic identity models of development. Chapter Eight deals with the
experience of crossing culture in spiritual development, with the role
of spirituality in dealing with the complexity of intersecting iden-
tities, and with White identity.

Part Three deals with issues related to the practice and further
development of a theory-in-progress of a spiritually grounded and
culturally relevant pedagogy. Chapter Nine focuses on ways of ap-
proaching transformative teaching that are spiritually grounded and
culturally relevant in the different contexts of adult and commu-
nity education and in higher education. Chapter Ten presents the
multiple theoretical influences on and then the theory-in-progress
of a spiritually grounded and culturally relevant pedagogy particu-
larly related to adult higher education settings. Chapter Eleven pro-
vides stories and examples of how this theory-in-progress has been
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applied in practice. Chapter Twelve discusses the possibilities and
challenges of spiritually grounded and culturally relevant teaching.
Finally, the epilogue is a final reflection about the role of spirituality
in education for individual and social transformation as we move
into the future. I hope you enjoy the journey as we forge that future
together.
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Part I

The spiritual awakening that is slowly taking place countercultur-

ally will become more of a daily norm as we all willingly break

mainstream cultural taboos that silence or erase our passion for spir-

itual practice.
bell hooks (2000, p. 82)

Breaking the Silence
Spirituality and Culture in Adult 
Meaning-Making and Education

1





1

We live in a culturally pluralistic society and a culturally com-
plex world. Trying to teach adult learners in a way that is cul-

turally relevant to their own lives in a culturally pluralistic teaching
context is a challenge. Many who do this work do so precisely because
they are absolutely passionate about it. It is their vocation, the work
of their very souls, often grounded in their spiritual commitment, as
well as in their own cultural background and concern for cultural
issues. At least, this was the case for the many adult and higher edu-
cators that I interviewed in the past two years who are doing this
work. Most of them rarely speak publicly about the role of their spir-
ituality relative to this work, however; as hooks (2000) suggests in
the opening quote to Part One, there have been mainstream cultural
taboos that have kept them silent about their spirituality, especially
if they are teaching in higher education. Still, spirituality is a major
organizing principle in their lives, and perhaps in the lives of many
who are trying to attend to cultural issues in learners’ lives in adult
and higher education. The following are a few examples.

Four Stories

Julia Gutierrez is forty-eight years old, a Chicana, who was raised
Catholic in the barrio of Southern California in a Mexican-American
family. Spanish was the primary language spoken at home as a child,

Introduction
Culture, Spirituality, and Adult Learning
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4 EXPLORING SPIRITUALITY AND CULTURE IN ADULT AND HIGHER EDUCATION

and Catholicism, with an especially strong devotion to La Virgen
de Guadalupe, was very important in her family. Although Julia no
longer practices her Catholicism with any regularity, her spirituality
is very important to her work in adult education with teachers focus-
ing on the creation of culturally relevant curricula for schools and
community groups both in the United States and in the Pacific
Islands. In reflecting on the place of her spirituality in the educa-
tional consulting group with whom she works, she notes:

I find there is a dimension of spirituality in the way we relate
to each other and in the way we collectively approach the
work of social change. Because we are each from a different
cultural background, we express our spirituality in different
ways—Hawaiian chants, prayers to the four directions,
Christian prayer. The interesting thing though, as I think
more about it, I suspect that there are also atheists among the
group, yet we somehow seem to delve into spirit. It might be
striving to be human, I don’t know. But we all believe in the
goodness of people and the possibility of change, while trying
to live a life of community.

Marcus Washington is an African American education profes-
sor in his early fifties who grew up in the African Methodist Epis-
copal (AME) church. Aside from a period in his twenties when he
pursued other interests, he has spent his life involved in African
American churches as an activist and adult educator, in addition to
his work as a professor. His current spirituality, with its emphasis on
working for social justice, is informed by the church of his youth,
the work of African American liberation theologians (Cone, 1990),
and to some extent the economic class analysis of Marxism (but not
its antireligious aspects). In reflecting back to his spiritual founda-
tion nurtured through his church, juxtaposed with the Marxist idea
that religion is the opiate of the people, Marcus notes:



Growing up, in terms of equal rights, civil rights, and justice
for black folks, religion was not an opiate! It was something
that animated us!

He adds, in speaking about the role of spirituality, justice, and com-
munity,

I always saw the church as being, in the black community at
any rate, sort of a vanguard.

It was a vanguard that provided inspiration to continue to do civil
rights and other social justice work. It is for this reason that he con-
tinues to be involved with church: it feeds his spirituality, is rooted
in his own cultural tradition, and nurtures his willingness to teach
for social change, both in higher education and in community-based
settings.

Lisa Riddle is a forty-two-year-old white woman, a singer-
songwriter and community educator who was raised in Alaska. She
describes her spiritual formation and spirituality as mostly related
to the wilderness surrounding her as she grew up.

I was raised in the temple of the great outdoors. . . . It wasn’t
like my parents were engaging in some kind of spiritual
instruction; we just lived in the lap of God! Let’s face it, it’s
hard to miss the spirit when you are surrounded by wilder-
ness! Wilderness is a spiritual source for me, which usually
links to indigenous nature and indigenous cultures, not be-
cause that was my training, but that was my exposure. My
folks did get us out to some major hikes where we are out
there with whatever bear might happen to come your way,
and to me that’s a spiritual experience!

It is this wilderness spirituality that connects her to the environ-
ment, the indigenous people of Alaska, and larger concerns about

Introduction 5



6 EXPLORING SPIRITUALITY AND CULTURE IN ADULT AND HIGHER EDUCATION

culture overall that inspires her work as a singer-songwriter and edu-
cator in dealing with environmental, antiracist, and cross-cultural
education programs.

Aiysha Ali is a thirty-five-year-old professor of education, a 
Muslim woman of East Indian descent, born in Africa, who immi-
grated to North America from Africa and England as an adolescent.
She notes that her commitment as an educator is rooted in her
belief that the purpose of education is “the improvement of the
human condition through both individual and social change.” Fur-
ther, she notes, “It is my interpretation of the Qur’anic and
prophetic injunctions regarding human responsibility that lead me
to hold this belief.” Her commitment as an educator around indi-
vidual achievement, multicultural and language issues, and educa-
tional policy studies is rooted in her understanding of the Qur’an
and Islam in general, which require the nurturing of one’s intellect,
as well as working for social responsibility. Her educational work is
strongly informed by her spirituality and religious identity, and more
recently she has chosen to be a bit more overt in claiming her Mus-
lim identity. She resonates strongly with the literature on education
as transformation; however, in explaining how she recently wrote
her philosophy of education, she noted:

It is not that I do not find resonant voices in this arena, but
rather I chose to highlight the voice from within. I can no
longer continue to separate my American and professional
self from my religious self; I can no longer see myself as an
educator first and a Muslim second. I am a Muslim who has
chosen to become an educator and to use education as my
contribution to the improvement of life for all in society—
regardless of race, religion, creed, and nationality.

Four stories—four educators, with vastly different cultural back-
grounds, are teaching adults in higher education or community-based
settings and are trying to do so by attending to cultural issues in a



culturally pluralistic society. Spirituality is an important underpin-
ning to the work they do, although it is manifested in different ways
for each of them. Like many people in North America, the spiritu-
ality of Marcus Washington and Aiysha Ali is very much rooted in
their respective religious traditions, which also connects with their
cultural and ethnic identity. But like many others in North Amer-
ica, Julia Gutierrez and Lisa Riddle prefer to describe themselves as
“spiritual but not religious.” Julia has moved away from the Catholi-
cism of her upbringing. She has no affiliation with any organized
religion and has developed a more eclectic spirituality, but one
related to Chicana culture with elements of Catholicism that she
still finds life-affirming and relevant to her cultural background.
Lisa, however, was raised in no particular religious tradition, but her
spirituality, rooted in the wilderness, is very much a part of the cul-
ture of Alaska where she grew up. While spirituality as a concept is
more thoroughly explored in Chapter Two, it is already clear that
the spirituality of all four of these educators is connected to their
own cultural backgrounds and histories. Their view of spirituality
also has to do with making meaning and with a sense of intercon-
nectedness and wholeness.

Julia Gutierrez, Marcus Washington, Lisa Riddle, Aiysha Ali (all
pseudonyms), and many of the people whom I have interviewed,
rarely speak about their spirituality in any kind of public forum
unless explicitly asked about it. However, they do recognize the im-
portance of the spiritual dimension in their own lives and in the
lives of those they teach. They also recognize that in trying to teach
to honor the cultures and multiple dimensions of learners’ lives,
they must find ways to acknowledge the important ways people con-
struct knowledge and find meaning in their own spirituality and tra-
ditions. Although they rarely use the term spirituality in their
educational work unless learners bring it up, they are gradually
beginning to take more risks in some places in talking about its im-
portance. They are perhaps like many in higher and adult educa-
tion whose spirituality is important but who may be tentative about
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discussing it; yet slowly they are beginning to give voice to that
which is such a central motivating force in their lives. So there seems
to be a place for attending to a sense of spirituality that focuses on
wholeness and the interconnectedness of all things in dealing with
the complexity of communicating across cultural differences.

In this book I look at how spirituality relates to teaching for cul-
tural relevance in adult and higher education in a culturally plural-
istic context in an increasingly complex world and explore the place
of spirituality in the lives of educators and learners. Because I always
want to know how an author came to be interested in a subject,
most of the remainder of this chapter gives some background to how
I became interested in the topic personally and professionally, and
uses some of my own story to explore how culture and spirituality
intersect. After providing a general discussion on why it is impor-
tant in this new millennium to consider the connection between
spirituality and culture in higher and adult education, I will provide
a brief overview on the organization and content of the book.

Background Context

My own thinking about spirituality and its connection to culturally
relevant education has emerged over time. It has a lot to do with
my commitments and what I see as part of my life’s purpose. But it
emerged in dilemmas I have faced in trying to live out what I under-
stand as part of that life’s purpose, in particular, to create greater
access and equity to education for adults who have been marginal-
ized because of their race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, or
ableness. This does not mean simply opening up access to a canon
of knowledge created and dominated by white people. It is also
about hearing the voices of members of different cultural, class, and
gender communities, recognizing the knowledge that is present in
those communities, and including it in the curriculum. It means
attending to what is culturally relevant to those community mem-
bers and honoring what is sacred for them in terms of academic



knowledge, narrative writing, art, poetry, symbols, and ways of inter-
acting. It also means, as Guy (1999) suggests, that as an instructor,
I need to try to increase my awareness and understanding of my own
cultural background. There are often occasions in our day-to-day life
experience that invite reflection on our own cultural backgrounds.
I begin with one experience that caused me to revisit my own cul-
tural history and consider what it has to do with who I am now.

Revisiting My Own Cultural Background: A Time Warp

It was in the spring of 2000 that I first saw the interactive play Late
Nite Catechism, created by Vicki Quade and Maripat Donovan in
1993. My eighty-year-old father had come to visit me in Chicago,
and I always look for something that we can do together that I think
he can relate to and enjoy, something that builds on our common
father-daughter history but adds to our shared experiences. So dur-
ing this visit on a spring Sunday afternoon, we opted to see Late Nite
Catechism, the off-Broadway comedy that is extremely reminiscent
of the version of Catholicism in which my parents raised me, back
in my predominantly Jewish and ethnic-Catholic hometown in the
northern suburbs of Boston where I grew up. I was sure my father
and I would find this entertaining.

The setting as described in the playbill was “an adult catechism
class, Chicago, 2000.” The participatory audience was the “class,”
and instantly it seemed as though we had entered a time machine
that brought us back to 1963, as “Sister” (she had no “last name”),
dressed in full habit, retaught us “the facts” of the Catholicism of
our youth. There were some minor differences between this and the
setting of our childhood, of course: this was 2000, not 1963; we were
adults, not children; and this was Chicago, not suburban Boston.
But here I was. Here we were. All adults looking backward with a
lot of laughter, and looking inward with a little longing. Such is the
power of cultural memory.

There is a note from the director in the playbill that says:
“Catholics (and yes, that includes you lapsed ones) do share a strong
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cultural bond and we hope that most of the memories we stir up
tonight will give you a warm tingle inside that will make you want
to sit up straight and pay attention!” (p. 2, emphasis added).

Indeed, Late Nite Catechism is a cultural experience. Given that
it is (as the playbills says) “an adult catechism class,” it is also an
adult education experience, but of a particular cultural ilk. Approx-
imately 98 percent of the participatory audience were white adults
who were raised Catholic, most of whom were of Irish, Italian, or
Polish descent. Being in Sister’s “adult education class” had us spi-
ral back through time to familiar cultural territory. Perhaps it was
some of the symbols around the room that brought us back: the
black-and-whiteness of Sister’s habit; the statue of the Blessed
Mother, bedecked with her May-crown of blossoms; the words to
the song “Hail Mary, We Crown Thee” on the chalkboard; the care-
fully written small and capital letters side by side in the Palmer
Method of Handwriting sprawled horizontally from A to Z along
the wall right underneath the crucifix. But I think it was also the
way Sister ran the class. She not only retaught us the shaky “facts”
about the verities of Catholic traditional beliefs, such as the perils
of missing Sunday Mass or eating meat on Friday, the state of the
Blessed Mother’s perpetual virginity, and the four stages of the after-
life: Heaven; “Limbo” where unbaptized infants go; Purgatory, if you
only need to do some time; and Hell. She also reminded us of how
we were to behave: to be disciplined, to always answer in complete
sentences that include a subject and verb, to respect our elders,
never to answer yes or no, but to stand up and respond with “Yes,
Sister” or “No, Sister,” to sit up straight and fold our hands. In short,
we were reminded not only the content of what we were taught but
also the culture of the way she taught, in all its goodness and bad-
ness. It made us laugh at what at times seemed to move from the
sublime to the ridiculous and at other times seemed oddly poignant
and revealing of who we still are and of what is still very much a
part of us. In short, Sister reminded us of from whence we came:
spiritually, culturally, and for many of us, educationally as well. The
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director was successful: these memories did indeed give many of us a
“warm tingle inside” that made us “sit up straight and pay attention!”

Cultural Connections, Spirituality, and Adult Learning

I use these initial reflections on my experience of Late Nite Catechism
primarily because they make apparent some of my own cultural
background rooted in the norms of the American Irish-Catholic
family in which I grew up. It is one relatively recent event that has
invited me to increase my own cultural self-awareness and take a
closer look at my own roots. I agree with the director of the play:
Catholics, especially those of northern and middle European de-
scent who attended Catholic school, do share a common cultural
bond, whether we are one of those “lapsed ones” or not. The com-
mon cultural history that weaves together our early religious train-
ing with our ethnicity has been formative to who we are, both
spiritually and culturally. Perhaps this is why we hear people refer
to their cultural background in terms captured better in hy-
phenation, such as Irish-Catholic, Black–Baptist, East Indian–
Muslim. For many of us, it is difficult to distinguish where one side
of the hyphen ends and the other begins in thinking about the on-
going development of our cultural and spiritual identities. Our cul-
tural background exists somewhere in the juncture of the hyphen.

The cultural bond that I shared with many in the Late Nite
Catechism audience had some particular manifestations. One was a
common understanding of many of the symbols around the room—
in the statue of the Virgin Mary in her May crown, for example, and
in the words to the song on the wall. Another was the meaning that
we projected onto those symbols. Some of these meanings are likely
to be common for those of us who grew up with this or similar cul-
tural heritage—the meaning attached to cultural memory. When
Sister made a woman in the audience sit and face the Blessed
Mother and reflect on how she might help her change her misbe-
havior for being caught whispering to her friend, many of us smiled,
remembering how this had happened to us back in the fourth grade.
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It brought back common memories. But projected onto such sym-
bols and events was individual meaning as well. For example, the
statue of the Blessed Mother reminded me of a similar likeness that
stood in our bay window when I was growing up, sort of the
guardian of the plants that surrounded her and of the house that we
made our home. This same statue, years later, stayed at my mother’s
bedside and was somewhat a guardian to her as she was dying—a
powerful image in my mind’s eye, this image of Mary, the Blessed
Mother, with outstretched arms providing comfort and safe passage
for my mother (who was also named Mary) as she transitioned from
this life to something beyond.

Although I was only barely conscious of these collective and
individual projections onto this one symbol that is part of my Irish-
Catholic cultural heritage during the play itself, all of this was some-
how going on within me as I looked backward, as I looked inward.
I am sure there were similar collective and individual projections
going on for others in the audience around this and other symbols.

It’s not just the symbols, however, that were part of the cultural
bond that I shared with other members of the audience. It was the
odd familiarity of ways of interrelating between Sister and her
“class” and the ways that we related with each other in this setting.
After all, culture is not just about symbols; it includes mannerisms,
nonverbal interaction, speech patterns, music. Sister’s behavior, in
her demands for discipline, for respect, that we speak in complete
sentences with a subject and a verb, and her severity somehow soft-
ened with her sense of humor were also a way of teaching culture.
It was a way of teaching “standard English,” as well as how to
behave in the world that felt all too familiar, and is still very much
a part of who many of us in that audience were and still are to some
extent. So, too, are some of the meanings that are still attached to
some old but familiar symbols that we may have thought we found
no meaning in as adults at all. It is these projections and the mean-
ings that were stirred up within us that we attach to the symbols



and ways of interrelating that probably gave us the “warm tingle
inside” and that made us pay attention.

One could easily say that the play Late Nite Catechism is about
how American Catholics (primarily of European descent) were
socialized culturally and religiously and has little to do with spiri-
tuality. On one level this is true; Late Nite Catechism is not reflec-
tive of my own current spirituality. However, as a child, I believed
a lot of what Sister said as spiritual “truth.” Although I no longer
believe or worry about Limbo, Purgatory, or eating meat on Friday,
those days in Catholic grammar school with many sisters so much
like Sister were foundational to who I am culturally and spiritually
today. This was probably also the case for a large percentage of the
participatory audience in Late Nite Catechism. Yet on that Sunday
afternoon, many members of that participatory audience, who grew
up Irish- or Italian- or Polish-Catholic, probably spiraled back to
reconsider what this foundation stage of spiritual development
meant to them now, no matter whether they still identified as
Catholic or not.

Adult learning and development take place in many contexts,
sometimes in individual settings and sometimes in group settings.
Individually, we may construct new knowledge in self-directed
learning efforts or when we make new meaning out of significant
life experiences or through our interactions in significant relation-
ships. And of course, we construct new knowledge in group settings,
such as formal higher education classes. But we also do it through
other group-learning situations, such as through pop culture events
such as movies and plays or when we analyze and find new mean-
ing in the text and subtext of a story in discussion groups around a
particular book, theme, or subject. Late Nite Catechism is one such
example—it is a play about an adult education class. It is a pop cul-
ture event that is a satire on the subculture and educational expe-
rience in which I grew up. My experience of watching that play was
different than if I had simply read the script or had rented a video
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of the production of the play and had seen it on my own. Although
my individual reactions may have been similar, I was affected by the
facts that I saw it with others of a similar cultural ilk and that I saw
it with my father. The comedy or the poignant moments were more
intense because of the affect of others in the experience with me. I
could feel the emotions, the “warm tingle” of their reactions as we
projected our collective meaning onto those symbols and events
while also projecting our own individual meanings. This is partly
what makes group learning different from individual learning: we
are affected by the collective experience of projection onto symbol,
or collective meaning. And indeed, I was affected by my dad’s reac-
tions, as I knew he was reflecting on the kind of schooling that he
and my mother provided for me and my four brothers and sisters—
the joy of laughter in personal and cultural memory and perhaps the
bittersweet recognition that time marches on. But through the march
of time we continue to make meaning of our lives and our earlier
experiences. We often spiral back.

Adult Education for Cultural Consciousness

I use the experience of seeing Late Nite Catechism not only because
it is reflective of my own cultural background but also because it was
a group-learning experience that helped me increase my own cul-
tural consciousness and cultural self-awareness. I have been teach-
ing classes that deal with race, culture, or gender in the context of
higher education since completing my doctorate in 1992. I come to
this work as a middle-class white woman, a perspective with its own
strengths and limitations. I have had to examine my own cultural
and gender story in doing this work and what it means to have
white skin privilege in American society, as well as how my Irish-
Catholic, middle-class-with-educated-parents background affected
my own access to education and beliefs about teaching and learn-
ing. The educational system that I was trained in from grade school
to graduate school primarily emphasized what white people have
done from white people’s perspectives. But the whiteness of the pro-



tagonists was rarely pointed out, for as McIntosh (1988), Johnson-
Bailey and Cervero (2000), and Shore (2001) suggest, whiteness
and the invisible norms of white culture are the standards of the
educational system. Given that these norms are rarely made visible,
white people, myself included, often have little consciousness either
of what it means to be white or of their own particular cultural
background. The experience of seeing Late Nite Catechism helped
me become more conscious of my own cultural background; in try-
ing to teach for cultural relevance, I always look for opportunities
to increase my understanding of my own culture as well as that of
the students with whom I work.

In trying to teach classes that deal with aspects of culture, I not
only have had to become more culturally conscious of my own
background and my own whiteness, I have also had to become
familiar with other cultural paradigms of teaching and learning and
to specifically seek out the works of people of color to include in the
curriculum. Simply knowing the literature, however, does not make
one able to teach in a culturally relevant way. It’s a step of an on-
going journey and process. Other important aspects include getting
to know some of what is happening in local cultural communities
and nurturing authentic relationships with people of different cul-
tural groups. Friends, colleagues, and students from various cultural
backgrounds have been important mentors to me and have helped
facilitate my moving toward being able to teach in a more culturally
relevant way. Yet I can never totally get inside another’s cultural ex-
perience, anymore than someone outside the experience of growing
up Irish-, Polish-, or Italian-Catholic will totally relate to or under-
stand all the cultural nuances of Late Nite Catechism. But I’m learn-
ing. Furthermore, in my classes, and in this book, I try never to speak
for people who are from cultural or class backgrounds different from
my own. What I hope to do here, as in my classes, is to make vivid
different cultural and spiritual perspectives by either explaining such
work as I understand it or, where possible, by relying on the words
of people from these communities to do the explaining.
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Teaching classes that focus on multicultural issues and that
examine power relations and systems of privilege and oppression
based on race, ethnicity, gender, class, sexuality, and ableness is
sometimes controversial, sometimes emotional, and sometimes con-
flictual. Over the years, I always tried to find ways that would help
us move through rather than avoid conflict but that would also
focus on what is common among us. I thought that it was impor-
tant for courses that deal with these issues to end on at least a rel-
atively positive note. While I had a number of strengths that I
brought with me into the teaching environment, I also had the lim-
itations of my own cultural background, my own blind spots, my
own knowledge base. I developed some strategies to deal with these.
One was to team-teach classes with someone who was a member 
of a different cultural group than I, who could offer a different per-
spective and lived experience. In this way we could be allies for
each other in the classroom; we could also play off each other’s
strengths and counter the other’s weaknesses. Another strategy that
my various teaching partners and I developed was to very occa-
sionally make use of activities that seemed to access other ways of
knowing—activities that sometimes involved music, art, poetry,
movement, or nonverbal experiences. To me, fundamentally, such
activities were related to both spirituality and culture in that they
seemed to touch people’s souls and they generally arose out of a par-
ticular cultural context. They were also helpful in moving beyond
conflict, in creating closure to the course, and to moving forward
with a sense not only of what is culturally different about each of us
but also of what is common among us. Such experiences seemed to
educate the heart and spirit, while the various readings and critical
analysis assignments educated the head. Both were important in
these classes in higher education contexts. But the very occasional
use of activities that made use of other ways of knowing led to the
larger question of what is the place of spirituality in working with
adult learners, especially in the higher education classroom. Fur-
thermore, in developing some of these experiences, I found myself



relying on and reframing some activities that I had done when
working with groups in my earlier professional life. I spiraled back.

Spiraling Back: Spiritual Roots

After completing a master’s degree in religion in 1979, I worked as
a campus minister for the Catholic Church on two college campuses
as a self-described feminist from 1979 to 1989. In this growing and
changing role over those years, I directed many liturgical music
groups, worked with community-action projects, and did retreats
and programs related to spirituality and social justice issues, includ-
ing gender and race relations. I did a lot of counseling and work
with groups. In addition, after having gone through a certification
and training program in massage therapy in 1985 and 1986, which
concentrated not only on muscles and bones but also on how to
work with energy, how to be present in nonverbal ways, and how 
to create a meditative presence, I worked one day per week in the
campus recreation center doing therapeutic massage. It was impos-
sible to say where my pastoral work in ministry ended and my ther-
apeutic massage work began in those days. I used many of the
activities that I had learned in my massage training that focused
more on how to work with energy and be present in particular ways
in some of my retreat and other work with groups. In short, the two
approaches were blended into one, as both were related to spiritu-
ality and healing of communities, on the one hand, and individu-
als, on the other.

Although my drive to be involved in this kind of work during
those years had a lot to do with spirituality and my concern for jus-
tice issues, it had little to do with religion. Technically, of course, I
was working for the Catholic Church on a Catholic university cam-
pus, which is a religious institution. And to some extent, there
was no getting around having to deal with the politics of both the
Catholic Church and the university. I had had an ambivalent re-
lationship with the Catholic Church from the time I was an ado-
lescent. On the one hand, I loved and appreciated many of the
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rituals of Catholicism and had some important spiritual experiences,
both personally and in relationship to social justice work within the
context of those rituals celebrated in a community I cared deeply
about. On the other hand, I was at odds with the Catholic Church’s
official position on many issues, especially those related to women
and sexuality. Because I had also been teaching classes related to re-
ligion and education in the academic curriculum as an adjunct
instructor during those years to nontraditional-aged adults, I also
saw myself as an adult educator. I was familiar with liberation the-
ologians and grassroots educators such as Paulo Freire and was using
some of their work in my classes. As a result, after ten years of work
in campus ministry, I decided to pursue a doctorate in adult educa-
tion, which I completed in 1992, and emphasized multicultural and
women’s educational issues, and have been teaching in higher edu-
cation ever since. Although I did not leave my spirituality behind
and it continued to be important to me personally, I did not draw
on it in any direct way in doing my academic work, as a doctoral
student or as a professor—that is, until I started trying to create
environments in my classes dealing with culture and gender that
didn’t get overly caught up in controversy. If one wants to teach to
challenge power relations based on race, gender, or class, it is sim-
ply not possible to teach only by using the tools of rationality and
critical thinking. These are emotional subjects for people. To teach
for personal and social change also requires a way of engaging peo-
ple’s hearts and spirits. I began once again to think about the role
of spirituality, specifically in trying to deal with multicultural issues
in the classroom.

Moving Forward: Connecting Spirituality, 
Culture, and Education

I began pursuing the work of connecting spirituality and culture ini-
tially by conducting a qualitative research study of how spirituality
informed the work of a multicultural group of women adult educa-
tors for social change primarily in 1998 and 1999. As I’ve discussed



elsewhere (Tisdell, 2000a) some of these women were teaching
classes in higher education settings like those that I teach; the oth-
ers were community activists who were doing educational work
related to culture, gender, and class in local communities. I was
interested in not only how spirituality informed their work but also
how they might draw on it in the learning environment itself. As
one might expect, those who worked in higher education were
much more reticent about drawing on spirituality or discussing it
very overtly in their classes. Higher education, after all, has been
primarily about rationality. The community educators, however,
noted that spirituality often came up, not because they brought it
up, but because community members brought it up. All of these
women did believe that spirituality has a place in culturally rele-
vant approaches to social justice education. After all, many who
have initiated social change movements, such as Gandhi and 
Martin Luther King, have been important spiritual leaders as well.
But the question for those working in higher and adult education is
how to draw on it and acknowledge its presence in the learning
environment without being impositional.

Since completing that initial study, I have interviewed many
other adult educators of different cultural backgrounds, both male
and female, who are working in higher education or community-
based settings and say that spirituality is a strong influence in their
teaching about cultural issues. Julia Gutierrez, Marcus Washington,
Lisa Riddle, and Aiysha Ali, featured at this chapter’s opening, are
among them. As noted in the Appendix (which includes a thor-
ough discussion of the methodology), the choice of participants for
this study was purposeful, as it is in all qualitative research (Mer-
riam, 1998). I was specifically interested in talking to adult educa-
tors in higher education and community settings who say that
spirituality is important in their own lives and is connected to their
work dealing with cultural issues. I wanted to hear about their spir-
itual journeys and how they draw on spirituality in doing cultural
work. Their stories, along with some of my own, are featured in this
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book; it is their insights that have influenced my own thinking
about how spirituality might affect teaching for cultural relevance.

Bringing Spirituality to Culturally Relevant 
Adult and Higher Education

As hooks (2000) suggests in the opening quote of Part One, educa-
tors and cultural workers are beginning to break the silence about
the connection between spirituality and education. This stems per-
haps from the changing cultural fabric of North America. There is
a greater emphasis on creating culturally relevant programs for spe-
cific population groups, and when spirituality is integral to the fab-
ric of a community, it makes sense that educators might attend to
it. But there are also greater numbers of people of color represented
both in higher education classrooms and in the ranks of adult edu-
cators working in community settings and as professors in higher
education. Their greater numbers are perhaps beginning to displace
the strict focus on rationality, particularly from a Eurocentric per-
spective, as the only valid form of knowledge, even in higher edu-
cation. As Dillard, Abdur-Rashid, and Tyson (2000), in their recent
discussion on what it means to be African American women in the
academy, note:

Many scholars and activists involved in the reformation
of the academy have worldviews deeply embedded in the
spiritual. The heretofore silencing of the spiritual voice
through privileging the academic voice is increasingly
being drowned out by the emphatic chorus of those
whose underlying versions of truth cry out “We are a
spiritual people!” (p. 448).

Indeed, spirituality is one of the ways people construct knowl-
edge and meaning. It works in consort with the affective, the ratio-
nal or cognitive, and the unconscious and symbolic domains. To



ignore it, particularly in how it relates to teaching for personal and
social transformation, is to ignore an important aspect of human
experience and an avenue of learning and meaning-making.

This book is explicitly about the connection between spiritual-
ity, culture, and adult and higher education. In particular my focus
here is on what this connection suggests for the ongoing develop-
ment of multicultural education and culturally relevant educational
opportunities that attempt to teach for greater equity among cul-
tural groups. Indeed, trying to discuss the interplay between spiri-
tuality and culture and its significance in developing culturally
relevant approaches to working with adult learners is a complex
task. Trying to do so is really only a beginning—a commencement,
or a moving forward, just as college commencements are so named
because they commence something new at the same time that they
are both a closure and a continuation of the past. I hope that the
discussion of the connection between spirituality and culture in this
book will further open the discussion that has already begun on the
role of spirituality in adult and higher education.

Spirituality and culture in adult and higher education are always
about people’s stories and experiences. The stories featured in this
book are primarily based on those I heard from the many educators
who generously shared their lives with me about how spirituality
informs their cultural work in education.

With three exceptions, all the names used for those I inter-
viewed are pseudonyms, including Julia Gutierrez, Marcus Wash-
ington, Lisa Riddle, and Aiysha Ali. I indicate the three participants
who specifically requested that I use their real names throughout
the text with an asterisk.

For the most part and where possible, I tried to use participants’
own words to describe their experiences. Out of respect to them, I
almost always used the language they used to describe their cultural
identities. This accounts for why participants of a similar cultural
group are described differently; for example, some are “black,”
whereas others are “African American” or “of African descent,” and
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some interchange the terms; similarly some are “Latino” while 
others might define themselves more specifically or politically as
“Chicano” or “Chicana” or as Puerto Rican.

As noted in the Preface, the book is in three main parts. Part
One lays the groundwork for considering the connection between
spirituality and culture and how it relates to developing culturally
relevant approaches to adult and higher education. Part One defines
as clearly as possible spirituality and culture, considers the conver-
gences and divergences between spirituality and religion, and dis-
cusses themes and variations of spiritual experience. Part Two
focuses on spiritual development as change over time and as a spiral
process of moving forward and spiraling back. This part of the book
explores the role of spirituality in developing identity based on gen-
der, claiming a positive cultural identity, and dealing with the com-
plexity of intersecting identities. At various points in both Part One
and Part Two, I discuss some brief implications for higher and adult
education practice in relationship to the topic in order to make clear
the connection to educational practice throughout. The entire focus
of Part Three, however, is the detailed consideration of what a spir-
itually grounded and culturally relevant approach to education might
look like in practice. Part Three also considers what spirituality
brings to the ongoing theory development of a spiritually grounded,
culturally relevant pedagogy in higher and adult education.

The spiritual dimension of our lives is an important source of
our adult learning and is most often represented through art form,
music, or storytelling. It is connected to how we create meaning in
our relationships with others. It is in our living and loving, in our
attempts to move beyond power struggles in personal relationships.
It is in the stories we tell to stay connected—in the interconnect-
ing web of mothers and fathers, grandmothers and grandfathers, and
adult daughters and sons. It is in how we struggle for justice, on be-
half of ourselves and others, and in the spirituality of our ancestors
that inspires us to work against racism and move forward in the



world. For many adults, the spiritual dimension is connected with
understanding a higher power or a transcendent being. It is in how
we represent that meaning in our culture that spirituality and cul-
ture are interconnected.

I have interviewed many people about the interplay of spiritu-
ality and culture in their lives and have been honored to hear their
stories. Stories touch our hearts; they put a human face on the world
of ideas. In the pages that follow, I will pass on a lot of the stories
that participants told me about the interplay of culture and spiritu-
ality. Some stories may tell you something about your own spiritual
and cultural story. Other stories will be about people who have very
different cultural and spiritual perspectives. But I hope that at least
a few of them will have a similar effect as the stories that Sister told
in Late Nite Catechism had on me. I hope at least a few of them may
give you a “warm tingle inside” that make you want to “sit up
straight, and pay attention.” And of course I hope they are cultur-
ally relevant for your own work with adult learners.
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Spirituality is a hot topic. Bookstores are replete with many pop-
ular titles on the subject. This growing interest among the wider

population is also beginning to be reflected by authors in academic
areas of study and professional practice, such as in health care, edu-
cation, and psychology, who have heretofore ignored, downplayed,
or kept silent about spirituality relative to their discipline.

Examining Spirituality in Academia

Of course, religiously affiliated higher education institutions have
historically dealt with issues related to their specific religion and the
educational process. Indeed, there is some overlap between religion
and spirituality; yet the two are not the same. Other than in reli-
giously affiliated institutions, which are partially invested in a spe-
cific religion as opposed to spirituality more broadly, institutions of
higher education have historically avoided spirituality. Perhaps the
prior silence on the topic of spirituality in areas of academic and
professional practice is due not only to the difficulty of defining spir-
ituality, but also to the ambivalence of many who work in an aca-
demic world that has emphasized rationality and the scientific
method for most of the twentieth century. On the one hand, many
of us resonate with educator bell hooks (2000) when she observes
that it is time to break the silence about spirituality, as it plays an

Breaking the Silence
Defining Spirituality in a Culturally 

Relevant Educational Context
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important role in fueling our passion for our work, love, and meaning-
making. On the other hand, we may also wonder, as Robert Wuthnow
(1998) observes, “whether ‘spiritual’ has become synonymous with
‘flaky’” (p. 1).

In spite of ambivalence, many in academia and in health care
have indeed begun to explore the role of spirituality related to their
areas of study and professional practice. In the area of health care,
Sloan, Bagiella, and Powell (1999) note that in a recent study of
family practice physicians, 99 percent reported they believed in the
importance of spirituality in the healing process, and 79 percent of a
thousand nonphysician adults surveyed believed spirituality could
help people recover from disease. Koenig, McCullough, and Larson
and their contributors (2001) review the many research studies that
have been conducted on spirituality and religion in relationship to
specific health issues, including mental health issues and specific
physical conditions from hypertension to cancer. These studies sug-
gest strong supporting evidence for the role of spirituality in health
and healing. Such studies, along with the substantial interest in spir-
ituality and its role in healing, have also begun to affect medical
education, and more than thirty medical schools across the coun-
try now offer courses exploring the connection between spirituality
and health (Sloan et al., 1999; Ziegler, 1998).

Just as there is growing interest and acceptance of the role of
spirituality in health care among health care workers, researchers,
and medical educators, there is a similar growing interest among
educators in adult and higher education. But this recent develop-
ment of focusing on the role of spirituality in the educational
process is a continuation of the examination of the multiple ways
in which people construct knowledge. For example, Howard Gard-
ner’s (1993) groundbreaking work on “multiple intelligences”
brought attention to the ways people manifest different types of
intelligence. Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule’s (1986)
work on the role of connection or relationship in women’s know-
ing and learning brought attention to, and much subsequent



research and publication on, the role of the affective domain in
learning. The many authors in adult education who have focused
on ways adults construct knowledge beyond the rational, including
Clark’s (2001) discussion on creativity and somatic knowing and
Dirkx’s (1997, 2001) consideration of the role of imagination in
learning, call attention to other ways adults learn and create mean-
ing. In addition, the direct discussion of the role of spirituality in
learning in adult and higher education, as indicated by book-length
discussions that deal directly with these issues (English & Gillen,
2000; Glazer, 1999; Kazanjian & Laurence, 2000; Jablonski, 2001;
Palmer, 2000), indicates that academics and educators are begin-
ning to break the silence about the role of spirituality in education.
Furthermore, there is a growing recognition of the importance of
spirituality to many who are trying to educate for social justice. For
example, the Brazilian activist and educator Paulo Freire was a
deeply spiritual man, heavily influenced by the liberation theology
movement of Latin America (Freire, 1996; Horton & Freire, 1990).
Mechthild Hart and Deborah Holton (1993) have noted the role of
spirituality in emancipatory adult education efforts, and hooks (1994,
2000) has discussed the significance of spirituality in her own work as
a writer and educator around culture, class, and gender issues.

Although there has been some discussion on the role of spiritu-
ality in education, book-length discussions thus far on spirituality
and education have given little attention to the explicit connec-
tion of spirituality and culture or to its connection to culturally rel-
evant education. The many authors who have contributed to
Kazanjian and Laurences’s (2000) book on religious pluralism and
spirituality in higher education implicitly touch on it, given that
many of the authors are also of different cultural groups; yet their
focus is more on religious pluralism. In a book edited by Jablonski
(2001) that deals with the role of spirituality in students’ lives and
how student affairs practitioners might draw on it, only Chavez
(2001) even touches on the connection between spirituality and
culture in her discussion of having a Mestiza consciousness about
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spirituality. Although few books explicitly deal with the connection
of spirituality and culture, this has been a focus in journal articles,
book chapters, and conferences (Dillard et al., 2000; Curry &
Cunningham, 2000; Hernandez-Avila, 1996; Tisdell, 1999; 2000a;
Tolliver & Tisdell, 2001a; Simmer-Brown, 1999). These contribu-
tions and discussions have been made largely by people of color or
those who are explicitly interested in cultural issues. As hooks
(2000) suggests, these authors are a part of the counterculture that
is trying to “break mainstream cultural taboos” (p. 82) that silence
our passion and the spiritual underpinning to our cultural work. My
purpose here is to further the discussion relating to spirituality and
culture in adult and higher education and thus to further break that
silence. But first, it is important to define as clearly as possible the
terms spirituality, culture, and culturally relevant education.

Defining Spirituality

Spirituality is an elusive topic. Different people define it in differ-
ent ways, but all definitions somehow seem to be incomplete. Nev-
ertheless, it is important to define what is meant here by the term
spirituality and how it relates to work in multicultural and culturally
relevant education. Based on interviews with thirty-one adult edu-
cators and as discussed in some prior work with colleagues (Tisdell,
Tolliver, & Villa, 2001; Tolliver & Tisdell, 2001a, 2001b), I make
the following seven assumptions about the nature of spirituality in
relation to education:

1. Spirituality and religion are not the same, but for many 
people they are interrelated.

2. Spirituality is about an awareness and honoring of wholeness
and the interconnectedness of all things through the mystery
of what many I interviewed referred to as the Life-force, God,
higher power, higher self, cosmic energy, Buddha nature, or
Great Spirit.



3. Spirituality is fundamentally about meaning-making.

4. Spirituality is always present (though often unacknowledged)
in the learning environment.

5. Spiritual development constitutes moving toward greater
authenticity or to a more authentic self.

6. Spirituality is about how people construct knowledge through
largely unconscious and symbolic processes, often made more
concrete in art forms such as music, art, image, symbol, and
ritual which are manifested culturally.

7. Spiritual experiences most often happen by surprise.

Although a more detailed discussion of several of these aspects of
spirituality will be presented in far greater depth in later chapters,
a brief discussion of each of these is provided below.

Spirituality and Religion Are Not the Same

As Lerner (2000) observes, religion is an organized community of
faith that has written doctrine and codes of regulatory behavior.
Spirituality, however, is more personal belief and experience of a
divine spirit or higher purpose, about how we construct meaning,
and what we individually and communally experience and attend
to and honor as the sacred in our lives.

For those who were socialized in a religious tradition, spirituality
and religion often are related. After all, the ongoing spiritual devel-
opment of most of us as adults cannot be completely separated from
how we were socialized religiously as children. In most cases, such
childhood exposure was the foundation of spiritual development.
In thinking about the four stories presented in the last chapter, it is
clear that there are many adults, like Marcus Washington and
Aiysha Ali, who find spiritual meaning in and remain committed
to the religious tradition in which they grew up. But there are many
who live in North America, like Julia Gutierrez, who have moved
away from the religion of their childhood or left organized religion
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altogether in search of a more meaningful adult spirituality. Even
so, their childhood religious socialization still served as a spiritual
foundation. Even those who were not socialized in a religious tra-
dition, like Lisa Riddle, still often spiral back to what was foun-
dational to their earliest socialization or experiences around
spirituality. This is probably why Lisa’s sense of wilderness as a spir-
itual source growing up in Alaska is so central to her adult spiritu-
ality. Hence a first aspect of the working definition of spirituality as
it is used here is that spirituality and religion are not the same, but
for many adults they are at times interrelated. This idea might be
depicted pictorially as intersecting Venn diagrams, where there is a
religion sphere, and a spirituality sphere, and the two intersect when
spiritual experiences happen in the context of one’s religious life or
religious community. Yet spiritual experiences often happen com-
pletely outside the context of a religious tradition; similarly, there
are many experiences of organized religion that have nothing to do
with spirituality.

Spirituality Is About an Awareness 
and Honoring of Wholeness

As Lisa Riddle stated when I asked about her definition, “Spiritu-
ality is some sort of an aware honoring of the Life-force that is hap-
pening through everything.” I like Lisa’s definition. It picks up on
some themes that other researchers and writers have discussed in
trying to define spirituality. For example, participants in a study con-
ducted by Hamilton and Jackson (1998) noted that spirituality was
fundamentally about three main themes: the further development
of self-awareness; a sense of interconnectedness of all things; and a
relationship to a higher power or higher purpose. Such a definition
gives a sense of the psychological aspects of spirituality as broadly
related to meaning-making. Lisa’s definition highlights these aspects
as well, but also gets at something more. Her definition emphasizes
some intentionality on the part of the meaning-maker about spiri-
tuality. An “aware honoring” indicates that one takes action, how-



ever subtle, and cultivates an attitude, a way of being, a way of hon-
oring the Life-force. Further, to say that the Life-force is “happen-
ing through everything” also connotes that this Life-force is
primarily about wholeness, a wholeness and order to the universe,
a wholeness that is beyond human understanding. This concept of
wholeness experienced at times through the ever-present Life-force
is an important component of spirituality.

Spirituality Is About Meaning-Making

Spirituality, as many have noted, is fundamentally about how we
make meaning in our lives (English & Gillen, 2000; Hunt, 2001;
Vella, 2000), particularly as related to our overall life purpose. Many
adults indicate that it is a major organizing principle that guides
their life choices, including choices of lovers and intimate friends
and the kinds of work that they see as their vocation as they make
meaning of their life experience. For some, spirituality is more indi-
vidualistic; for others, like those whose stories were featured in the
last chapter, spiritual commitment requires that they actively work
for social justice. In either case, individuals do what they feel called
to do—what gives their lives meaning.

Spirituality Is Always Present in the Learning Environment

Given that the Life-force is everywhere and the process of meaning-
making is happening all the time, people’s spirituality is always 
present (though usually unacknowledged) in the learning environ-
ment. Vella (2000) discusses the relevance of spirituality in teach-
ing and learning in her discussion of a “spirited epistemology” (a
view of knowledge that incorporates the spiritual). She states:
“Every education event is movement toward a metanoia, the pas-
sage of spirit from alienation into a deeper awareness of oneself. A
spirited epistemology is based on the belief that all education is di-
rected toward such a transformation” (p. 10).

Although not all educational events are transformative, many
educational events are or can be transformative if they are guided
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by Vella’s “spirited epistemology.” As will be discussed in far greater
depth in Part Three, Vella is not necessarily suggesting that educators
need directly to discuss spirituality in those terms in the classroom to
make use of a pedagogy that is based on a “spirited epistemology”;
rather she is suggesting that educational moments that are a move-
ment toward a metanoia implicitly draw on spirituality.

Spiritual Development Constitutes Moving 
Toward Authenticity

The notion of spirituality as moving toward a sense of greater
authenticity or a more authentic identity is strongly related to the
concept of metanoia as discussed by Vella (2000). If people undergo
a metanoia, literally a “change of heart,” about their view of them-
selves and their world and move to a less alienated state and a
deeper awareness of themselves and others, they are invited further
into their own authenticity. Authenticity in this sense means having
a sense that one is operating more from a sense of self that is defined
by one’s own self as opposed to being defined by other people’s
expectations. Joan Borysenko (1999), a theorist of women’s devel-
opment, discusses this theme of authenticity and wholeness in her
examination of women’s spiritual development. Nearly all of the
people I interviewed talked about spirituality as related to this grow-
ing sense of greater authenticity or a more authentic identity, which
was strongly related to a sense of God-within, a higher self, the Life-
force, or spirit alive within.

Ava Valdez, a Latina born in Central America who immigrated
to the United States as a young adult, talked a lot about spiritual-
ity in relationship to her cultural identity. After discussing some of
her mixed cultural heritage and her Mayan ancestry, she explained,
“I think that spirituality is to know who you are, and to be able to de-
fine who you are, wherever you are, despite the changing conditions
of your life.” What Ava was suggesting is that it is easy to fall into
a sense of identity mostly defined by fulfilling others’ role expecta-
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tions. But when one is grounded more in one’s own spirituality, one
has a greater sense of embracing an identity more congruent with
who one is. Beverly Ward, an Alaska Native woman, explained that
her spirituality was especially prominent when she was going
through significant transitional times that helped her face difficult
issues. “It certainly got me through a lot when I was going through
my divorce, because I did spend a lot of time addressing issues that
I had never addressed in my adult life,” she explains. This sense of
finding the courage to take a stand, determining what one believes
and how one should be in the world, was defined by many partici-
pants as a spiritual process that brings one more in touch with one’s
core self, which is grounded in one’s deepest spirit.

A key point here is that spirituality is about moving toward this
greater sense of one’s deepest spirit or more authentic identity. Since
most of the participants were theists, they believed in a core self, or
a “core essence” that was God-given and part of the divine spirit, a
part of each person’s uniqueness. Buddhists might call this “Buddha
nature.” Those in the study who were uncomfortable with the idea
of a personal God referred to this idea as the higher self. Part of their
spiritual journey was moving toward knowing and operating from this
“core self,” this more authentic identity. They were not claiming
that they had “arrived” at “authenticity” or that they were operat-
ing all the time from the “authentic self.” Furthermore, it would be
important to be skeptical of claims to absolute authenticity, since
this is what cult leaders often claim. Given that we are all shaped
partly by culture, gender, our genetics, our various psychological and
biological needs and desires, and others’ expectations of us, it would
be impossible to know with certainty absolute authenticity in this
life. Nevertheless, if one believes in a unique essence to every
human person, regardless of what one calls that essence, it is possi-
ble to move toward understanding and operating from that core self
or authentic identity, at the same time one calls into question what
that “authentic identity” is. This is the paradox: moving toward
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one’s more authentic identity at the same time questioning the
notion of authenticity. But then again, as Palmer (1980) suggests,
spirituality is also about living in the belly of paradox.

Spirituality Is About Constructing Knowledge Through
Unconscious and Symbolic Processes

The first five components of spirituality discussed above are related
to education. They are also potentially related to culturally relevant
approaches to adult and higher education. But it is the fifth and
sixth components that are especially related to considerations of
culture. When people are invited into their own authenticity, they
are invited to explore and reclaim aspects of their cultural identity
and make it more overtly present in the learning environment. This
is part of being one’s authentic self. This connects naturally to a
sixth component of spirituality—that spirituality is about how peo-
ple construct knowledge through largely unconscious and symbolic
processes. This is based primarily on the insight of James Fowler
(1981), who developed a theory of faith development that relied,
in part, on the work of Piaget and moral development theorist
Lawrence Kohlberg. Yet Fowler takes issue with Piaget and Kohl-
berg for “their restrictive understanding of the role of imagination
in knowing, their neglect of symbolic processes generally and the
related lack of attention to unconscious structuring processes other
than those constituting reasoning” (p. 103). Indeed, we construct
knowledge and make meaning in powerful and unconscious ways
through image, symbol, music, art, metaphor, and ritual. Heron
(1996) refers to this as imaginal or presentational knowing. But
these aspects of how we construct knowledge, who we are, and how
we make meaning are also cultural and thus connect us back to our
cultural selves.

Spiritual Experiences Happen by Surprise

For the most part, spiritual experiences (or what are viewed as “spir-
itual experiences” by people) seem to happen by surprise. These



moments of catching a glimpse of the wholeness of Life, the inter-
connectedness of all things, and one’s more authentic self generally
cannot be planned. It may be possible to engage in practices
whereby one is more likely to experience such moments, such as
through practicing regular meditation, listening to inspirational
music, spending time in the natural world, or attending ritual cel-
ebrations. But whether or not anyone has what might be called a
“spiritual experience” in any of these situations varies from person
to person and almost happens as an unexpected gift. Similarly, an
educator might also create an environment that further invites peo-
ple into their own authenticity and increased understanding of
themselves and other people, which may or may not result in a
“spiritual experience” by engaging the cognitive, affective, and sym-
bolic domains in the educational process. For example, the educator
might incorporate critical reading and engagement of new ideas
(cognitive domain), consideration of how such ideas relate to one’s
life experiences (affective domain), and a space for celebrating and
integrating new learning through the use of original or available
music, art, poetry, or metaphor (symbolic domain). As Fowler sug-
gests, this incorporating of the symbolic domain (which is often cul-
tural as well) may begin to attend to the spiritual for some people,
but whether what goes on in the learning environment is actually
experienced as “spiritual” depends on the individual.

Defining Culture

The term culture is nearly as difficult to define as the term spiritual-
ity, but it is nonetheless important to be clear about what is meant
by the term as it is used here. Indeed, culture has many meanings in
our society. As Guy (1999) notes, “everyday usage includes high cul-
ture, popular culture, organizational culture, ethnic culture, subculture,
and uncultured” (p. 6). He traces the various historical uses of the
term in the United States and notes the long-standing influence 
of nineteenth-century British cultural critic Matthew Arnold’s 
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definition of culture as that which is associated with the most elite
in beauty, intelligence, and perfection. Adult educators Horace
Kallen and Alain Locke in the first half of the twentieth century
had a more inclusive conception of culture as that which is con-
nected to the lifeblood of a people. They considered the implica-
tions of such a definition in a culturally pluralistic society, using the
term cultural pluralism to refer to “a society in which different cul-
tural groups would democratically and peacefully coexist” (Guy,
1999, p. 7). Guy notes that this more inclusive definition of culture
focusing on the lifeblood of a social group probably did not really
take root, however, until the 1960s. The now more popular defini-
tion of culture refers to the “shared values, attitudes, beliefs, behav-
iors, and language within a social group” (p. 7). This is what is
meant by culture as it is used in a general sense here.

But what is meant by culture when it is being used with a broadly
descriptive adjective in front of it, such as American culture or U.S.
culture? After all, there are several social groups living in the United
States, with their own beliefs, values, norms, behaviors, language,
or dialect, not just one. The 2000 U.S. census report reveals a white
population declining to approximately 72 percent and an increas-
ing percentage of communities of color. African Americans make
up the largest, at nearly 13 percent, and Latinos, including Puerto
Ricans, Cubans, Mexicans, and Colombians, each with their own
unique cultures, only slightly behind at 12.5 percent (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2000). In addition, there are the indigenous people of the
United States and groups from the Mid-East, Africa, the India-
Pakistan subcontinent, and various Asian or Asian American com-
munities, including those whose families have lived here for several
generations and those who are more recent immigrants. Each of
these groups has its own unique culture and, often, religious tradi-
tion as well, which also has an impact on their values, beliefs, and
behaviors. Diana Eck (2001) reports that America is now the most
religiously pluralistic country in the world: “[T]here are more 
Muslim Americans than Episcopalians, more Muslims than mem-



bers of the Presbyterian Church USA, and as many Muslims as there
are Jews—that is, about six million. We are astonished to learn that
Los Angeles is the most complex Buddhist city in the world, with 
a Buddhist population spanning the whole range of the Asian
Buddhist world from Sri Lanka to Korea, along with a multitude of
native-born American Buddhists. Nationwide, this whole spectrum
of Buddhists may number about four million” (pp. 2–3).

This complexity of the interplay between religious pluralism and
cultural pluralism makes it difficult to determine what is meant
when people refer broadly to American culture, since American cul-
ture is actually very pluralistic. In general, though, it seems that
when this term is used what is likely being referred to is the domi-
nant culture, which in the United States is white, of European
ancestry, middle class, with a tendency toward individualism, and
informed by the values of various Christian denominations. This is
the largest single group in America. As Guy (1999) notes, this is the
group that has had the most structural power in society in terms of
greatest access to money, property ownership, and public decision-
making power as manifested by their greater presence in managerial
positions and in elected bodies such as in the U.S. Congress. In edu-
cational circles, members of this cultural group have also histori-
cally had the power to determine what must be included in the U.S.
educational curriculum. Thus, in the following discussion, I will
specifically use the term dominant culture when I am referring to
those who are white, middle to upper-middle class, and Christian.
Those with the most power in this dominant culture tend also to
be male, heterosexual, and moneyed. I will use the term larger cul-
ture to refer to the plurality of cultures in America. In sum, then,

• Culture refers to a specific social group with a shared set
of values, beliefs, behaviors, and language, such as
African American culture or Puerto Rican culture.

• Dominant culture refers to those in North America, who
are white, of European ancestry, moneyed, of Christian
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background, heterosexual, able-bodied, and often male
as well.

• Larger culture refers to the plurality of cultures that
make up all of North America.

Defining Culturally Relevant Education

It is also important to define more clearly what is meant by multi-
cultural education and culturally relevant education. There have been
many discussions about multicultural education in the past fifteen
years. To be sure, there are strong proponents of it, but there are also
critics of it both from the left and the right of the political spectrum
(Nieto, 1995). The critics on the right tend to see multicultural edu-
cation as an overly politicized term that is divisive and destructive
to the cultural fabric of America (D’Souza, 1992; Hirsch, 1988).
Some on the left see it as a term that has been coopted by main-
stream white educators who have little understanding of power rela-
tions between dominant and oppressed groups based on race,
gender, class, sexual orientation, and ableness. Indeed, some of the
confusion lies in the fact that different authors and theorists mean
very different things by the term multicultural education, and else-
where I have discussed at length some of the differences among var-
ious models of multicultural education (Tisdell, 1995). Some
versions simply focus on individual differences among people of dif-
ferent cultural groups, primarily from a psychological perspective.
These approaches aim to help those who are marginalized by race,
class, culture, or gender to fit more successfully into the dominant
culture and educational systems without necessarily challenging
what privileges some over others in these systems. In fact, as Sleeter
and McLaren (1995) observe, in some of these approaches racism
is never mentioned, nor is it dealt with as a phenomenon in soci-
ety; rather the emphasis is on cultural differences with no attention
to power imbalances. Other versions explicitly deal with how power
relations based on the structural systems of race, gender, class, sex-



ual orientation, and ableness, based on the critical pedagogy work
of Paulo Freire (1971), tend to privilege some groups over others
(Banks, 1993; Sleeter, 1998). These versions of multicultural edu-
cation, often called critical multiculturalism are explicitly trying to
challenge those structural systems in order to create greater equity in
education and society.

Closely related to the discourses of critical multicultural educa-
tion are the discourses of resistance postmodernism. There are many
complicated discourses of postmodernism (Lather, 1991; Sleeter,
1996). All versions of it focus to some extent on the notion of de-
construction—to take apart or examine how each of us has been at
least partially “constructed” through our socialization and our “posi-
tionality,” or how we are positioned in society relative to the dom-
inant culture by virtue of the multiple factors of gender, race, class,
sexual orientation, age, and national origin. Some versions of post-
modernism, often called “ludic” postmodernism, focus almost ex-
clusively on deconstruction and seem to play word games that are
accessible to almost no one except elite academics. Such versions
would likely have no interest in spirituality, and would be likely to
suggest that it is impossible to know one’s self, much less one’s more
“authentic self,” apart from the way one has been socialized through
the limitations of language and by social structures of race, class,
and gender that privileges some over others. Other versions (usu-
ally called “resistance postmodernism”) focus more on the resistance
of particular marginalized groups to the dominant culture in a way
that helps them claim and define their own individual and group
identity on their own terms. At the same time, resistance post-
modernists are mindful of the danger of absolutizing any category
of identity manifested in such absolute statements such as “women
are this, men are that” or “white people are this, people of color are
that.” The discourses of resistance postmodernism are roughly par-
allel to the discourses of critical multiculturism, and many resistance
postmodernists would recognize the role of spirituality in fueling
people’s passion to resist.
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A difficulty with any version of multicultural education, even a
critical multicultural or a resistance postmodernism approach, is
that when dealing with a plurality of cultures and multiple systems
of privilege and oppression in a classroom or learning situation,
sometimes not enough in-depth attention is given to any one sys-
tem to provide any real understanding of how social systems work.
This lack of more specific attention can inadvertently maintain the
status quo. This is another reason why some are leery of the term
multicultural education and of postmodernism in general, and why
some authors specifically focus on how one structural system, such
as race or gender, affects teaching and learning. For example, Peter-
son (1996) and Colin (1994) specifically examine race from an
Africentric perspective; Sheared (1994, 1999) and Johnson-Bailey
(2001) focus on educational issues for African American women.
In a similar vein, Abalos (1998) and Darder, Torres, and Gutierrez
(1997) focus on Latinos, whereas others focus on gender (Hayes &
Flannery et al, 2000; Hart, 1992; Tisdell, 1998) or sexual orienta-
tion (Grace, 2001; Hill, 1995; Pagenhart, 1994). Some educators
use the term culturally relevant education to refer to and highlight the
importance of understanding the culture of a particular social group.
The term culturally relevant education was made more popular by
Gloria Ladson-Billings (1995) in her discussion of successful teach-
ers of African American children, and how they made use of
approaches to education that were culturally relevant and respon-
sive to these children. Talmadge Guy (1999) and the many authors
in his recent edited book have used this term to discuss culturally
relevant adult education approaches with specific population groups.
As Guy (1999) states: “A principal focus of the educational expe-
rience, from the perspective of cultural relevance, is the recon-
struction of learners’ group-based identity from one that is negative
to one that is positive. . . . For adult educators interested in address-
ing the ways in which cultural domination affects learners in adult
education settings, educational strategies must be developed to min-



imize the potential for further exclusion and marginalization of
learners” (p. 13).

He goes on to suggest that instructors employing culturally rel-
evant education approaches need to increase their own cultural self-
awareness, be aware of the learners’ cultural identity, create an
inclusive curriculum that challenges power relations, and attend to
instructional processes in the classroom. Although Guy does not
discuss spirituality, it seems that it can play a part in culturally rel-
evant approaches to adult and higher education.

Toward a Spiritually Grounded Approach 
to Culturally Relevant Pedagogy

There has been little discussion of the role of spirituality in cultur-
ally relevant education thus far. To be sure, most attempts at cul-
turally relevant education in adult and higher education settings
happen in groups—in classrooms or in community-based and other
group settings. And while everyone’s spirituality is uniquely her or
his own, the spirituality of most people connects to what they value
and how they behave in the world. Thus there is a communal di-
mension to spirituality as well. Further, for many people, there is
also a sense of communal responsibility to their spirituality that
requires that they work for social justice or greater equity in the
world. Rabbi Michael Lerner (2000) refers to this as an “emanci-
patory spirituality” (p. 165), and suggests that a specifically eman-
cipatory spirituality highlights a sense of awe and wonder, the
cultivation of mindfulness, and a love and care for the universe, but
that it is manifested in actively working for environmental sustain-
ability and a focus on the transformation of the world. He states:
“To achieve and sustain this transformation, Emancipatory Spiritu-
ality encourages people to work together in social and political
movements, and to fill those movements with a powerful spiritual
practice that includes meditation, celebration of the universe. . .”
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(p. 169). He goes on to discuss the importance of a sense of love
and respect, not only for those of a similar political and spiritual
philosophy, but also for those who do not share that philosophy. An
emancipatory spirituality, in contrast to what he refers to as a “re-
actionary spirituality” (p. 174), recognizes the value of pluralism
and the many manifestations of spirit within different cultures and
traditions. For Lerner (2000), emancipatory spirituality includes an
emphasis on working for social justice, with some attention to cul-
tural pluralism and difference, which are elements not always high-
lighted in more general discussions of spirituality.

A basic premise of this book is that when educators attend to
cultural issues, are more their own authentic selves (including more
aware of their cultural selves), and invite others into their own
authenticity by attending to cultural issues, they are engaging in
culturally relevant education. Culturally relevant education is some-
times grounded in what Lerner refers to as emancipatory spiritual-
ity and might be made manifest in the learning environment in
different ways. When one engages the cognitive, affective, and the
symbolic domains of learning, learning itself becomes more holis-
tic, thereby increasing the chance for learning to be transformative.
This may be a spiritual experience for some people. Given that spirit
is always present in the learning environment (Dirkx, 1997),
attending to spirituality and its relationship to culture does not nec-
essarily mean discussing spirituality directly, and it certainly is not
about pushing a specific religious agenda. It can simply mean creating
an environment and a space where people can bring their whole
selves into the learning environment and acknowledge the power-
ful ways they create meaning through their cultural, symbolic, and
spiritual experience, as well as through the cognitive. Such a “spir-
ited epistemology” may result in a metanoia around cultural issues
and facilitate greater understanding about one’s own culture and
that of other people. This is primarily why spirituality may have rel-
evance to critical multicultural and culturally relevant approaches



to education. When one engages in social justice issues on behalf
of oneself or others as a result of this metanoia, culturally relevant
education is also emancipatory education. Thus this concept of
emancipatory spirituality has something to offer the theory and
practice of culturally relevant education. It is my hope that the
remaining chapters in this book will illustrate how.
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Fifteen adults sit in a circle on the first day of a master’s level
course entitled “Spirituality and Culture in Adult Education.”

Some are of mixed European American descent, some are Puerto
Rican, a few are African American, one is African, another is
Japanese, and yet another is Native American. They are Catholic,
evangelical Christian, Muslim, Jewish, Unitarian, Buddhist, and of
no religious background. Some still practice the religion they were
raised in; others define themselves as “spiritual but not religious.”
They have each written their definitions of spirituality, religion, and
culture on three separate sheets of paper and posted them around
the room. Then they grapple in the subsequent discussion with the
similarities and differences among them. Most of them developed
their working definition out of their lived experience of spirituality,
religion, and culture.

Naturally, those who were religious found more of an overlap
between their spirituality and religion, regardless of their cultural
background. In general, the people of color felt more of a con-
nection between their spirituality and their culture than the Euro-
pean American participants did at first. This is not surprising, for
as Kincheloe, Steinberg, Rodriguez, and Chennault (1998)
observe, lots of people from white European American or domi-
nant cultural communities aren’t as consciously aware of their cul-
ture as people of color are. Finally, those who strongly identified
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with particular ethnic communities (regardless of whether they
were European American communities or communities of color)
and were religious saw a strong overlap among their religion, cul-
ture, and spirituality. For all of us, this exercise of defining terms,
examining our lived experience of these three separate but inter-
related phenomena, observing the diagrams and pictures that were
created throughout the discussion, and analyzing our lived expe-
rience helped us all make sense of our cultural, religious, and spir-
itual experience in new ways.

I begin with the discussion of this early exercise in the class
because it brings to the forefront some issues of difference and sim-
ilarities among the lived experiences of spirituality, religion, and cul-
ture. Although one would rarely directly discuss spirituality or
religion in teaching classes, except when it is a direct part of the
course content, as it was in the above case, the scenario does
demonstrate how one might help participants examine and discuss
their own knowledge and experience in constructing and recon-
structing knowledge about these areas of their lives. Such an exer-
cise begins to ground participants’ learning in their own cultural
and other experience and brings their own histories and life expe-
rience into the center of the discussion. This is part of culturally rel-
evant education. In higher education settings such as this one,
participants also read and evaluate books and articles as well as write
papers related to these issues, activities that also contribute to how
they think about and beyond their own life experience.

The last chapter focused on defining spirituality, culture, and
culturally relevant education. This chapter focuses more on simi-
larities and differences in the lived experience of spirituality and reli-
gion, and how we construct knowledge through these symbolic
mediums that are so connected with culture. I begin by considering
the intersections and divergences between spirituality and religion.
I then discuss the role of imagination in narrating spiritual experi-
ence, which is then often given further expression through culture.
This discussion will provide a backdrop to understanding the con-



nection between spiritual experience as a way of constructing new
knowledge made manifest in culture and creativity.

Spirituality and Religion: Overlaps and Differences

As noted in the last chapter, spirituality and religion are not the
same. Organized religions have institutionalized components to
them—written doctrine, codes of regulatory behavior, and organized
communities of faith. Spirituality is more about how people make
meaning through experience with wholeness, a perceived higher
power, or higher purpose. All of the verbal definitions of spirituality
among those I interviewed, as well as those of the participants in the
above exercise, highlighted this theme of meaning-making. All
referred to either a divine spirit, a higher self, a higher power, the
Life-force, God, karma, the Great Spirit, or the Realm of Mystery.
Most were theists. Although not all believed in a personal God, or
otherwise felt that the concept of the personification of God was too
limiting, all did believe in an order to the universe, a sense of whole-
ness and interconnectedness, and a higher something, whether that
was a higher self or a higher power.

These verbal definitions were made more concrete in the exam-
ples they gave of spiritual experiences, which focused on times they
caught a glimpse of something of what that wholeness was about,
or of what they saw as their authentic identity. Not surprisingly,
some of these experiences were related to life and death—being
present at the miracle of the birth of a child or in the process of
dying and death of a loved one. Other experiences were related to
sexuality—experiences making love whereby somehow a sense of
wholeness, connection with a soul mate, one’s deepest identity, and a
unity of body, emotion, and spirit with another found new and
sacred expression. Many also discussed physical or psychological
healing experiences that resulted in the courage to take new action.
Still others described significant experiences in meditation, nature,
synchronistic meetings, dreams, and in creative activity whereby a
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piece of art or music seemed to emerge from some higher part of
one’s being. Many also referred to spiritual experiences during sacred
rituals or religious services, in which a life transition was marked as
a rite of passage, or personal or cultural identity was affirmed or
given expression in a new way. But at bottom, it seemed that spiri-
tual experience was about catching a glimpse of an understanding of
the wholeness and interconnectedness of all of life, and honoring
that experience as sacred.

It is interesting that wholeness, holiness, and health all have the
same root: hal, “to be whole” (Sanford, 1977). The drive of spiritu-
ality is the drive to wholeness, to holiness, to health, and to mak-
ing meaning of that wholeness. Fundamentally, this is what
spirituality is about.

As William James (1902/1982) observed at the beginning of the
last century in his classic The Varieties of Religious Experience, there
are many types of spiritual experience. Although there are times
when spiritual experience intersects with religion, often it does not.
Because religions are organized communities of faith, most of them
preach a particular message and have direct discussion of what con-
stitutes “salvation” or a “correct” way to live. Some religions have
fundamentalist interpretations of what they see as their holy texts,
whereas others have broader interpretations in light of the histori-
cal and cultural context. Nearly all religions have an official creed as
determined by those with the most power and authority to do so.
In many cases, organized religions also have various injunctions
about appropriate behavior based on gender and sometimes for var-
ious class and cultural groups as well, which seem to indicate a hier-
archy of entitlement. These aspects of religion often have a lot to
do with the imperatives of organizational and political structure and
little to do with spirituality.

The Intersection of Religion and Spirituality

Most religions, however, also provide their members with impor-
tant aspects that do connect with spirituality. They provide a struc-



ture for people to organize their spirituality in their daily or weekly
lives. What one person might experience as too many behavioral
injunctions about how to live, others might find freeing and a gate-
way to the sacred. For example, Ahmed Hasan, an African Amer-
ican Muslim man, discusses the importance to his own spirituality
of the injunctions of one of the five pillars of Islam—to pray five
times a day. He notes that for him, the regularity of stopping and
centering at predictable intervals during the day helps keep him
more focused on what’s important in his life and on how his daily
activities relate to matters of ultimate purpose.

Sociologist of religion Martin Marty (2000) discusses some com-
mon characteristics of all religions and considers the important role
they fill in many people’s lives. In particular he notes that they pro-
vide: (1) a focus on matters of ultimate concern relating to the
meaning and purpose of life; (2) a sense of community to gather,
celebrate, and mourn; (3) behavioral injunctions of how to live; 
(4) myth and symbol that tell ultimate truth through allegory, story,
metaphor, or art; (5) ritual and ceremony that celebrates in com-
munity some of life’s most important transitions, such as birth, entry
into adulthood, love or marriage, and death as the final transition.

Religious rituals are often important markers for people because
they provide comfort at times of sorrow or a way of ritualizing and
celebrating profound and significant events in their lives. Many reli-
gious people make deeper meaning through those rituals and often
the symbols attached to them. Furthermore, many people have also
had important spiritual experiences in the context of particular reli-
gious rituals. Hannah Adanah, a Jewish woman in her late forties
who has been very involved as an educator in the reform Jewish
community, described a significant experience that she often goes
back to that is related to her spirituality, her Judaism, and how she
sees her life purpose. She reflected back and related the story of her
Confirmation as a sophomore in high school, at a time before it was
common practice for Jewish girls to have a Bat Mitzvah. “I surprised
even myself with the experience of being up there facing the Torah
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in that moment in a way that had never before moved me,” she
explained.

I will never forget the thrill of that feeling that God was right
there choosing me for some special task for the Jewish people
which I had no real sense of at the time. It was visceral thing.
It was a physical thing. It was kind of electric and very per-
sonal. I was sure that God was right there with me. That feel-
ing has stayed with me all of my life. I am still learning about
what that moment meant. I was not a religiously oriented
teen at the time. Those feelings and that way of knowing God
came to me as a complete surprise.

This was an important spiritual experience for Hannah, and one
that took place directly in the context of her religious and cultural
tradition.

Among the most important places where spirituality and reli-
gion intersect are in the rituals, images, symbols, prayers, and music
of religious traditions that provide a gateway to the sacred. Human
beings construct knowledge and meaning in powerful and often
unconscious ways through these mediums and other forms of art.
Faith development theorist James Fowler (1981) speaks to this point
and notes, the “forming of an image does not wait or depend upon
conscious processes. The image unites ‘information’ and feeling; it
holds together orientation and affectional significance. As such,
images are prior to and deeper than concepts” (p. 26). So too are
some of the rituals, mythic stories, symbols, prayers, and songs that
people grew up with that may be part of their religious traditions,
celebrated in their churches, synagogues, temples, or mosques, as
well as in their own family rituals. As Sharon Daloz Parks (2000)
notes: “Religion, at its best, provides a dynamic distillation of
images (symbols, stories, smells, sounds, songs, and gestures . . .)
powerful enough to shape into one the chaos of existence—power-
ful enough to name a community’s conviction of the character of



the whole of reality that its members experience as both ultimate
and intimate” (p. 118).

Many people have strong affective and symbolic ties to such
songs, stories, and rituals that are far deeper, and often more uncon-
scious than they realize, than can ever be expressed in words.
Although several of the educators I interviewed no longer regularly
practice in the religious tradition of their childhood, many of them
very occasionally go to religious services for weddings, funerals, the
birth or naming of a child, or simply to find a sacred space in which
to worship, sort things out, or provide support to a friend. Most of
them spoke specifically about the importance of the music, its power
to inspire, and the unconscious positive memories associated with
it in which they still often take comfort when they attend such reli-
gious services. To be sure, music and ritual can hold a lot of affec-
tive and spiritual power and meaning for people on a conscious and
often an unconscious level.

This point of the power of religious ritual, at its best, to name
and experience both the ultimate and the intimate has been driven
home to me on a number of occasions, probably most significantly
for me personally when my mother was dying. For nearly five days,
my father, my brothers and sister and I, and some extended family
members kept vigil by my mother’s bedside. Although many of us
no longer practice the Catholicism of our youth, I would venture
to say all of us found tremendous meaning in the rituals we con-
ducted in the process of her dying. We sang songs (both Church
songs and songs she sang to us growing up), we prayed rosaries, we
read her favorite psalms—things that were an important part of her
spirituality and things that were formative to our own. Perhaps it
made us feel safe or helped us know what to do; after all, five days
is a long time. But among the most significant of those rituals was
when her good friend and favorite priest, Father Denny, came and
led us in anointing her in what was once called the “Last Rites” in
the Catholic Church (now called “Anointing of the Sick”). He
anointed her with oil; some of us followed his lead, anointing her
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hands, her feet, and her forehead—in love and in thanksgiving for
the great gift of her life that she offered to us. We sang more songs,
and encircled her with love. Some of us cried. We waited.

I think if you asked us in advance, many of us probably would
have thought the ritual of her anointing wouldn’t have been par-
ticularly important. But all of us found tremendous meaning in the
ritual itself. Perhaps it was its familiarity, the symbol of the holy oil
in the sacred honoring of my mother’s life, and the fact that we took
such an active part in the ritual itself. Perhaps it was our bonding to
my mom and each other that was present in our gathering that also
made it sacred. To this day, I hold the image sacred in my head, as
do my brothers and sisters. It was indeed, as Parks (2000) suggests,
an experience of both the intimate and the ultimate. So while some
family members may no longer check the box marked “Catholic” in
those hospital forms, all of us still find some meaning in those
Catholic rituals that we first learned about in classes similar to 
Sister’s in Late Nite Catechism described in the first chapter. Indeed,
we often spiral back.

Divergences Between Religion and Spirituality

Yet as already discussed, in spite of the overlaps between spirituality
and religion—particularly in the ways many of us have constructed
important meaning through symbol, image, and ritual that is part of
our religious backgrounds and cultural traditions—religion and spir-
ituality are not the same. Clearly, many leave the religions of their
childhood for good reasons, primarily because they are rejecting 
the codified rules and regulations of their religious traditions. They
generally are not leaving because of the positive ways they have
constructed meaning in those traditions, rituals, and symbols. Some-
times, they are rejecting the negative messages they appropriated
(rightly or wrongly) from various leaders within those traditions
about their badness, their inferiority to others of a different status,
gender, or culture. Some leave because they are ashamed of the role
their religions played in a history of colonization, in the Holocaust,
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or in committing human atrocities in the name of “God.” They may
be leaving for the ways representatives of their religious institutions
have tried to claim something as the “will of God” when it
appeared to be more about maintaining the power of some over
others. Furthermore, some leave simply because there is too much
of a dichotomy between their personal beliefs and the official creed
or ideology of their religious traditions. Others leave because the
message preached seems totally irrelevant to their lives. And of
course, many remain within the tradition of their childhood, either
out of habit or because it does indeed nurture their spiritual growth,
and they are committed to their communities and the cultural tra-
dition that is part of that religious tradition. To be sure, many con-
tinue their spiritual development in profound and significant ways
within those traditions.

At this juncture, it is important to note that there is much that
is misunderstood by many people in North America about the core
teachings of many religious traditions, sometimes of their own, but
certainly of those other than their own. Many people’s formal re-
ligious education stops when they graduate from high school
(Groome, 1999; Parks, 2000). In some cases what was learned was
strictly from the perspective of whatever religious representative
happened to be located in their hometowns. Perhaps what was
taught or learned was accurate, or perhaps the message was a dis-
tortion of what the tradition actually teaches. Furthermore, as Diana
Eck (2001) observes, most of us were raised with little or no infor-
mation about the teachings of other religions. Such lack of in-
formation or misinformation about other traditions results, at the
very least, in distorted assumptions about “the other” and at times
outright religious bigotry. We have seen evidence of this in the
post–September 11, 2001 era, in which in the minds of some Amer-
icans, Islam became erroneously equated and confused with terror-
ism. Indeed, as many Muslim scholars and imams have explained,
terrorists who are also Muslim have a very distorted understanding
of Islam, in much the same way that members of the Ku Klux Klan
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had (and still have) a distorted understanding of Christianity and
the teachings of Jesus. It is not my intent here to explore the com-
plexity of the current world political situation, as the political, reli-
gious, and cultural issues that are part of the background context of
many current world conflicts seem far afield from the nature of spir-
itual experience. Nevertheless, as Charaniya and West Walsh
(2001) have noted, the complexity of religion and culture, so appar-
ent in the unfolding of the world’s events, does point to the need
for interreligious dialogue and for an examination of how religious
pluralism intersects with cultural pluralism and what interreligious
dialogue suggests for learning in a the context of adult and higher
education.

We live in a complex world, beset with power relations based on
economic systems, race, gender, class, and religion. As we have seen,
religious institutions are a mixed bag. In some ways, as Marx ob-
served, they serve as “the opiate of the people” and are used as a jus-
tification for those in power in governments and institutions to do
what they want and to invoke the name of “God.” They are human
institutions, beset with politics and division. But religions institu-
tions also provide meaningful avenues to the sacred and a strong
sense of community for many. The earlier stages of spiritual devel-
opment and people’s earliest spiritual experiences are often named
and given early meaning and definition in the context of that reli-
gious tradition (Wuthnow, 1999). This early religious formation
remains a part of their spiritual and cultural history, whether they
remain within that religious tradition, leave organized religion al-
together, or identify with a different religion.

It is also important to note that many aspects of spirituality have
nothing at all to do with religion. As Wuthnow (1998) observes,
many people in America were not socialized in any particular reli-
gious tradition, yet they have a well-defined spirituality. This was the
case for Lisa Riddle, the singer-songwriter and educator who was in-
troduced in the first chapter. To be sure, religious traditions and insti-
tutions do not have a corner on the market of who does and does



not have spiritual experiences. As I discuss later in this chapter, it
seems that most of the primarily significant spiritual experiences
that interviewees reported experiencing had little or nothing to do
with their childhood religious traditions but were imbedded in their
life experiences and relationships with others, the earth, and the
larger cosmos. Often these experiences were given further expres-
sion and manifested through ritual, symbol, art, music, and other
forms of cultural expression. This is the point where religion, spir-
ituality, and culture intersect.

Spiritual and Cultural Knowing Through Image,
Ritual, and Symbol

Human beings construct knowledge and meaning in powerful and
often unconscious ways through image, symbol, and ritual. It is con-
sideration of how we do so that is often absent from discussions of
cognition, learning, and education. The “symbolic processes” and
the “unconscious structuring processes” that Fowler (1981) refers to
are within the realm of what I mean by spiritual knowledge con-
struction processes, and what Heron (1996) refers to as imaginal or
presentational knowing. These processes are deeply connected both
to imagination and to culture. A consideration of culture as the ex-
pression of spiritual experience will make more sense in light of the
role of imagination in spiritual knowledge construction processes.

The Role of Imagination in Spiritual Experience

Just what is happening when people catch a glimpse of the wholeness
and interconnectedness of things and have what they refer to as 
a “spiritual experience”? To be sure, it is difficult to know exactly
what is going on here, for as Fowler notes, these are unconscious
processes, and it is hard to make visible what is not totally con-
scious. Sharon Daloz Parks (2000) proposes a paradigm of what may
be going on in such spiritual experiences. She discusses the role of
imagination in knowledge construction processes and notes that
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imagination acts in three dimensions in the formation of meaning:
(1) it facilitates a process as we initially imagine possibilities, (2) it
attempts to make whole in its act of naming, and (3) it activates
people’s creative power and sense of participating in “the ongoing
creation of life itself” (p. 105). In this sense, imagination is not to
be confused with fantasy. She argues that imagination is a “com-
posing activity” of putting together insights, images, and ideas in a
way that approximates or comes close to the real and that speaks to
a larger reality that is about meaning-making; fantasy, however, is
more about knowing and recognizing what is unreal. “The task of
the imagination,” she says, “and particularly of the religious imagi-
nation, is to compose the real” (p. 106). Some postmodernists likely
have trouble with the notion of “the real” since, according to the
views of postmodernism, each person’s version of “reality” is socially
constructed amid conflicting power relations based on race, gender,
class, sexuality, religion, and other structural systems of privilege or
oppression, and it is difficult to know reality outside of those con-
structs (McLaren, 1994; Sleeter, 1996). In any event, Parks is not a
postmodernist, and would probably argue that there is an ultimate
Truth and an ultimate Reality, though our understanding of 
that Truth or Reality is always partial, since to some extent the role
of imagination is to narrate and compose an approximation of some-
thing of the truth of this larger reality, whereas this is not the intent
of fantasy.

Building on the work of theologian and psychologist James
Loder (1998), Parks (2000) suggests that the way this process of
imagination works in the knowledge construction process is in five
“moments,” which include (1) conscious or unconscious conflict,
(2) pause (or a move away from consciously dealing with it, al-
though there is probably continued unconscious or semiconscious
dealing with the conflict), (3) image or insight whereby the conflict
is resolved and recast in some way, (4) repatterning and release of
energy, whereby “the vast reaches of one’s knowing and being may
be reordered in light of the new insight, as there is a re-patterning



of the connections among things” (p. 120), and finally (5) an inter-
pretation or testimony about the experience. She uses the example
of Nobel prize-winning genetic biologist Barbara McClintock, who
by her own account, after days of working to solve the mysteries of
genetics in the meiotic cycle, took a break to sit under the euca-
lyptus trees at Stanford University and suddenly came to new in-
sight and new scientific discovery. In reflecting on the pause under
the eucalyptus trees, McClintock noted, “I don’t know what I asked
myself; all I knew was that I had to go out under those eucalyptus
trees and solve what was causing me to fail” (cited in Parks, 2000,
p. 115). This new insight, the solving of the intellectual problem,
was also manifested in the discovery of new patterns in science, the
releasing of that energy and the testimony, not only of the new 
scientific information, but also of the process that gave rise to it—
of seeing the interconnectedness of all things. Whether or not
McClintock described this as a “spiritual experience” is unclear. But
she did talk about the importance of wholeness, of paying attention
to hearing what the material is saying as though the data has a liv-
ing message of its own, and of cultivating a mindset of being open
enough to hear it. According to Parker Palmer (1998), it appears
that McClintock wasn’t just tending to the relationships between
the genes; her attention “included the relationship between the
genes and the scientist who studied them” (p. 55).

The apprehension of a new insight after a conflict, and the result
of a “pause” under a eucalyptus tree or some other space, is not
always manifested in something as concrete as a new scientific dis-
covery, as in the case of Barbara McClintock. Sometimes the con-
flict isn’t so much an intellectual problem to be solved but a conflict
in relationships with others or with various parts of one’s self as one
is recovering from pain or loss or facing a dilemma or difficult
choice. Sometimes the repatterning that is the result of spiritual ex-
periences or other unconscious structuring processes is manifested
in ways other than words: more symbolically in art, music, poetry,
movement, or other forms of symbol making. As many of the people
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I interviewed noted, it is often difficult to put spiritual experiences
accurately into words. Anna Adams, a fifty-three-year-old African
American professor of education who discussed the significance of
the ancestral connection to her own spirituality, spoke to the fact
that spiritual experience is often beyond words and beyond cogni-
tion. Using her spiritual understanding of ancestral connection as
an example, she noted:

When I say that, to me, the connection to ancestors and the
connection to ancestral culture is a spiritual process, it’s a
spiritual thing because I don’t cognitively know all about it;
there’s a lot of it that I just kind of intuit, and that I accept on
a spiritual level—I feel it, . . . It’s past language! That’s one
of the things that really points to how spiritual music is—it
reaches people beyond boundaries and language.

Because of the limitations of language, people express their spiritual
experiences symbolically and through other forms of expression and
creativity.

Parks (2000) discusses the significance of image and symbol in
knowledge construction processes in general and in faith or spiri-
tual experiences in particular. “Because the task of faith is to shape
into one the whole force field of life, whenever an image functions
to give form to meaning at the level of faith, it necessarily engages
a degree of complexity only held by symbol” (p. 116). Using the
term symbol broadly, she goes on to note that the symbol could be
a concept, a person, a physical object that has a particular meaning,
or a movement or gesture. We map onto those symbols meanings
that go beyond words, but convey something deeper than rational
explanations. And of course, everyone attaches somewhat different
meanings to the same symbol. Although there may be a general
common cultural or religious understanding of symbols such as the
American flag, or bread and wine in certain contexts, a menorah,
mezuzah, La Virgen de Guadalupe, Aretha Franklin, hijab, the Yin-



Yang symbol, or other symbols common to a particular cultural
group, to some extent each person maps her or his own particular
meaning onto the symbol, or no meaning at all to it if one has no
personal or cultural relationship to it. Thus, image and symbol are
always partial. “Since the image only gives form to the truth it
attempts to convey, it can only represent the truth; it cannot fully
reproduce or embody it”(Parks, 2000, p. 119). Nevertheless, image
and symbol, in their many manifestations, often speak louder than
words in the ways human beings narrate spiritual experiences. And
images and symbol do connect to culture.

Symbol and Music as Mediated Through Culture

Parks (2000) and Fowler (1981) have contributed enormously to
our understanding of the role of the imagination and the uncon-
scious knowledge construction processes through imagination, rit-
ual, image, and symbol. But most who have discussed spiritual or
faith development have not considered the role of culture in those
processes in any great depth. In the first chapter, I illustrated the
interplay between my culture and religious background in my own
life in the story of my experience of Late Nite Catechism. I tried to
make the distinctly cultural aspect of the story visible. Further, I
illustrated the connection between religion, culture, and spiritual-
ity in the experience of my family during the rituals surrounding my
mother’s death. These experiences may be fairly typical for those
who grew up white and of Irish- or Italian-Catholic descent. But
they are the experiences of a white woman, with a white cultural
backdrop. Although the white cultural backdrop may seem very
incidental to the stories, it is nevertheless part of the background
and thus is never really incidental.

Culture is almost never incidental. Most people of color never
forget about their cultural identity, and it probably never even seems
incidental to the stories they tell. If they live in North America,
they live in a society where their race or cultural identity is in-
scribed within a context where white culture is the dominant norm.
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As I discuss further in Chapter Seven, very often a part of their spir-
itual journeys is about developing a positive cultural identity in a
world where they probably have experienced some oppression
because of their race, color, or ethnicity. In addition, their spiritu-
ality is what gives many people further inspiration to stand up
against injustice. This was particularly evident in the civil rights
movement and is an example of where spirituality, religion, culture,
and working for social justice intersect. Symbols, music, and cul-
tural forms of knowing are often a part of those experiences. This is
why Marcus Washington (whom we met in the last chapter), in
reflecting on his connection and disconnection with neo-Marxist
thinking, noted that in his experience in African American Chris-
tian churches, religion was not an opiate. Religion was what ani-
mated members of his community; there was a sense of mission
rooted in a cultural experience, enforced through the power of the
word, and given soul and spirit in the animating power of the music
that still speaks to his own heart and soul. This is why he contin-
ues to be involved on a regular basis with African American Chris-
tian churches.

Anna Adams, unlike Marcus Washington, has long since moved
away from the African American Christian religious tradition of her
childhood. She does not affiliate with any organized religion but has
developed her own individualized spirituality that is still very much
connected to her cultural background. In particular she refers to
Aretha Franklin as an important spiritual symbol for her that con-
nects to her cultural identity and her spirituality, a spirituality that
has become more important to her as she has gotten older.

I don’t think I understood why they called her the “Queen of
Soul” when I was younger, but when I listen to her sing now,
I feel her! I feel her soul; she sings right into mine! There’s a
connection . . . she takes me into heights, she hits those notes
and there’s something about the power of her voice that con-
nects me to something beyond myself, and that for me is the



spirituality of Aretha Franklin, that takes me places that I
can’t go without her.

In further reflecting on the connection of Aretha’s music to her
own cultural identity, Anna explained:

I grew up in a black community doing and understanding and
experiencing things of black culture, so when I say Aretha
takes me back, she takes me back to my childhood and the
things that I understood then—things like music and dance,
and the way of walking, the way of talking, the way of know-
ing, the interactions, the jive talk, the improvisations, you
know all those things that I learned coming up—the music of
the church, the choir that I sang in, all of that. And because
I was raised in that community with that knowledge her music
takes me back even farther than I know, because I don’t
know where all of those things come from. As I’ve gotten
older, the more I am able to let go of the material plane and
accept things on a spiritual plane that I am in touch with spir-
itually, but I’m not in touch with necessarily materially. . . .

And finally, in hinting at the connection of Aretha and her music
to her ancestors, she summed up:

The way that Aretha sings is very old, so when I go back to
my childhood, it’s really connected to my parents’ childhood,
and so on, and so on, so Aretha takes me back to places I
don’t even know that I know about. There are ancient roots
that are beyond my memory of this time and place. . . .
When I listen to Aretha sing—all of those songs are songs of
struggle . . . about how to survive, how to resist oppression,
and I got to thinking about other spirituals that I know, and
they’re all at that level. . . . Music is an expression of a spir-
itual journey, and Aretha Franklin’s voice, and the way she
sings her songs, to me expresses that spiritual journey.
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Obviously, for Anna, Aretha Franklin’s music is a great source of
inspiration because of its connection to her ancestors, her own spir-
ituality, and its rootedness in her own cultural experience.

Whereas Marcus Washington and Anna Adams spoke about the
power of music in their own spirituality and cultural experience,
Julia Gutierrez spoke of the journey of reclaiming a positive cultural
identity as a spiritual experience, and the role of the cultural sym-
bol of La Virgen de Guadalupe in that process. Julia has long since
moved away from the Mexican-Catholicism of her youth, but in
reflecting back, she notes:

I think part of my journey is going back to my heritage, my
Aztec and indigenous roots. . . . Ana Castillo (1996) gives a
different picture of what La Virgen could represent in terms
of powerful women. . . . But there’s another side to it. . . .
I don’t always just go with “this is the way that it is” because
I do question, was that a way for the Spaniards to . . . con-
vert the Aztecs into Catholicism? Or is it really an Aztec god-
dess? . . . But I do believe it’s a spirit—a spirit that kind of
watches over me.

Further, she discusses some of the affective significance she holds
to this image of La Virgen de Guadalupe in her family and cultural
history:

We have this ritual in my family—every time I go home, and
when I’m getting ready to leave, I ask for my parents’ bless-
ing, and so they’ll take me into their room, and each one of
them will bless me. . . . And I don’t feel complete if I don’t
do that. . . . So my father will bless me, “te encomiendo a
Dios Padre, y a La Virgen de Guadalupe” . . .  and ask my
grandmother and La Virgen to watch over me, and so I feel
like my Grandmother’s watching over me!



For Julia the importance of the cultural symbol is in its signifi-
cance to her ancestral connection, to her cultural roots, and the
affective dimension associated with the family ritual of blessing.
Authors Gloria Anzaldua (1987) and Ana Castillo (1996) have also
discussed the similar cultural and spiritual dimension that the sym-
bol La Virgen de Guadalupe has for many Chicana feminists as a
liberational image and as a sign of feminine power.

Many writers of color have discussed the importance of the in-
terplay between spirituality and culture. Asian American writer
Naomi Southard (1996) discusses the significance that Kuan Yin,
the feminine wisdom figure and Buddhist symbol of compassion, has
for Asian American women of both Christian and Buddhist back-
ground. Mohja Kahf (1999), a Muslim woman of Syrian origin who
grew up in New Jersey and rural Indiana, discusses the spiritual and
cultural significance that hijab, “the head scarf associated with
Islamic notions of womanly propriety” (p. 421), took on as a sym-
bol of her cultural, gender, and religious identity as an adolescent,
and the power it still holds as a spiritual and cultural symbol for
some Muslim women in the United States today. These symbols
may have religious roots, but often they are deeply associated with
one’s culture. They hold spiritual significance because they create a
grounding place for cultural identity, which is also an important way
we make meaning out of our lives. Often, there is a strong affective
component we attach to these cultural symbols of our identity.

Spiritual experience is not only about constructing knowledge
through image and symbol. Spiritual experiences and the manifes-
tations of these significant experiences anchor our lives in specific
ways, and are generally related to how we live with others in the
world. Attempts to live in accordance with a spiritual path have
an orientation toward community, particularly if, as Lerner (2000)
notes, one is attempting to develop an emancipatory spirituality.
American Indian writer Paula Gunn Allen (1992) speaks further
to this point in her discussion of the connection among culture,
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spiritual symbol, and the “personal choice-community responsibil-
ity” dialectic in American Indian communities. She notes: “it is 
an ineradicable orientation toward a spirit-informed view of the
universe. . . . This view is not merely private, for it is shared by all
the members of tribal psychic reality. It is not exactly personal. It is
however subjective, for . . . all matters of the nonmaterial realms of
being must be experienced within the subjective mind of each indi-
vidual at least as much as within the particular part of the tribal
gestalt that is activated by ceremony, ritual, and vision” (p. 165).

What Allen suggests is that in American Indian communities,
knowledge is constructed through ritual, symbol, and ceremony, but
it is constructed by individuals in a cultural community for the
development both of the individual and that community. It con-
notes ways of living in the world and working for justice in a holis-
tic way that honors the earth and the creatures and people in it
(Deloria, 1992). Such holistic life practices or ways of living based
on one’s spirituality can take many forms—perhaps in dietary habits,
music, meditation practices, emphasis on mindfulness, particular
ways of working for justice in the world, and ways of accessing inspi-
ration to do so. But such practices cannot be torn from one’s cul-
tural background or the sociocultural context and usually spill over
to how one lives all aspects of one’s life.

Summary and Brief Thoughts for Practice

In this chapter I have tried to lay a foundation for how one might
begin to draw on the lived experience of spirituality in order to con-
sider how to develop culturally relevant educational approaches. I
began with a brief scenario from my own class to ground the dis-
cussion in educational practice as well as to explore in greater depth
the convergences and divergences among religion, spirituality, and
culture in lived experience. I also considered the ways in which image
and symbol, including both its cultural and particular dimensions,
inform and narrate spiritual experience.



As Parks (2000) suggests, spiritual experiences that facilitate a
new understanding of the wholeness and interconnectedness of all
things often arise by surprise as a result of a new experience or an
internal conflict (intellectual, emotional, or spiritual). Such an ex-
perience is given new meaning after a pause and is restructured in
some way through the power of imagination, thereby creating a new
wholeness or a map of a new reality. This new wholeness is often
manifested symbolically in many ways, such as in dreams, images,
or creative new insights. The energy of this remapping is released
and expressed through various means. It may be ritualized or expe-
rienced in the context of a religious tradition. It is at this point that
spirituality and religion intersect. Or this energy may be manifested
through ongoing creative activity in art, music, poetry, writing, and
creative living. Such symbol-making and symbol-manifesting activ-
ities that draw from the new wholeness that has arisen from myriad
fragments are necessarily cultural expressions. This is the realm in
which spiritual experience connects to culture.

What does all this suggest for developing a culturally relevant
approach to adult and higher education? I discuss the specific impli-
cations for practice in detail in Part Three, but briefly: people con-
struct knowledge in powerful ways through imagination to make
order out of chaos, wholeness out of fragmentation. As Dirkx
(2001) notes, the role of imagination in this sense has been given
little attention in the literature on adult development and learn-
ing, yet we connect all new forms of knowledge to what is already
stored in our memory and use the power of imagination, both to
access what we already know and to connect it to the present to cre-
ate new knowledge. There are a myriad ways to explore the role of
imagination in development and learning. One way would be to
encourage participants to discuss the role of imagination in their own
lives—in problem solving, in creating new meaning, in experiences
that get at the interconnectedness of all things, or in making a 
life decision. Of course, this activity would be relative to both the
context of the subject and the institutional context of the learning
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activity. Once participants were able to identify an experience of
imagination, they could consider how this new knowledge was man-
ifested, how it was expressed, or how it was symbolized. Some peo-
ple may consider these experiences of imagination to be spiritual;
some may not consider them to be spiritual experiences per se, but
significant in some other way. But generally such experiences are
manifested culturally. Thus, participants might then explore the cul-
tural manifestations of this particular expression of imagination and
further imagine or find out how someone of a different cultural group
might express it. This exercise might help them examine what has
been and is culturally relevant for them as individuals and what
might be relevant for others. Clearly, it is not necessary to determine
whether the experience is “spiritual.” Rather, it is important to con-
sider the particular ways it is possible to draw on the imagination
and symbolic knowing processes that often touch people on another
level in trying to further develop approaches to culturally relevant
education.



4

Life can be chaotic. At times we seem to be in harmony with the 
universe; at other times, all seems discordant. In large measure,

spirituality is about making sense of our chaotic lives, making har-
mony out of disharmony, or jazz out of discord. “Jazz reduces the
‘chaos of living to form.’ The effect of this transformation can be
profound,” writes religion scholar, Sharon Welch (1999). Drawing
on the power of jazz to create order out of chaos, she goes on to note
that jazz pianist Mary Lou Williams “occasionally interrupted her
performances to implore inattentive audiences, ‘Listen, this will
heal you’” (p. 19). Indeed, the interruption helped her audiences
listen in a new and different way.

There are many varieties of spiritual experience. Like many clas-
sical or jazz music pieces, where there is a primary theme with sev-
eral variations, spiritual development often has a primary theme
with improvisational variations. As suggested in Chapter One, a
main theme is moving forward and spiraling back. Related to this
process is an important variation running along simultaneously with
this theme: the ongoing development of identity. Many have de-
scribed significant spiritual experiences relating to particular mile-
stones in their identity development or other important aspects of
their life experience, such as understanding their life purpose, deal-
ing with a death of a loved one or working through some other
painful life experience, or celebrating some special joy. What all
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these types of experiences have in common is that they offer hope,
healing, or affirmation. And just as Mary Lou Williams may have
interrupted her performances to get her audience’s attention, these
significant spiritual experiences spontaneously interrupt the chaos
of our ordinary or inattentive lives as if to say, “Listen! This will
heal you!” These experiences cannot be planned; rather, they usu-
ally happen quite spontaneously. But as Hays (2001) notes, they
stand out as “shimmering moments” in our lives—moments that we
often go back to with awe and wonder. The power of their “shim-
mer” endures in the ongoing meaning-making of our lives. These
are often moments of significant learning.

This chapter is primarily about the varieties and types of spiritual
experience—the specific moments and events that are experienced
as sacred, primarily as reported by the people I have interviewed,
although I also draw from my own experience and from some of the
literature on spirituality as well. As you read these stories, I encour-
age you to think of some “shimmering moments” of your own and
to bring yourself into these stories. To be sure, such moments often
facilitate development. The literature on adult development and
spiritual development generally focus on development as change over
time, rather than on specific moments themselves. In this chapter I
will specifically focus more on the experiences themselves and the
cultural context in which they are experienced and expressed. In
Chapter Five I will consider the implications of these experiences
for adult spiritual development as change over time.

Spiritual experiences come in a variety forms, including what is
perceived as a physical or emotional healing, dreams, synchronistic
experiences, or other events that seem to get at the wholeness of
life. Some of these experiences have a lot to do with cultural back-
ground and identity, particularly in the expression of those experi-
ences. I briefly considered some of these experiences and how they
relate to culture in the last chapter—a point I will come back to in
depth in Chapter Seven in considering how embracing a positive
cultural identity is interwoven with spirituality for many people.



Other types of spiritual experiences are not so obviously about cul-
ture, but rather seem to center more on the types of experience that
are common to all human beings, experiences in birth and death,
in dreams and visions, in nature and in meditation. These types of
experiences or sacred moments sometimes offer hope, healing, or
direction in times of difficulty and despair, or elation and joy in
times of celebration, or they may facilitate or affirm a life decision.
Still other moments offer a sense of a centering presence or of being
one with the universe, what some refer to as experiences of bliss,
that might happen out in nature or in meditation. There is always a
cultural backdrop to such experiences, although the cultural element
of the experience is often not central. What is more central in these
types of experiences is the sense of interconnection of the whole uni-
verse and all of creation. This chapter focuses on these types of expe-
riences potentially common to all human beings in all cultures,
although they may be given further expression in specific cultural
communities in a variety of ways.

Dreams and Synchronicities

One of the powerful ways that we make new meaning through
image and symbol and the unconscious processes that Fowler (1981)
and others refer to are in dream experiences. Throughout the ages,
many have reported the transformative and spiritual power of
dreams, from before Joseph in the Old Testament to Carl Jung in
his many works to the many authors who have written about dreams
and its uses in therapeutic and soul work. I also heard many stories
from the people that I interviewed and many others over the years
about the power of their own dreams in helping them make deci-
sions. Of course, dreams are full of symbols that arise and are nar-
rated through the unconscious self and brought into consciousness
and given further meaning by the conscious self.

Most of those I interviewed do not consider all their dreams nec-
essarily spiritual per se; however, the dreams that were described as
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spiritual experiences were those that stood out as particularly trans-
formative and that were either predictive in some way or that pro-
moted healing or aided in making a life decision. These dreams
seemed to come at times when the dreamer was in conflict, on the
verge of or in the midst of a transition of some kind. From this
standpoint, the dream seemed to appear at what Sharon Parks refers
to as the first “moment” (discussed in Chapter Three) in the process
of constructing knowledge through imagination: the moment of
conscious or unconscious conflict. Sleeping, in this sense, is “the
pause” of the second moment, whereas the actual dream itself is 
the third moment in which the chaos of the conflict is recast in
some way. In the fourth moment, some of the releasing of the
energy of the dream is making conscious sense of it in its wholeness,
including its images and symbols, whereas in the fifth moment, one
might literally narrate the significance of the dream perhaps by
speaking about it, but more important, in living out the energy of
the dream.

Providing Direction

Some dreams seem to provide direction in times of transition.
Patricia, a psychology professor in her early forties, described what
she referred to as a spiritual dream experience that took place at the
time she was going through a divorce from her husband of fifteen
years. While she and her partner were no longer living together,
they still loved each other and were struggling with how to negoti-
ate aspects of their relationship. It was then that Patricia had a
dream where she was hanging by her fingers on a treacherous cliff.
To the right she could see the water crashing up against jagged
rocks; she couldn’t see a way down or back up to safety, and she was
sure she would die. She had been at a picnic and could hear friends
and family, who sent a little boy over to check on her. Although
he couldn’t really help her, in the process of his getting her atten-
tion, she looked in another direction, and saw that to the left there



was a path of sand, and that she could just turn and walk away
across the sand.

When she awoke, she felt that the dream had been a gift. It let
her know that in spite of the foreboding cliff, with the background
support of her friends and family she could look in another direc-
tion and walk away in order to move forward to start a new life. The
dream helped her make sense of both the divorce and the transi-
tion. It helped her repattern her life in a new way. In reflecting back
she notes, “During that time period, all my dreams were about walk-
ing away; none of them were about staying.” This particular dream
and the consistent messages and meanings she made of her dreams
during that period provided important direction in a time of tran-
sition and assured her from a spiritual perspective that this was the
right decision to make.

Providing Love and Healing

While some dreams seem to provide direction, others seem to pro-
vide healing and reassurance from those who love us. One of my
own that was a rather intense spiritual experience that helped me
repattern my life comes to mind. It is similar to Patricia’s in that it
came in the aftermath of the breakup of a thirteen-year relation-
ship, but the dream was so full of images, symbols, and an over-
whelming sense of love and care that I will never forget it. The
dream came a couple of weeks after the final breakup. It was incred-
ibly sad for both of us to say goodbye to this relationship as we had
known it, and for me, to one that I had loved like no other. It was
like cutting out part of my soul. I had been grieving a lot off and on,
and after two weeks I was tired of my own sense of grief and loss and
wondered how much longer I would feel so miserable. I woke up in
the middle of the night, cried some more, and tossed and turned
until I finally drifted back to sleep. Then my mother, who had
passed away about eight months prior, came to me in the dream. I
was standing in a doorway. She asked me why I looked so sad and
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why I wasn’t packing for the family trip. I made some vague com-
ment about being upset that she was dead. And she turned and said,
“Oh honey, that’s not why you’re so sad. You and I both know it was
time for me to go. You’re sad about your breakup, and you’re going
to be sad for a while still. But in fifty days you really are going to feel
better!” And she kissed me on the cheek and touched my face like
she used to when I was a little girl, a touch so loving and gentle that
I will feel it forever. Then she was gone.

When I awoke up I felt so much better—refreshed and repat-
terned in a mother’s love, feeling my right cheek still tingling in her
gentle touch. Of course, not long after I awoke I went to find my
calendar to figure out that in fifty days it would be October 26!
Although nothing miraculous happened on October 26 that year
(1999), I did feel a whole lot better by then, and I went to the
movies that night with someone I had recently met; I was ready to
move on. And to this day, whenever anyone touches me ever so
gently or so lovingly on my cheek, I am reminded of a mother’s love
and abiding presence that lasts way beyond October 26 of any year.
It lasts for all eternity!

Solving a Mystery

Patrick Morton (2000) discusses a very different but very significant
type of dream that he had when he was working on his Ph.D. thesis
in mathematics. He notes that the dream served as a defining
moment in his life, one that was “particularly magical” (p. 70) and
in which he understood wholeness in a new way. He had been try-
ing for a full year to solve a particular math problem that was central
to his thesis, and he simply kept coming up blank. In the dream he
is talking to his thesis advisor and pacing back and forth, when the
thesis advisor tells him to use abelian fields. Then the two walk over
to a pedestal where there is a spinning mass of energy that turns into
a human head, which tells them, “You’ve found the answer!” When
Morton awoke he wrote the dream down and for three days worked



on the problem by making use of abelian fields. He explains the
three-day aftermath of the dream thus:

I did not at any point have a conscious understanding
of what the dream meant, nor did I by any stretch of
the imagination know the answer to my problem, as the
dream head claimed, but I had an intense feeling that
something was bubbling up inside me. I could feel the
energy, like something about to burst forth or waiting 
to be born, but for three days it just stayed inside. I
knew the answer was there and had no idea how to get
at it. . . . By the third day I had found the key, which
was to look at a certain equation and interpret it in two
very different ways. Once I worked out the details it
turned out those “abelian fields” the dream mentions did
show up in the theorem I proved. (p. 70)

What was significant for Morton was not only the wonder of the
dream itself and the ability of the spirit, or his unconscious self, to
release the imagination in the “pause” state of sleep and to find in-
credible creative problem-solving capacities in the resultant dreams
and images. What was also significant was that the dream also be-
came a defining moment in how he understands his vocation as a
math professor. As he notes, many people, including educators and
academics, have similar experiences of the wholeness and unity of
things through dreams, in altered states of consciousness, and
through the wonder of creative imagination, but most academics
rarely talk about these experiences. His current understanding of his
vocation is to help his math students release their imagination and
creativity to see and experience the wholeness of things in order to
engage their own deepest problem-solving capacities. Indeed, this
“particularly magical” dream not only affected how he solved 
this particular mathematical dilemma, but also how he thinks about
the world and how this thinking influences his own teaching.
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Finding Order in Chaos: Synchronicity

Related to dreams are the uncanny coincidences that happen in
many people’s lives at various times—the kinds of experiences 
in which someone who has been on your mind but you haven’t spo-
ken to in years suddenly calls you; or when two people have the
same or similar dream on the same night; or when you meet some-
one for the first time who gives you the answer to a question you
have been wrestling with when you hadn’t even verbally asked. As
the adage goes, “When the student is ready, the teacher appears!”
Synchronicity, the term Carl Jung used to describe these uncanny
and meaningful coincidences, was discussed at great length by Jung
(1961) in many of his works. He attributed synchronicity to the col-
lective unconscious and the unity of all things. One famous exam-
ple of synchronicity that Jung described was of a woman patient he
was working with in therapy who he didn’t feel was making much
progress due to her many rationalizations that he felt were evidence
of resistance. He was hoping that something would happen that
would move her and their progress together to a different level.
Then at one session the woman was relating a dream that she had
had the night before about someone who had given her a piece of
jewelry, a golden scarab. As the woman was relating the dream,
there was something tapping on the window, and Jung got up to
see a huge flying insect—he opened the window and caught it as it
flew in; it was a golden-green colored scarab beetle. “I handed the
beetle to my patient with the words, ‘Here is your scarab’” (Jung as
cited by Bolen, 1979, p. 15). He reports that this incidence of syn-
chronicity broke through the woman’s many rationalizations and
from there they made great progress in their work together.

Many of those I interviewed discussed synchronicities that they
experienced and described them as among their significant spiri-
tual experiences. Ahmed Hasan described a situation where he had
met in passing a young woman. For a moment, he had the flash of
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a fantasy about what it would be like to be married to her. Aside
from their brief meeting, he never saw the woman again. Two and
a half years later he was in counseling, discussing very serious prob-
lems in his then-current marriage and its difficulties due to his wife’s
diagnosis as a paranoid schizophrenic and her very erratic behavior
with him and their three children. He left the counselor’s office try-
ing to determine what to do—whether to stay in the marriage or
get a divorce.

I remember thinking “Dear God, give me a sign about what
I’m supposed to do.” And I get on the bus, and who gets on
two stops later but this woman who I hadn’t seen for two and
a half years. I remember putting my head down so she
wouldn’t see me, and I was so shocked, and I thought “this
must be a sign.”

Ahmed didn’t actually speak to this woman that day, but nearly
a year later, after he was actually divorced, a friend of his told him
that he and his wife would like him to meet someone, and invited
them have over for dinner. It turned out to be the same woman
Ahmed had seen on the bus, and whom he eventually married. He
describes the experience as a significant spiritual experience, one of
the most significant in his life. Ahmed is also Muslim, so he speaks
about this and other spiritual and synchronistic experiences in
specifically religious terms, relating such experiences specifically to
God: “One thing I constantly remember in saying prayers, remem-
bering God’s Oneness, or the Oneness of his creation, or the One-
ness of humanity.”

Although most who described synchronistic experiences did not
specifically use language referring to God per se, they did refer to
how synchronicity and significant dream experiences speak to the
Oneness of all creation. And they did report these synchronistic
experiences as spiritual experiences.
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The Unbroken Circle: Birth, Death, 
and Close Calls

Among the most commonly cited spiritual experiences of those I
interviewed were related to birth, death, and near-death experi-
ences. These experiences spoke to the great miracle of life and its
never-ending circle.

The Miracle of Birth

Janine Lu, a Chinese American woman born and raised in Hawaii,
describes the conception and birth of her daughter Meena as the
single most profound spiritual experience of her life.

That’s the single most spiritual thing; the very fact that she
was conceived; I was over forty, and had gone for years in
my marriage without practicing birth control.

As Janine assumed she would never have children, Meena was a com-
pletely unexpected gift. It was not just her conception that was a spir-
itual experience; it was also in the various experiences that Janine
had during a somewhat difficult pregnancy that kept little Meena
alive in spite of the threat of significantly premature labor, as well 
as the wonder of the experiences Janine has had in raising Meena.

Greta Schmidt also describes the significance of her daughter’s
birth as one of the most profound experiences of her life:

The most cosmic spiritual transformative events of my life are
strongly related to the body. One was giving birth to my
daughter, which was just such a cosmic event. I don’t think
I’ve ever, ever experienced such profound COSMIC JUBILA-
TION; it transcended all boundaries!

This sense of “cosmic jubilation” was not only experienced by the
women I interviewed who had given birth, but also by some of 



the men who witnessed the birth of their children. Jason Dunbar,
in reflecting on being present at the birth of his two sons, noted,

Those were incredible spiritual experiences that filled me with
an incredible sense of wonder and awe—a very humbling
experience, because I was witness to an event or act which
was just incredibly mysterious—full of mystery and wonder;
nothing I could make sense of from the point of view of think-
ing about it, or analyzing it. It had its own beauty, its own
wonder!

Death

Spiritual experiences surrounding the death of a loved one were
cited perhaps the most often as profound and significant spiritual
experiences. Anna Adams described a transformed presence of her
mother when Anna was traveling home on the train to the funeral.

I was watching the telephone poles go by, and a black bird
flew past the window and came real close, and in my ear, I
heard my mother’s voice say “I’m free!” And it was like a
major relief because I’d been grieving and crying and as soon
as I heard that voice say “I’m free” it was OK. To be totally
dependent those last years of her life was just horrific for her.
So when I heard that voice say—and you know, it’s not that
I was thinking it—it was HER VOICE; and it came out of
nowhere!

As noted in the last chapter, Anna had emphasized the significance
of the ancestral connection throughout our conversation. She went
on to describe similar experiences that her own mother had at the
time of a death of a loved one.

My mother had told me about a similar experience when her
mother died. She and her sister were going to visit her mother
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in the hospital; she was very close to death. They looked up
at her window and her mother was sitting in her window and
she waved at them. And they said, “Oh, she must be better.”
So they went up to her room, and she was dead! But both of
them saw her waving in the window. It wasn’t like one 
of them saw her and the other one didn’t, both of them looked
at her. So there’s histories of things like that in my family.

To be sure, experiences surrounding birth and death, where the
great mystery of the Life-force is present in all its fullness, are
extremely spiritual. Of course many only feel the pain of grief and
loss during the time surrounding the death. But some people have
spiritual experiences in the aftermath of dealing with that sense of
grief and loss, as they make meaning of the experience in new ways.
Elise Poitier described the sadness and loss associated with having
a miscarriage. Not only did she have to deal with her own loss as a
mother, but the experience stirred up the complicated difficulties
she had with her own mother. She described a significant spiritual
experience shortly after her miscarriage in going to a meditation
service led by a woman leader of one of the Yoga traditions:

Well I closed my eyes and everything was silent, and for the
first time there is no internal dialogue. . . . And all of a sud-
den there’s a voice in my head that is not my voice that says,
“Why are you upset with your mother? I am the mother.
Why blame her?” . . . After the program was over, . . . 
I went up and when I did this woman said to me “you’ve
been working very hard” and immediately I broke out into
tears . . . and I was just weeping and weeping and weeping,
and at that moment my life changed.

Elise then went on to describe how this facilitated some work on
the healing of her relationship with her own mother.



Close Calls

Many of those that I interviewed also reported the significance of
accidents and near-death experiences, moments in which they
became aware that “we’re but moments in eternity” (Terkel, 2001,
p. 352), or times when they got more in touch with what their real
commitments were. Greta Schmidt, who had been in a very serious
car accident in which she had almost died, described how the expe-
rience changed how she thinks about her life.

It somehow stripped away all those layers of illusion and dis-
illusion, and things you make up and rationalizations, and
pretenses—they were ALL GONE. And all of a sudden you’re
THERE, and you’re really just THERE, and you look around
and realize what a gift it is to be there.

She went on to discuss how she found herself living differently as a
result of this very serious accident, following the many months it
took to recover. In a similar vein, Aiysha Ali, who was introduced
in the first chapter, also discussed the role of a serious car accident in
helping her think of her life differently and staying true to what she
sees as her life purpose. She noted that she often reflects back on
that accident, especially when faced with a major life decision.

Raul Guerrero, a Filipino man in his early fifties, is a sociology
and education professor who was granted political asylum in the
United States when he fled from the Marcos regime more than
twenty years ago. He describes the power of a memory of a close call
that helped him redefine and remember his spiritual commitment to
social action. A very gentle soul, Raul has always embraced the call
of moving from silence to language and action, and was forced to
leave the Philippines after being detained and interrogated as a result
of being involved in organizing efforts on behalf of the poor and
oppressed. His commitment then and now arose out of a spirituality
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that he describes as “a journey toward wholeness” and explains that
“a metaphor of journey is always action.” Just as he had done as a
very young man in the Philippines, he continued his work of com-
munity organizing, and had worked for years on college campuses
getting students involved in community action projects concerned
with everything from homelessness to domestic violence against
women to antiracist work to environmental justice movements.
Raul considered this an important part of students’ out-of-class edu-
cation to complement their in-class education of studying social
theory and critique. Raul is a pacifist, and his commitment to work-
ing for social justice is rooted in his understanding of the Christian
social gospel based in Latin American liberation theology, his
understanding of who Jesus was as a man of nonviolence, and in the
nonviolent action of both Martin Luther King and Gandhi.

Raul described a relatively recent spiritual experience that took
place when he brought a group of students to a rally focusing on
nonviolent social action. He described listening to a woman give a
talk on nonviolence. He explained that she didn’t speak English
very well and kept touching her forehead trying to remember vari-
ous English words. All of a sudden a long buried memory came
flooding back in the gesture of this woman’s touching her forehead:

I remembered my own interrogation in the Philippines. I was
taken to a detention center and at night a soldier came in with
a .45 caliber pistol and was asking me questions, but he said,
“but I don’t want you to answer the questions until I make
the question mark.” So he would ask his question, and he
would come up, and he would do this question mark on my
forehead with the .45 caliber pistol cocked.

Raul paused, and explained:

So it was a memory that really shook me and I started to cry,
but it’s one of those memories that you can smell the person



next to you . . . could remember his skin and how his fingers
were on the trigger, and I was just overwhelmed, so it was
that remembering that had been powerful for me.

He explained that what he was doing there with this group of
students was really acting on his commitment to who he is as a spir-
itual being and as a (nonfundamentalist) Christian and to doing
justice in the world. He was acting just as he had in the Philippines,
in a way that got him into trouble to the point that he found him-
self gazing down the barrel of a .45 caliber pistol. But he could not
not do this work for justice. This was fundamentally who he was in
all his authenticity.

He went on to talk about the spiritual part of this experience
for him:

The spiritual part of that . . . I play with the words the
cross—the sign of the cross—is the sign of the question mark,
so the sign of the cross is like the question mark drawn on my
forehead, and so to me that was that connection—I was in
this journey and there is a journey of justice and I have to
carry this cross, and even now this cross is in my forehead,
this question mark is in my forehead and it will always be
there; I will always remember it.

In essence, as Raul explained, he could not not do his community
work and challenge systems of injustice through nonviolent means.
It might lead him to future signs of crosses and question marks on
his forehead, or gazing down the barrel of a .45. But not to embrace
who he was and what he believed would never let him escape even
bigger questions. Revisiting the memory of this close call was painful
yes, he explained. But in reclaiming this long buried memory, he
felt that he had moved a little further along his journey to whole-
ness. For him the spiritual was present in the symbols, in the expe-
rience, but much more in the journey of embracing the living of life
of reclaiming wholeness.
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Many have written about coming to terms with their life pur-
pose in a new way as a result of near-death experiences or an illness
that puts them in touch with their mortality. For example, African
American feminist writer Audre Lorde (1984), who eventually died
of breast cancer, wrote how confronting her own mortality had
helped her recognize the importance of breaking silences and mov-
ing from silence to language to action. As she wrote, “I was going
to die, if not sooner then later, whether or not I had ever spoken
myself. My silences had not protected me, and your silences will not
necessarily protect you” (p. 41). She calls on her readers and audi-
ences to live their lives as if they were to die the next day, to break
those silences and to stand up for what they believe in. Indeed, such
encounters with mortality often facilitate the courage to take new
action. Former Cherokee chief Wilma Mankiller speaks to this
point in reflecting on her involvement in a serious car accident.
“The accident in 1979 changed my life. I came very close to death,
felt its presence and the alluring call to complete the circle of live.”
She describes the experience as a spiritual awakening, resulting in
her taking on “a very Cherokee approach to life—what our tribal
elders call ‘being of good mind’” (Mankiller & Wallis, 1993, 
pp. xxi–xxii). She did indeed find the courage to take new action:
she became the first woman chief of the Cherokee nation!

Spiritual Experiences in Meditation and Nature

There is probably nothing that can evoke a sense of the incredible
majesty of the universe more than experiences in nature. To be sure,
most of the people I talked to about their spiritual experiences dis-
cussed significant moments in nature and in meditation. Many,
however, struggled with how to capture in words the power of those
moments. But they did speak about a majestic sense of awe and mys-
tery at the cosmic wonder of a glorious sunset, or of the ecstasy of
watching a moon rise amid a sky glittering with the majesty of a
million constellations.



Eco-theologian Thomas Berry (1999) reminds us that such expe-
riences in the natural world put us in touch with the great connec-
tion between “the wild and the sacred” (p. 48). He suggests that it
is this connection that animates all of life, both our survival efforts
and our creativity in our celebration of life. “This [connection] is
the same inner tendency that evokes the insight of the poet, the
skill of the artist, and the power of the shaman. Something in the
wild depths of the human soul finds its fulfillment in the experience
of nature” (p. 51). But Berry also warns that if we disrespect this
connection we become spiritually impoverished. In speaking about
the wholeness of the entire universe he notes: “We see quite clearly
that what happens to the nonhuman happens to the human. What
happens to the outer world happens to the inner world. If the outer
world is diminished in its grandeur then the emotional, imagina-
tive, intellectual, and spiritual life of the human is diminished or
extinguished. Without the soaring birds, the great forests, the
sounds and coloration of the insects, the free-flowing streams, 
the flowering fields, the sight of the clouds by day and the stars at
night, we become impoverished in all that makes us human” 
(p. 200).

This sense of wonder and oneness of the universe seems to be
what those who regularly engage in meditation practice occasion-
ally encounter in deeply significant spiritual moments. Michael
DiMarco, a forty-eight-year-old artist who has been regularly prac-
ticing transcendental meditation for more than twenty years,
described a meditation experience in which he encountered the
universe in a new way:

One day I was sitting in meditation in the lotus position and
I started getting this cramp in my leg. Rather than straighten
it out as I ordinarily do, I sat in it for a while, and then the
pain started washing away. . . . As it dissipated, it felt like a
wave, and as each wave washed over me the pain got less and
less. And that wave turned into the creation and destruction
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of the universe—that from moment to moment the universe
was being created and destroyed. And that became my ex-
perience: I was being created and destroyed from moment to
moment, on a relative level—that we’re here one moment
and then gone the next. In that experience, I couldn’t be any-
thing other than what I was created to be, and that I was
being created from moment to moment. So I didn’t have to
aspire to anything; I was already it. And then from that expe-
rience, I started seeing the universe, and then I saw the uni-
verse inside me . . . and I realized that everything of the
universe is us: we are the universe and the universe is us.

To some extent Michael was speaking metaphorically about the
interconnection of all things. Although he doesn’t live in that
experience of being at one with the universe all the time, he notes
that it is a spiritual experience that he often goes back to, and its
aftermath affects the way that he lives and thinks about his life. In
that experience more than fifteen years ago, it seems that he under-
stood something about his higher identity and his interconnection
with everything. He explained with an example: “I realized I didn’t
have to struggle so much anymore: to be my mother’s son, my
father’s son; to be an artist; to be Michael DiMarco, because
Michael DiMarco was. He is. So don’t worry about it so much.” As
he noted, it is of course impossible to stay in that space, but he
often goes back to it:

I forget that I don’t have to struggle. But I remember too!
And as time moves on I struggle less. . . . I kind of exist along
side my relativeness. I kind of have an absolute Michael and
a relative Michael. Sometimes the relative Michael is bigger,
and sometimes the cosmic Michael is bigger.

The relative Michael is the very human Michael who gets caught
up in the worries of life; the absolute-cosmic Michael is the one that
is his higher self at one with the universe. In that at-one-ness, when



the more cosmic Michael is operating, he feels that he potentially
has access to everything that he needs to know.

The fact that I can know anything I want to know is also
there too. And I use that in my work: that we really know
everything. We just don’t know we know everything. But if
you ask the right question and you know how to listen to the
answer, then the information comes. And I forget that too.

Michael went on to describe specific experiences in which he
was able to access some forms of knowledge by getting himself in a
meditative space wherein he was able to center more on the sense
of at-one-ness of the universe. He continues his daily practice of
meditation because he feels that it is only through regular practice
that he can live in the present moment, continue to develop a sense
of mindfulness, and try to bring greater unity between the “relative
Michael” and the “cosmic Michael.” Indeed, many have written
about the importance of regular meditation practice in order to be
able to access that sense of oneness. Those who do it regularly seem
to occasionally experience, in the center of their being on a soul
level, the lived insight so well stated by Thomas Berry (1999): “The
universe carries in itself the norm of authenticity of every spiritual
as well as every physical activity within it. The spiritual and the
physical are two dimensions of the single reality that is the universe
itself” (pp. 49–50). It seems that people’s most significant spiritual
experiences are when they are able to catch a glimpse and live for
a moment inside of that great reality.

Summary and Brief Thoughts for Practice

In this chapter I have tried to lay a foundation for how spirituality
might relate to the development of culturally relevant education
by exploring some of the varieties of spiritual experience and by
expanding on the role of imagination in spiritual knowledge con-
struction processes discussed in Chapter Three.
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Significant spiritual experiences are those that seem to get at the
interconnectedness of all things. They seem to happen especially
when the energy of the Life-force is most obvious, as in birth, death,
and near-death experiences; at times of transition in dreams and syn-
chronistic experiences; or at significant moments in nature and med-
itation. These types of experiences are common to all cultures and
are part of all human experience. In that sense and on the surface,
they do not seem to be obviously related to culture. But the mean-
ing of those experiences is not only valued differently by different
cultural communities, it is also manifested and given further expres-
sion symbolically differently in different cultures—in art, music, or
ritual—expressions that are obviously cultural and sometimes reli-
gious as well.

Although all learning might involve imagination or the sym-
bolic domain on some level, as noted in the last chapter, all forms
of imagination are not necessarily “spiritual experiences” for peo-
ple. Furthermore, it would probably be only in quite specific con-
texts that one would discuss significant spiritual experiences directly.
In those contexts, it might be possible to specifically encourage the
sharing of significant spiritual experiences that seemed to get at 
the wholeness of life in a new way and to explore both its particular
cultural manifestations and the universal interconnectedness of all
life in those moments. In this way participants might come to a new
understanding of the unity within the diversity, of the specifically
cultural, and the interconnected wholeness that perhaps is univer-
sal. As my colleague Derise Tolliver (in Tisdell, Tolliver, & Villa,
2001) notes, such an activity might move beyond the strictly ratio-
nal view of the world apparent in Descartes’ phrase, “I think; there-
fore I am,” to the wisdom of the wholeness and interconnectedness
of all of life more apparent in the African proverb, “I am because
we are; we are, therefore I am.”

Finally, it is always helpful to think about one’s own experience
related to the phenomenon under discussion. I have been reminded



of my own experiences of wholeness, and inspired by the rich and
generous sharing of significant spiritual experiences of those I inter-
viewed. These have helped me think about and share, not only
their stories, but some of these rich, “shimmering moments” of my
own. I hope sharing some of these stories has helped you think of
some “shimmering moments” in your own life, the times when
something stopped you in your tracks as if to say, “Listen! This will
heal you!” and how they connect with and were given further
meaning in your own cultural context. And I hope they help you
further use your imagination about new ways of drawing on these
moments to engage in culturally relevant education.
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Part II

What a long time it can take to become the person one has always

been! How often in the process we mask ourselves in faces that are

not our own. How much dissolving and shaking of ego we must

endure before we discover our deep identity—the true self within

every human being that is the seed of authentic vocation.

P. Palmer (2000, p. 9)

Discovering one’s deepest identity that Palmer speaks of is a
process of unmasking the faces not our own. For many of us,

it is also a spiritual process connected to aspects of our being in all
its gendered and cultured dimensions. So often we wear faces that
others have taught us to wear, and we play roles based on gender,
culture, birth order, and a host of other factors that have been
defined by others—parents, teachers, institutional religions, or the
dominant culture. Unmasking these many dimensions and reclaim-
ing who we are on our own terms is, according to Latino writer
David Abalos (1998), part of claiming our sacred face. Abalos also
suggests that this process of claiming our sacred face is intimately
connected to understanding and claiming our personal, historical,
and political faces and is part of reclaiming our cultural identity.

Part Two focuses on claiming a sacred face, or the ongoing de-
velopment of identity related to spiritual development in a culture
and gendered context. Part One laid the groundwork for discussing

Claiming a Sacred Face
Identity and Spiritual Development
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the interplay of spirituality and culture and the specific spiritual
experiences that people have had at particular moments in time. Part
Two examines what those moments and other spiritual experiences
suggest for spiritual development in a cultural and gendered con-
text, specifically as change over time.

Chapter Five sets the context by providing an overview of spir-
itual development as change over time by using the metaphor of the
great spiral to understand spiritual development as a process of mov-
ing forward and spiraling back, a process that is also related to gen-
der and culture. Chapter Six takes a more narrative approach to
spiritual development and focuses more specifically on the contex-
tual dimensions of culture and gender that are always a part of any-
one’s story of spiritual development. Chapter Seven provides a more
in-depth examination of the idea of claiming a sacred face by look-
ing at the role of spirituality in claiming a positive cultural identity.
Finally, Chapter Eight examines the complexity of intersecting
identity and its role in crossing cultural borders to further one’s spir-
itual development.

We study spiritual development or any aspect of the ongoing
identity development of adults as change over time not simply to
be informed about developmental theory. We do it because it has
relevance not only to our work with adult learners, but also to our
own lives as developing adults living and working in the world. It
has relevance for working in the present moment as the “seed of
authentic vocation” (Palmer, 2000, p. 9) continues to unfold in our
own lives. In my own classes and workshops with adult learners, I
often begin by asking them to think about or dialogue with another
person about the following questions:

1. How has your own spirituality changed and developed 
over time?

2. How does it relate to your childhood religious tradition 
(if you grew up in one)?



3. In what ways is it connected to your gender, race, ethnicity, 
or cultural background?

4. What important historical events affected your development
overall?

5. What are sacred or important symbols for you, and how did
they come to be sacred for you? Do any of these sacred images
or symbols relate to your cultural background?

6. How do you seek inspiration, and how has this developed
over time?

7. When do you feel most alive and most authentic? And 
what, if anything, does this have to do with your current 
spirituality?

These questions are the focus of Part Two. Keeping these questions
in mind, and how your own answers to them might be similar to 
or different from those of the adult learners with whom you work,
might offer a clue as to how you might draw on what follows to de-
velop culturally relevant approaches to adult and higher education.
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The great spiral, a theme alluded to in Part One, is perhaps a
metaphor for development. But it is more than metaphor. As

many scientists have noted, the spiral is a repeating pattern in the
universe itself. From the spiral shape of many a galaxy (including
our own) to the spiral of the chambered nautilus to the double helix
of DNA (a double spiral that constitutes life itself), the spiral man-
ifests itself repeatedly in physical ways in the natural world. As
many have noted (Bateson, 1995; Graves as cited by Wilber, 2000a;
Kegan, 1982; Wilber, 2000a), it is perhaps an apt metaphor for
understanding development.

In our attempts to understand and make sense of our lives and in
the ongoing development of identity, we often spiral back. Yet we
don’t simply spiral back; we also move forward. And we always do so
in a cultured and gendered context. We stand in the center of the
great spiral in the present moment. We look back to make sense of
our lives now, hoping that the making sense of the now will yield a
hopeful or fulfilling future. The perspective of the present moment
is central here. It reminds me of a favorite expression used by a Jesuit
professor of a year-long course on Zen Buddhism I took nearly fifteen
years ago. Amid explaining central elements of Zen, such as the con-
cepts of mindfulness and the Eight-Fold Path, and encouraging us 
in the meditation practice of zazen, he would regularly slip in the
following reminder: “The present moment is pregnant with God.”

The Great Spiral
Spiritual Development as a 
Process of Moving Forward 

and Spiraling Back
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The simple but profound singular import of these words, spoken in
nearly every class, are forever etched on my mind and are relevant
to our discussion here on spiritual development, whether one can
relate to the pregnancy metaphor or whether one is a theist or an
atheist. So often we miss the wonder of the present moment. So
often we’re lost in the memory of the past or worrying about the fu-
ture. This is one of the most important things I learned from the
study of Zen and the practice of meditation and mindfulness: an
emphasis on being in the present moment.

A basic premise of this chapter is that spiritual development is
a process of standing in the present moment and spiraling back to
explore significant events and spiritual experiences that shaped both
one’s spiritual journey and life journey and identity thus far in order
to move forward to the future. Part of what spiritual development
is about is the ongoing development of identity. This, of course,
always happens over time, and takes place in a culture and gendered
context. But focusing specifically on change over time raises the ques-
tions of whether spiritual development unfolds in stages and what
its relationship is to other aspects or “lines” of development, such
as cognitive development, moral development, or cultural identity
development. Merriam and Caffarella (1999) and Clark and 
Caffarella (1999) have recently discussed the need for more inte-
grative perspectives that connect the threads of these various lines
of adult development. Further, they have pointed out the need for
greater attention to how the sociocultural context informs devel-
opment overall.

How one views spiritual development, and whether there are
identifiable stages to it, depends in part on how one defines spiritu-
ality. In reviewing various theorists’ explanations of it from both the
East and the West, Ken Wilber (2000b) notes that there are approx-
imately five ways in which spiritual development has been discussed,
each of which has different assumptions of what spirituality is and
how it affects development overall (Wilber, 2000b, p. 129). These
are that spirituality is:



1. The highest of any of the developmental lines; or

2. The sum total of the highest levels of all the developmental
lines combined, such as moral development, cognitive 
development, and so on.

3. Is its own developmental line.

4. Is an attitude of openness at any stage.

5. Is about peak experiences, not stages.

Although Wilber himself takes a more integrative approach, by
“developmental lines” he is referring to the assumption made 
by many theorists that various aspects of development (such as cog-
nitive, moral, psychosocial) unfold in a sequence of stages. He is
posing the question of whether or not spiritual development is itself
a separate developmental line that can be separated from other
developmental lines. I would suggest that it is of course impossible
to completely separate out one aspect of development from another,
since a human being always works as an integrated whole. But it is
possible to focus on integration. Perhaps spiritual development is it-
self that integration. Yet it is always informed by the sociocultural
context in which it takes place, a point explored in detail in the
next two chapters.

The focus in this chapter is on the spiral shape of spiritual devel-
opment as a process of moving forward and spiraling back. This is
where I will begin. Next I consider how this spiral process of spiri-
tual development propels us to the future in attempting to live true
to our life purpose.

The Spiral Shape of Spiritual Development

Many adult development authors and theorists have discussed var-
ious life phases or stages of development and have suggested, either
overtly or implicitly, that the process of development is probably
more spiral-shaped than a sequence of linear and clearly defined
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stages or phases. In Robert Kegan’s (1982, 1994) discussion of the
evolving self, he describes five “orders of consciousness” in con-
structing new knowledge of the self that result in more complex
constructions of meaning based on interaction with other people
and the environment. Kegan (1994) suggests as one moves through
these “orders of consciousness” as a result of such new experiences,
there is a “personal unfolding of ways of organizing experience that
are not simply replaced as we grow but subsumed into more com-
plex systems of mind” (p. 9). Implicit in this statement of Kegan’s
discussion of development overall (as opposed to spiritual develop-
ment in particular) is the assumption that one does indeed spiral
back and make new meaning of old experience.

Mary Catherine Bateson (1995) also discusses the process of
adult development and learning as a spiral process. In discussing
“spiral learning,” she suggests that we often go back and make new
meaning of old events, symbols, and experiences. What may have
once been peripheral to those experiences may become an impor-
tant meaning-making experience at a later date through the process
of “spiral learning.” Just as events and experiences of the past can be
infused and remapped with new meaning, so too can symbols and
music. As noted in Chapter Three, this is partly why the symbols of
religion and the culture that we grew up with are forever etched on
our often unconscious memory, both laden with the old meaning and
refreshed and with new meaning as we continuously spiral back.

Although neither Kegan nor Bateson discuss spiritual develop-
ment specifically, they both discuss the spiral learning that comes
with all aspects of experience that results in further development.
As noted above, Ken Wilber (2000a) does discuss spiritual devel-
opment in particular, but he discusses it from a more integrative per-
spective and does not separate it from other aspects of development.
Further, although he refers to “stages,” he actually discusses spiri-
tual development as a spiral process. Following the pioneering work
of Clare Graves and the more recent work of Beck and Cowan
(1995) on “spiral dynamics,” as well as the work of many develop-



mental theorists, Wilber ultimately argues that there are eight gen-
eral stages to our development that include the spiritual, but he also
makes use of a more fluid definition of stages as more spiral-like.
These stages “are not rigid levels but flowing waves, with much over-
lap and interweaving, resulting in a meshwork or dynamic spiral of
consciousness unfolding” (p. 7). Each stage includes and expands
on the development of earlier stages.

Most developmental theorists, including Wilber, who write
about spiritual development as change over time do in fact connect
it with other aspects of development. Some focus on what seems to
be happening at particular points in the life cycle. For example,
Parks’ (2000) focus is on the spiritual development of young adults,
whereas Loder (1998) discusses it from a theological perspective in
adolescence, young adulthood, the middle years, and after age sixty-
five. Borysenko (1999) discusses women’s spiritual development
more from the perspective of salient themes, such as a sense of mys-
tery, spiritual identity and healing, and the role of ritual and prayer.
As noted earlier, whether or not spirituality unfolds in a series of
stages is a matter of some debate, but it is James Fowler’s (1981) six-
stage theory of faith development that is most often sighted in con-
siderations of spiritual development. Because there are elements of
Fowler’s theory that are relevant to our discussion here, I will briefly
summarize his theory and then examine how it fits into considera-
tion of spirituality as a spiral process of moving forward and spiral-
ing back.

Fowler’s Theory of Faith Development

James Fowler (1981, 2000) developed his six-stage theory of faith
development from studying a sample of 359 people (interviewed in
the late 1970s and early 1980s), of whom 97 percent were white and
identified with the Judeo-Christian faith traditions. Although he
offers a broader, more inclusive definition of “faith” as related to
meaning-making beyond religious tradition, his theory is actually
based on a sample whose “faith” is deeply informed by a specific 
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religious tradition. Nevertheless, his work offers some important
insight for spiritual development. Although he draws heavily on
Kohlberg’s and Piaget’s theories of moral and cognitive develop-
ment, he notes their overreliance on rationality in cognitive and
moral development, and he brings to the fore the role of image and
symbol and the unconscious in knowledge construction processes.

Briefly, Fowler’s (1981) faith development stages are as follows:
(1) intuitive projective faith, (2) mythic–literal faith, (3) synthetic-
conventional faith, (4) individuative-reflective faith, (5) conjunc-
tive faith, and (6) universalizing faith. The first two of these stages
relate only to childhood so will be given no further consideration
here. But in that the last four are related to spiritual development
over the course of adult life, some explanation here is in order.

Fowler suggests that the third stage, synthetic-conventional
faith, emerges in early adolescence. In this sense, synthetic means
pulling together pieces and synthesizing one’s identity into a coher-
ent whole. But this faith identity is typically conventional in that
it is developed in light of the approval of significant others and
authorities. In essence, in this stage, one’s beliefs and values as
passed on through parents and religious authorities are integrated
into a coherent whole but are rather unexamined and accepted with
little question. Although some adults stay in this stage, many move
on to the next stage, individuative-reflective faith, in early adult-
hood. In this fourth stage, life circumstances present dilemmas that
make it necessary for adults to “examine and make critical choices
about the defining elements of their identity and faith” (Fowler,
2000, p. 49). Roles and relationships as defined by others are called
into question in favor of determining one’s own belief and value sys-
tem. This is where many later adolescents and young adults ques-
tion and often move away from their childhood religious tradition.

In the next stage, conjunctive faith, which Fowler suggests often
emerges at midlife, adults are able to hold the tension of opposites.
In addition to being critically reflective, those in this stage are sure



enough of their own belief system that they are able to hold as valu-
able the truths of different traditions and communities—in essence
these ideas become “conjoined” with their own. There is an ability
to deal with paradox and to be able to resolve the tension of accept-
ing and seeing as valid many different points of view while main-
taining one’s own more expanded position. Fowler’s final faith
development stage, universalizing faith, is a bit undefined; only one
person in his own sample was described as being in this stage, and
he also uses Gandhi as representative of someone in this stage
(Courtenay, 1994). But Fowler notes that those in this stage move
beyond the self to a universalizing concern for all of humanity and
a realization that all are one in God or a higher power.

Fowler’s stages of faith development offer us some insight into
spiritual development but have some limitations. Indeed, there are
many people who are probably representative of these stages as he
has defined them. But any aspect of human development is probably
not as linear as what Fowler (or others) have defined. For example,
some might exhibit most of the characteristics of the conjunctive
faith stage but in times of crisis or threat exhibit elements of earlier
stages. Further, many of us for various reasons seem to need to spiral
back for a time, and revisit elements of our lives at earlier stages.
This is why I believe development is more spiral-shaped than it is
linear. But despite some limitations of Fowler’s study, it contributes
to our understanding of how people construct knowledge through
image and symbol, an area that has been ignored by most develop-
ment and learning theorists. All the educators that I interviewed
were probably at least at Fowler’s conjunctive faith stage in that
they were able to deal with paradox and the tension of accepting
and seeing as valid many different points of view and spiritual paths,
while being true to what they saw as their own spiritual path. Their
development seemed to be an ongoing process of moving forward
and spiraling back at different times in their adult life, beginning
with their later adolescence and early adulthood.
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Questioning and Moving Away

Late adolescence and early adulthood are periods of experimenta-
tion, questioning, and for some a period of outright rebellion (Erik-
son, 1980; Loder, 1998; Perry, 1970; Parks, 2000). These aspects of
young adulthood are important for identity development. Further,
when one is confronted with new ideas and ways of thinking about
the world, through travel, higher education, involvement in social
or political movements, or interaction with people who are differ-
ent, one is likely to rethink some of one’s own previously held as-
sumptions and ideas. This is true at any stage of adult development.
But it is especially true in early adulthood, when many are first ex-
posed to new ideas and ways of viewing the world, perhaps because
this is the first time they have been away from their family or cul-
ture of origin. Young adulthood is a time of big questions and of try-
ing to develop worthy dreams (Parks, 2000). Examining one’s
values, what one has been taught as a child, and having new expe-
riences are part of the process of developing “worthy dreams.” Fur-
ther, questioning one’s childhood faith or what one has learned
about the nature of spirituality is essential for most young adults, for
as Parks (2000) notes, “for faith to become mature it must doubt
itself” (p. 19). Otherwise one is likely to be simply parroting back
what one has been taught, or perhaps living someone else’s worthy
dream. In Fowler’s terms, this is when many young adults are in the
process of moving from the synthetic-conventional faith and into
the more individuative-reflective faith stage.

This process of questioning the way one was socialized around
religious, cultural, or spiritual issues can take different forms. I had
many serious questions around religion and spirituality during my
college years. As I discussed in the first chapter, I wasn’t sure that I
“bought” any of the Catholicism of my youth. The way I dealt with
these questions was to get more involved in the community, take
classes, and really study the religion in which I was socialized. In
short, as a young adult, I was able to continue my own spiritual
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development from within the tradition itself, though there were sig-
nificant places where my own beliefs were in conflict with official
Catholicism.

Many adults follow a similar path. They may engage in serious
questions or have serious disagreements with their religious tradi-
tion in young adulthood and throughout their lives but may remain
committed to the religious community in which they grew up,
though they may not be in agreement with all aspects of its doc-
trine. Aiysha Ali, for example, has remained strongly identified with
Islam throughout her life, though she certainly questioned aspects
of it, and always places various passages from the Qu’ran in context.
In a similar vein, Chris Larson, a music professor in his early thir-
ties, grew up Mormon in Salt Lake City. Although he went through
a period of questioning in his early young adulthood, he had signif-
icant spiritual experiences within the context of questioning his
faith that helped him confirm his commitment to the traditions of
the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-Day Saints. Chris’s ques-
tioning didn’t result in a complete move away from the faith of his
childhood, but he did feel a need to move away from being
immersed in a nearly totally Mormon community of Salt Lake City.
Thus his was a move away from living in a monocultural setting to
a more culturally and religiously pluralistic environment. He values
the cultural and spiritual insights gained from interacting in a
racially, culturally, and religiously diverse community.

Unlike Chris Larson and Aiysha Ali, many people deal with
pursuing these questions about spirituality and meaning by moving
away from their childhood religious tradition, either temporarily or
permanently. Some simply drift away in their early adulthood 
or later because they are more concerned about other things that
seem more pressing to their development, such as launching their
careers or developing long-term intimate relationships. Marcus
Washington, whose childhood and adolescent social life centered
had around events in the African Methodist Episcopal (AME)
Church, in reflecting on his early adulthood noted:
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I was going to carve out my own identity. I wanted to do things
my way, so there were years where I just didn’t go to Church.
I broke away from it; I wasn’t interested in it; I didn’t think
about it.

For a period of time, he simply drifted away.
Still others were much more intentional in specifically moving

away from the religion of their childhood, and did so for very
thought out reasons, because the places of disagreement were sim-
ply too great. As Wuthnow (1999) and Parks (2000) note, these
specific points of departure may be either temporary or permanent.
Nancy Epstein grew up both religiously and culturally Jewish but
actively and intentionally left much of her Judaism behind in her
young adulthood. Her discontent with Judaism was mounting dur-
ing her adolescence. Her “final” break with Judaism came as an early
young adult, at the time shortly after her father died. At Yom 
Kippur that year she attended services, hoping to find some peace
about her father’s death, but found herself agitated with the rabbi
instead. “That was it. That was the end of it; I couldn’t get any
solace. That was when I left, and I’ve never gone back,” she noted.
More recently however, in dealing with the dying process of her
mother, she has found some comfort in the Jewish mystical tradi-
tion of the Kabbalah.

While Nancy Epstein couldn’t find much personal meaning in
her Judaism, others found that their own developing personal beliefs
were too much at odds with the traditions of their childhood. This
was the case for the gay and lesbian participants who grew up in
fundamentalist Christian church. As they became more sure of their
sexual orientation and were convinced through their own spiritual
search that they needed be true to this aspect of their identity, they
found themselves at odds with their own childhood traditions and
sought spiritual support elsewhere. As I discuss in greater depth in
the next chapter, in a similar vein many women have found the
patriarchal aspects of their childhood religious traditions incom-



patible with their own emerging spiritual beliefs, and so they move
away either temporarily or permanently to forge an adult spiritual-
ity that is more meaningful and affirming to them as women. Greta
Schmidt also talked about her move away as being very intentional
and related to the development of her political and social con-
sciousness:

This was the ’60s, and I renounced my Catholicism and
became officially an atheist. It was like a liberation. At first
I thought, “I am going to die in hell,” and then I became
interested in all the events that were going on . . . ’60s stuff
was happening and it was very political. This was the begin-
ning of my Marxist phase, not very spiritual.

Like Greta, several participants referred to going through an
atheist phase as part of their spiritual development, but a phase that
didn’t last forever. Still others never went through an “atheist
phase” but intentionally left the religious traditions of their child-
hood in order to search out other traditions, because something was
just missing in their childhood religious traditions and it didn’t res-
onate with them. For example, Ahmed Hasan is an African Amer-
ican who grew up in a largely white Episcopalian church and
community. He noted that his leaving was also more intentional,
primarily because the religion of his youth simply didn’t have much
meaning for him, spiritually or culturally. As a college student in
the early 1970s, he went on a spiritual search and explored a vari-
ety of spiritual traditions, including various black Christian tradi-
tions, Buddhism, other Eastern traditions, and the martial arts.
Although he resonated with many of the Eastern philosophies, he
eventually got involved with the Nation of Islam because it spoke
both to his spirituality and to his cultural identity, as he was in
search of a spirituality that would also respond to his social justice
concerns. The Nation of Islam was a much better fit for these rea-
sons. While his spirituality has developed over time and he has
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come to embrace a more traditional view of Islam, Ahmed remains
committed to Islam, as we saw in the last chapter.

Spiraling Back

Even though most adults as they develop either move away or ques-
tion their childhood religious tradition (if they grew up in one),
nearly all who believe spirituality is important to them spiral back
to “re-member” the life-enhancing elements of their religious tra-
dition and their culture of origin while developing a more mean-
ingful adult spirituality (Tolliver in Tisdell, Tolliver, & Villa, 2001).
In Fowler’s terms, this might also be a part of being able to deal with
paradox and the tension of opposites that is typical of the conjunc-
tive faith stages and beyond. Part of “re-membering” what was
important from one’s childhood traditions is probably part of that
process of spiritual development. In this sense “re-membering” is
different than simply remembering, and connotes a reevaluation
process, a reworking of such childhood symbols and traditions and
a reshaping to be more relevant to an adult spirituality. Frederich
Buechner, in considering how memory works in relationship to spir-
itual development, notes: “[Memory is] more than a looking back
to a time that is no longer; it is a looking out into another kind of
time altogether where everything that ever was continues not just
to be, but to grow and change with the life that is in it still” (as
cited by Wuthnow, 1999, p. 141).

As most adults reflect on their religious and spiritual back-
ground, they reflect on elements of their past that still have life in
them. This reclaiming and “re-membering” earlier aspects of one’s
foundational spirituality seems to be a pattern both among adults
like Anna Adams, whom we met in Chapter Three, who place a
high emphasis on spirituality but do not formally associate with any
organized religion per se, and those like Hannah Adanah, who now
very strongly identify with an organized religion or community of
faith. Hannah went through a divorce in her late twenties, which
prompted a spiritual search and a reclaiming of her Judaism, and



eventually a strong formal personal and professional relationship
with Reform Judaism and many Jewish organizations in the United
States. Like Hannah, Marcus Washington returned to the African
Methodist Episcopal Church because, as he says, there was “a part
of me that was missing.” And as Cimino (2001) notes in his study
of Catholics, Protestants, and Jews, many who left their childhood
traditions have returned and found a renewed nurturing spiritual-
ity through movements based on the Taizé music and prayer com-
munities, the Call to Action community that blends social justice
work with a Christian emancipatory spirituality, the Jewish renewal,
or other religiously affiliated movements that attempt specifically
to nurture its members’ spiritual development.

Even those who never really return to their childhood religious
traditions spiral back at times in their own spiritual development.
Although neither Julia Gutierrez nor Greta Schmidt have any for-
mal association with the Catholicism of their youth, both of them
have reclaimed images and metaphors from their religious upbring-
ing that continue to be important to them. Greta discusses the sig-
nificance of the metaphor of resurrection to her current spirituality
and worldview. In reflecting back, she notes,

I just LOVED Easter. I think that has really profoundly affected
me. That Easter, there’s always some resurrection. You go to
hell, you die and you’re really at the bottom of mystery, but
then you get resurrected. Often I think about that when I’m
in bad shape, that resurrection.

Thus although Greta has no desire to reconnect with the Catholic
Church, this concept of resurrection or new life after a dark night of
the soul continues to be an important spiritual concept. Julia dis-
cussed the importance of La Virgen de Guadalupe to her current
spirituality, though as noted in the last chapter, Julia has reframed
La Virgen as a feminist activist liberator based partly in Catholicism
and partly in the Aztec goddess traditions. This image grew and
changed, as Buechner notes, with the life that is in it still, and with
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Julia’s life as a Chicana and an educator for social justice, rooted in
her own particular cultural identity.

Even those who do not grow up in a specific religious tradition
seem to spiral back to significant childhood experiences that were
foundational for their current spirituality. For example, Lisa Riddle,
a white woman in her early forties whom we met in the first chapter,
a singer, songwriter, and workshop leader who grew up in Alaska,
notes the continued significance of the natural world and the
wilderness in relationship to her adult spirituality in having grown
up “in the temple of the great outdoors.” Lisa also discussed the sig-
nificance of growing up and working with and alongside Alaska
Native communities and the impact that it continues to have on
her current spirituality. For Lisa, spirituality is partly about catch-
ing a glimpse of the unity of all things. She reflected back to
describe one important spiritual experience that she had in her late
adolescence that brought together a sense of at-one-ness in the con-
text of her close relationship with Alaska Native communities. She
describes watching a two-year old do the Raven dance:

And she GOT IT. She WAS Raven, and that’s what the dance
was teaching–sort of a mystical spirituality where you ARE coy-
ote or you ARE whatever this is, and it transforms the way you
are—your consciousness is different. And it was a WONDER-
FUL moment, seeing this little tiny being who was already there.

Reflecting back on the sense of the at-one-ness of the embodiment
of Raven in the dance of the two-year-old was key for Lisa. It is a
memory that is still very alive for her. So although Lisa was not
socialized in a religious tradition per se, the importance of wilder-
ness and her connection to indigenous cultures has been extremely
formative to her adult spirituality, and obviously has some connec-
tions to the culture in which she grew up.

There is both a cultural and a spiritual energy to this kind of spi-
raling back. It seems that if spirituality is important to a given 
individual, whether one grows up and is socialized in a religious tradi-



tion or not, there is a tendency to spiral back and to “re-member” a
given aspect of one’s childhood religion or significant earlier spiri-
tuality and to allow it, as Buechner says, “to grow and change with
the life that is in it still.” Furthermore, as we have seen, connec-
tions to what is most alive for people are often (though not always)
related to their cultural background.

This tendency to “re-member” and reclaim what has life from
childhood traditions or cultural backgrounds is not to suggest that
adults, in fashioning an adult spirituality, do not also develop new
aspects of their spirituality as they have new experiences, encounter
new traditions and ideas, and have new life experiences. Indeed,
some, such as Ahmed Hasan, have moved toward other spiritual
traditions in order to grow and develop, either as a young adult or
later in middle adulthood. Sometimes a life crisis prompts a spiri-
tual search, as a result of anything from alcoholism or drug abuse to
overwork, a health crisis, or a divorce. Maureen Nelson, a professor
in her mid-fifties, grew up Methodist and is now also involved with
a Yoga community. She reported that she needed to find a way to
experience a deeper form of meditation that she didn’t find in her
Methodist background. But Maureen notes that her Methodist
background and her involvement with the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference in the sixties as a young adult was founda-
tional to her current work and spirituality. “It was from this crucible
of spirituality and social action that my own sense of identity and
core beliefs were formed,” she said. Thus, it seems that we move for-
ward partly by “re-membering” the life that is still in foundational
spiritual experiences, at the same time that we develop new insights
from encounters with other spiritual traditions.

Moving Forward to the Future: Balancing Inner
Reflection and Outer Action

So what does understanding of spiritual development as a spiral
process have to do with standing in the present moment and moving
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forward to the future? As noted, it seems that for those who value
spirituality, spiritual development is strongly related to claiming of
a more authentic identity. It is also about the search for wholeness
and integration. This is why I would suggest that spiritual develop-
ment is about the integration not only of the developmental lines
of our lives, as Ken Wilber (2000b) suggests, but also of the whole-
ness of our lives. Part of that integration and search for wholeness
appears to be about being able to live with the integration and the
paradox of the tension of opposites, which adults seem to be able to
do more successfully in midlife and beyond (Loder, 1998), a point
that I will return to in the next chapter. For those I interviewed,
the integration was also about trying to live true to one’s life pur-
pose as one understands that life purpose on a daily basis. It is by
finding the ability to stand in that present moment that we are para-
doxically able to live more authentically in a way that propels us to
the future. For nearly all I spoke with, this required attempting 
to embrace spirituality as a way of life that requires inner reflection
and outer action.

Trying to live out an ethic of life that is consistent with how one
sees one’s life purpose in light of one’s spiritual development isn’t
easy. Jason Dunlap, a professor in his early fifties, describes some of
the work of integration in his own life as being committed to doing
what he refers to as soulwork. “Soulwork for me is a matter of com-
ing to grips with those aspects of myself, the sort of shadow parts
that I’m not well in touch with, but I tend to act out in relations
with others.” His commitment to doing soulwork is partly so he
doesn’t project these “shadow parts” onto others, in his classes or in
other aspects of his life. There is an energy both inward, in explor-
ing the “shadow parts,” and an energy outward, “in relations with
others,” in his commitment to soulwork. This balancing of energy
both inward and outward appears to be an important component to
the dynamic of spiritual development. For Jason Dunlap, this soul-
work is a way of life that requires a balance between inner reflection
and outer action.



Matthew Fox (1996) discusses the connection between spiritu-
ality as “inner work” and the revisioning of our work in the world
as “outer work,” and the importance of ritual and celebration in the
creation of a new cosmology as the great paradigm shift of our time.
Many of those I interviewed seemed to be living in the midst of that
paradigm shift in their own lives. They valued inner reflective med-
itative work in order to find the courage to embrace the shadows
(in Jason Dunbar’s terms) and to connect with their center, or what
was referred to as the Life-force, God, the Realm of Mystery, or the
divine spirit. But this inner work also pulled them out of themselves
toward others and helped them do their outer, community work
from a more centered perspective.

Greta Schmidt spoke specifically to the importance of her spir-
ituality to her teaching and community work, and how this inner
work and outer work connect. There is an “ethical underpinning”
to why she values spiritual practice:

One of the things I’ve learned over the years is that if you
practice a certain way it’s like you become ONE—you don’t
have the mind-body split anymore; there’s kind of a sense of
oneness; and the sense of oneness for me translates into, or
is strongly related to, in the world. Everybody is separated,
split, fragmented, except in bits and pieces. [The point is] to
try to translate a sense of oneness—to live that out when
you’re not in a meditative state.

Similarly, Nancy Epstein, who practices primarily in one of the
Yoga traditions, talked about the importance of meditation to her
work in the world as a university faculty member and former depart-
ment chair. She talked specifically about the role of Japa, the repe-
tition of the mantra om namaha shivaya, which in Nancy’s words
means, “I honor the God within me, or I honor my higher self.” She
explained how regularly practicing meditation that includes Japa
affects her practice: “I can be in a meeting, especially when I was
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department chair. I could be with a faculty member who was in my
face and angry. Before I would always interrupt or say something
that would maybe escalate the conversation.” But since regularly
practicing meditation for the past seven years, she notes that in sim-
ilar situations, “I would silently do Japa, or repetition of the mantra,
and it would change the interaction.”

What both Nancy and Greta are suggesting is that the regular
practice of meditation helps them center and come to a work space
with a greater sense of “at-one-ness,” which affects their inter-
actions with people both in their workplace and in all aspects of
their lives. They were less likely to become defensive, and more
likely to be able to facilitate a positive sense of community when
operating from a more centered space. Although nearly everyone
values this sort of inner work that affects one’s outer work in the-
ory, trying to live this way in practice is always a struggle. Most of
those I interviewed emphasized that ideally it requires a way of life,
and generally they found the outer work easier than the inner work.
This of course is partly because of the great pressure in North Amer-
ican culture to spend a lot of time “working” for productivity. But
outer work based on spirituality is not about productivity. It is about
an approach to life that integrates spirituality, work, living, loving,
learning, and social activism. According to many I interviewed, this
requires regular practice of meditation or centering, because prac-
tice cultivates an attitude that affects all of life. In drawing on the
analogy to her work as an educator and teacher in a community col-
lege setting, Shirley Johnston explained that her spirituality per-
meates everything, “like I will keep going to work because this is
the best place for me to be teaching, but I’m teaching whether I’m
at [the community college] or not.”

Embracing the inner work of spirituality at midlife seems to have
the paradoxical effect of moving many people outward to work in the
world. But working with communities around social justice issues
grounded in a spiritual perspective and one’s own cultural identity
seems also to have the paradoxical effect of calling one back inward



and developing more of a global consciousness beyond one’s self.
Julia Gutierrez spoke to this point:

It’s bigger than just being Chicana. I’m also a member of a
global community—it encompasses more. For me, working
for social justice isn’t just done five days a week; it’s in every
part of my life . . . it’s a way of living. I call it spirituality.

The integration of the tension of opposites—such as the tension
of the inner work of self exploration and the outer work of building
community from a spiritual perspective, and bringing all aspects of
one’s identity into a coherent and consistent whole—is a life-long
process. Being able to do that more successfully at times and to live
more for what seems to be most important may be a part of midlife
generativity. It seems that when these components are most bal-
anced that there is a greater sense of at-one-ness, which Greta spoke
about, that connects inner work and outer work. As Matthew Fox
(1996) suggests, learning to live in that place and in that balance
is perhaps the great paradigm shift of our time.

Summary and Brief Thoughts for Practice

This chapter has focused on spiritual development as change over
time, largely from the perspective that spiritual development is the
integration of the developmental lines and connects to cognitive de-
velopment, moral development, and cultural and gender identity
development. The spiral shape of spiritual development as an on-
going process of moving forward and spiraling back was the center-
piece of this chapter. In order to develop a more authentic identity
that is also grounded in one’s spirituality, most adults need to move
away or deeply question their childhood religious tradition (if they
grew up in one) as they are exposed to new ways of thinking about
spirituality and new ideas about the world that also develop their
critical thinking skills. Typically this moving away and questioning
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happens in early adulthood. Some move away and never return,
while others can pursue these questions from within their religious
traditions. Among those who come to value spirituality, some return
to the religious traditions of their childhood, while others pursue
another spiritual path, and still others develop a more eclectic spir-
ituality. But it seems that nearly all who come to value spirituality
spiral back to “re-member” and reclaim concepts, images, and sym-
bols from their childhood religious traditions as they continue on
their spiritual journeys with the influence of many ideas, other spir-
itual traditions, and their own spiritual and other life experiences.

Most of those interviewed and quoted in this chapter were in
their forties and fifties, and thus were at midlife. They were at or
beyond what Fowler would consider the conjunctive faith stage of
spiritual development, where there is an ability to deal with para-
dox and embrace the tension of opposites. Although some may have
had this ability earlier in adulthood, it seems to be further integrated
and more characteristic of the generativity of those at midlife who
have questioned, doubted, and explored other spiritual possibilities
with openness and have gone on the journey of reclaiming and spi-
raling back. As will be explored further in the next chapter, this
journey of moving forward and spiraling back also appears to be part
of the integration process, which also results in a firmer commit-
ment to live according to what one sees as one’s life’s purpose and
most important work. Although actually living out this commit-
ment is difficult, it was described as a way of life that required inner
reflection that also led to outer action and a connection to other
people and a sense of communal responsibility.

What does this suggest for culturally relevant practice in adult
and higher education contexts? The most obvious suggestion would
be the relevance of the themes of this chapter to classes or activi-
ties dealing with adult development and learning. Engaging learn-
ers in some activity related to the questions at the beginning of Part
Two could help them explore the relationship of their own culture,
gender, religious background, and historical context to their own



development, or to what they see as their life’s purpose and that
engages their passion. As Matthew Fox observes, the re-visioning
of work that engages our spirituality and our passion is perhaps the
great paradigm shift of our time, and it requires ways of celebrating
and creating ritual in our lives. Thus it might be interesting to
explore how learners celebrate and use ritual in their own lives as a
way of honoring some of life’s transitions and significant moments.
The sharing of such passion and ideas might be a way of experienc-
ing being in the present in a new way. Another important sugges-
tion for practice might be to follow the example of many of those I
interviewed, in terms of finding a way to stand in the present
moment by developing a regular centering, prayer, or meditative
space and time. Perhaps this inner reflection will lead to new and
creative outer action.

In addressing the themes of this chapter during the month or so
of writing it, I have had the occasion to probe more deeply into the
dynamics of my own spiritual development. I was struck with the fact
that I began this chapter by relaying the story and favorite saying
of my Jesuit Zen professor from fifteen years ago, “The present
moment is pregnant with God.” It thus seemed clear that I should
be more intentional about attending to my own present moment. I
have always tried to find a way to attend to the spiritual dimension
of my life through various practices and through cultivating an 
attitude about life. The reality is, however, that while I think medi-
tation and mindfulness are a good idea, my actual practice of medita-
tion itself over the years has been somewhat sporadic. Since the way
I began this chapter suggested that I needed to focus more on the
present moment myself, I returned to the regular daily practice of
meditation. The form of mindfulness meditation that I typically fol-
low is somewhat eclectic, but it is based primarily on my own ver-
sion of the practice of zazen that I learned in that Zen class some
fifteen years ago. It encourages focus on the present moment by
counting and centering on breath. Where did this very regular prac-
tice in the past month take me? And am I moving forward?
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On one level, it didn’t take me anywhere all that profound; I
had no earth-shattering insights or visions that made me want to
quit my job or change my life in obviously significant ways. Of
course, if one is a purist, this isn’t the purpose of mindfulness med-
itation; it is rather to be in the present moment as it is. In many
ways, my experience was and is quite ordinary. I hear the planes
overhead, the traffic outside, the heater coming on. There are often
the many distractions of the chatter in my own head about what I
need to do that day, who I need to call, and so on, which are more
about anxiety and getting things done than about anything partic-
ularly spiritual. But there is also a comfort in this stillness, an ordi-
nary rhythm that promises the regularity of moving forward. Indeed,
all these elements are often a part of my present moments, as I try
to get centered.

Yet in another way, the experience of mindfulness meditation
has also been quite profound in its ordinariness. But perhaps that’s
what spirituality is: finding the extraordinary in the ordinary busi-
ness of life. On a deeper level, in focusing on and meditating on my
own breath, I am reminded of the fact that spirit, respire, and inspire
all have the same root: spirit is in fact the breath of life. I have felt
that spirit alive within me. I could feel the power of my own breath,
my own aliveness, the sense of a deeper energy in my own body.
Although I tried to center on the present moment, even at times
when I was most in the present moment I could feel vestiges of my-
self spiraling back. At times I would have a sense of the Holy Spirit,
an image from my Catholic background, as the breath of life. At
other times, I was reminded of how I was taught to work with that
spirit-energy, the shakti or chi, in my therapeutic massage training
through the power of my own breath. At still other times, the re-
dundancy of counting my breaths reminded me of the redundancy
of saying the fifty Hail Mary’s of the Rosary that I was taught by my
mother as a little girl. Sometimes during those “present moments”
I felt like my mother and all who have gone before me are some-
how very much with me in that energy. Further, I felt like I am



drawing on the energy of all those who have shared their own
stories—people like Shirley Johnston, Ahmed Hasan, Julia Gutier-
rez, Jason Dunbar, and others who have offered me their own spiri-
tual insights and wisdom. Somehow, in that present moment, in
sharing in and counting this breath of life, in a strange sort of pro-
found way, I feel myself at-one with all that is and ever was. While
I am only one person, a small speckle of the infinite number of peo-
ple and creatures who have walked this way and will walk this
planet, in sharing in this great breath of life, this Great Spirit, I am
deeply connected to all of these. It makes me want to take better
care of myself to honor this life within me; it makes me more aware
of my connection to others and to want to be careful to treat them
well. It makes me want to cherish and honor the earth. The present
moment is indeed ordinary; but it’s also quite extraordinary.

There is a sense of community in this. It is not the same sense of
community that one might experience in attending a communal wor-
ship service. Rather, it is the paradoxical experience that in the soli-
tary is the communal. In my aloneness and grounding in the energy
of the Great Spirit, manifested in this breath of life in the present
moment, I indeed connect with others. So before I leave this med-
itation space, I also try to send forth some of this energy of the
divine spirit in me to particular people that I love, to those I know
need special care, to those suffering the terror of New York and
Washington, Afghanistan and Pakistan, to the universe in general.
I also try to take in and be receptive to the energy of the Great
Spirit also being manifested and sent forth by others. I take comfort
in knowing others try to connect with me in this way at times.
Although I’d like to say that my motivation to engage in this daily
practice is strictly my own, I admit that having others close to me
agree to engage in a similar practice increases my motivation to
keep doing it. Further, knowing that one in particular has agreed 
to try to meditate at the same time every day with me, in spite of
the fact that on many days we are in different parts of the world
from one another further increases my motivation. Somehow I
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believe we draw on each other’s energy in that sacred space. Per-
haps all of this is only my imagination. Or perhaps finding inspira-
tion in the simultaneous meditation practices of others is indicative
of my own lack of spiritual development. But I like to think that it
is part of the communal nature of spirituality and of finding the
communal in the solitary.

“Spirituality is some sort of aware honoring of the Life-force that
is happening through everything,” says Lisa Riddle. I think that spir-
itual development is becoming ever more aware of the dynamics of
the presence of that Life-force in its many manifestations. Although
we never can really grasp its multiple manifestations, in our own
development, as we move forward and spiral back, we “re-member”
the grounding of our own spiritual and cultural traditions “that still
have life in them” at the same time that we are strongly influenced
by the spiritual and cultural traditions of those with whom we come
in contact. Indeed, as discussed in Chapter Four, there are many
varieties of spiritual experience that are key to our ongoing devel-
opment. But perhaps by standing in the great spiral of our own pre-
sent moment, discovering our connectedness with others as well as
our own grounding places, we discover new ways “the present
moment is pregnant with God.” In so doing, we move forward to
the future.



6

Spiritual development always takes place in a cultural, gendered,
and historical context and happens over time. The last chapter

touched on these issues but focused more on the spiral shape of spir-
itual development. This chapter and the next focus more on how
gender and cultural context shapes the spiritual development of
individuals.

Given that spiritual development is about the ongoing devel-
opment of identity, it is intimately connected to how we understand
all aspects of identity, including our gender, ethnicity, culture, and
class background. The difficulty with some of the stage or phase the-
ories briefly touched on in the last chapter is that in looking at gen-
eral tendencies in human development, often cultural and gender
differences are either placed in the background or ignored com-
pletely. This is why Merriam and Caffarella (1999) and others call
for more integrative models and more cultural and gendered mod-
els of development (Chavez & Guido-DiBrito, 1999; Ross-Gordon,
1999; Sheared, 1999).

In responding to the need to attend to the cultural complexity
of development, Pamela Hays (2001) offers a model that she calls
the ADDRESSING framework to analyze how multiple dimensions
of people’s lives affect development in a sociocultural context. She
includes spirituality as a component to understanding that devel-
opment. She notes: “The ADDRESSING framework offers a system
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for organizing and addressing these cultural influences and groups in
the form of an acronym: Age and generational influences, Develop-
mental and acquired Disabilities, Religion and spiritual orientation,
Ethnicity, Socioeconomic status, Sexual orientation, Indigenous her-
itage, National origin, and Gender” (Hays, 2001, p. 5). Hays’ pur-
pose is to help counselors, teachers, therapists, and adult learners
who are attempting to facilitate ongoing adult development of
either others or themselves to grapple with the cultural complexity
that informs each person’s life.

Just as Hays’ ADDRESSING framework gets at the complexity
of the sociocultural context, Rossiter (1999), Clark (2001), and
Brooks (2000) argue for the importance of narrative perspectives
on development. In her work on narrative learning, Clark (2001)
notes, “personal stories are not merely a way of telling someone (or
oneself) about one’s life; they are the means by which identities may
be fashioned” (p. 87). This is why Baumgartner and Merriam (1999)
put together an edited book of multicultural stories that deal with
issues in adult development: because the stories foreground issues
of culture, gender, and sexual orientation that were a central part of
the identities of the characters and could not be ignored in under-
standing their development. Indeed, identities are fashioned partly
by the cultural and gendered context in which they develop.

In order to make the significance of the importance of the cul-
tural, gendered, and historical context particularly vivid, I begin
this chapter by first examining the role of spiritual development in
fashioning identity in a cultural and gendered context by focusing
on one woman’s narrative of spiritual development. This will be fol-
lowed by an analysis of the interacting elements of her identity that
are central to understanding her story. Third will be a particular
examination of gender issues in the identity and spiritual develop-
ment literature. Last will be a discussion of the integration of the
tension of opposites that appears to be an important part of spiri-
tual development for many people at midlife.



A Spiritual Development Narrative: Shirley Johnston

Shirley Johnston is an African American woman in her early fifties.
She is a tenured faculty member at a community college, and
teaches reading and writing to a multicultural group of students
from a variety of ethnic and class backgrounds. She attempts to
teach in a way that is culturally relevant to her students by drawing
on current events and issues directly related to their lives. In dis-
cussing the role of spirituality in her life now, particularly as to how
it informs her work, she weaves together a story of her own spiritual
development in light of the cultural and historical context in which
it took place.

Shirley grew up in a racially segregated working-class neighbor-
hood in the Midwest, where her family had a long-standing rela-
tionship with the black Baptist Church. She noted, “My family was
active in the struggle for the rights of workers and justice under the
law for Black people.” There were many ministers in her family.
Although her formal religious background is Baptist, her family did
not embrace the “no card-playing” or “no dancing” aspects of the
tradition. She explained that the focus was on

the main piece—there’s God, there’s justice and mercy, and
that your main responsibility in the world is to . . . share your
blessings with others. And to stand up . . . and be brave in
the face of injustice because you’re backed up by a power
that’s stronger than government and armies, as long as you
are doing the right thing.

She was heavily involved in activist work even as a child and
states that her family, as well as her church, “was one where the pas-
tor preached liberation theology. We raised money for the move-
ment, supported boycotts, and hosted visitors who traveled to raise
money and consciousness for the civil rights movement.” Thus,
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Shirley had a long legacy of activism, particularly around civil
rights, often organized through the church.

Shirley went to college, where she began studying black history
and questioning her childhood Christian beliefs. “I became con-
vinced Christianity was a trick—the oppressor to keep us humble
and in bondage. . . . Even the terminology ‘Lord,’ ‘Master’—I had
serious issue with it, and stopped going to church.” During this time,
she became involved with a part of the Black Power movement that
was not particularly informed by spirituality and was challenging
the civil disobedience that required nonviolence. She moved away
form the organized church for a long time. She noted, however, that
eventually, “I was confronted with the notion that I really believed
in a power, a positive power and a negative power, and I was call-
ing it by different names, but in reality it was the same power that
I had known about as a child.” Over the years in addition to raising
her two children and being married and divorced, Shirley was in-
volved in many different social justice activities, in both her paid
and nonpaid work. Virtually in all of these activities as an educa-
tor for organizations such as the Urban League, Black Women’s
Health Project, and adult literacy programs, she was involved in
cross-cultural conflict mediation and the development of more cul-
turally relevant educational programs.

Shirley currently does not belong to a church per se. Her part-
ner is a Christian, and she sometimes goes to church with him; she
has connections to the Muslim community and sometimes worships
there. She meditates daily, centering on the notion, “God is love.”
Although she reports that she likes many of the prayers in organized
religion, she noted:

Some of the word images, such as “father,” “he,” are barri-
ers . . ., some of the pictures and images can take me away
from centering. . . . I find that I’m able to be more connected
in silence and solitude, but I do like the evoking of the spirit
that happens through the music.



In thinking about how spirituality informs her work she ex-
plained:

The purpose of life is to restore and maintain the balance,
which is . . . order, justice . . . and truth. My intention is to
walk my convictions, and to be authentic, and to show love,
to teach how to do that through my actions and evoking of
spirit, of love, of courage, and justice. Especially in working
with women’s groups in telling the truth and being as real as
I know how to be, and trying to bring forth the power of God
in myself, I can touch that in other people.

Her daily meditation centers on this. In considering how religion
and spirituality intersect, she noted, “I am certainly a student of the
teachings of Jesus. . . . When people ask me, I say I’m Muslim be-
cause a Muslim is one who submits to the will of God,” but mem-
bership in organized religion is not important for her.

Shirley has a strong commitment to equity issues that is based
partly on her spirituality. In her current work as a community col-
lege faculty member, she directly deals with cultural issues, includ-
ing issues of race, class, and gender as these issues arise in the
everyday lives of herself and her students. She seldom discusses her
spirituality directly in classes with students, although people know
she celebrates Ramadan and Kwanzaa and that she is mostly vege-
tarian, for spiritual as well as health reasons. She also works at raising
consciousness about diversity and equity issues with coworkers on
campus, and sometimes spirituality will come up in these conversa-
tions. She and a multicultural group of her women colleagues meet
in each other’s homes explicitly for discussing campus diversity issues,
where they share both their own vulnerability and knowledge about
race, class, and gender. In addition, their work together has over-
flowed onto the campus in the form of workshops and conversations
about diversity. She notes that there are “spiritual moments” in
these conversations, and she describes one experience at a campus
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diversity workshop that “showed the power of being authentic and
telling the truth out loud.” In her closing thoughts on the connec-
tion between spirituality and education for social justice and cul-
tural relevance, she stated:

I just think it’s absolutely connected. . . . I’ve been going to
church a lot more, because I like this church, but my spiritu-
ality is separate from that. . . . Like I will keep going to work
because this is the best place for me to be teaching, but I am
teaching whether I’m at [the community college] or not. . . 
I think all people have a spiritual part to them. For me it’s the
main part. I believe that there is a higher power that keeps the
universe in balance. It’s like the intellect–it’s not as muscular
in some people as it is in others, but it’s there in everyone
whether they know it or not.

In reflecting on her own spirituality in relationship to being an
African American woman and her involvement in social justice
efforts, her tolerance and perseverance are inspired in part by the
notion that “black women are the mothers of humanity.” In closing
she noted:

I think my responsibility is great because I know what people
went through so that I could have the freedom and the power
to move forward in the world, so I must get up! And I must
dig deep! And I must do good! And to not do that would be an
affront to my ancestors who stayed alive, and stayed strong,
and stayed spiritually connected through centuries of brutality
and everything, beyond slavery. That’s what it is for me!

The Interacting Elements in Shirley’s Narrative

The value of narrative perspectives on any aspect of development
is that the significance of the context and the interacting elements
of the narrative and the person’s identity become the centerpiece



of the analysis of story. As noted earlier, stage and phase theories
tend to either ignore or marginalize factors of gender or culture that
are so central to contextualizing people’s stories.

If we take Shirley’s story as one example, there are a number of
background interrelated contextual elements that are central to
understanding how her spiritual development has unfolded. First is
her particular cultural background. This is not incidental; the fact that
she is African American is absolutely central to her story. Second
is the historical context in which her story unfolds. A third element is
her childhood religious background. Shirley’s growing up and young
adulthood took place within the historical context of the civil rights
movement, where many African Americans and those who were
their allies bonded together in a social movement to fight racism.
Further, the involvement of her family in the black Baptist church
that emphasized working for justice in the context of the civil rights
movement informed by a spirituality that required social activism
was extremely formative to who Shirley is today. Her understand-
ing of who she is and a part of her life’s purpose were indeed con-
structed in the midst of this important sociocultural, historical, and
religious context.

A fourth element that is central to understanding Shirley’s story
is the gendered context that has given rise to and shapes Shirley’s
identity and spiritual development. Shirley’s gender, of course, can-
not be separated from her cultural background, as Shirley is simul-
taneously both African American and a woman. Obviously, her life
was very different from those of white women who grew up in the
same era, so the fact that she is an African American woman in par-
ticular is important to her story. As many have noted, this race-
gendered perspective of being “both and” cannot be separated one
from the other (Etter-Lewis, 1993; Johnson-Bailey, 2001) and has
given rise to black feminist thought (Hill Collins, 2000; 1998;
hooks, 1989; 1994), and womanist perspectives on the life experi-
ences of black women. As Vanessa Sheared (1994, 1999) notes, the
term womanism was initially made more popular by Alice Walker
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(1984), and emphasizes the impacts of race and gender in the lives
of women of African descent, largely from an Africentric perspec-
tive. Religion scholars Delores Williams (1993) and Katie Cannon
(1996) have each discussed the spiritual development and experi-
ences of black Christian women in a sociocultural, historical, reli-
gious, and gendered context in their work on womanist theology,
and make clear how all these factors interact in the lives of black
women of Christian background. Of course, not all African Amer-
ican women are Christian or necessarily grew up in the Christian
tradition. Further, like Shirley, many have moved away from a
strictly Christian spirituality and have developed a more eclectic
spirituality informed by Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, or other per-
spectives. The recent edited anthology by Gloria Wade-Gales
(1995) about African American women’s spiritual experiences offers
a broader perspective on the multiple ways spirituality is manifested
in the lives of women of African descent.

A fifth important element that has affected Shirley’s spiritual
development is her educational background and her educational expe-
rience. Shirley is well educated; she values education from life ex-
perience, as well as from formal post secondary education. Her view
of education and her involvement in community-based and formal
education programs as both a learner and an educator increased the
likelihood that Shirley would critically reflect and question some of
what she was taught to believe from her childhood religious tra-
dition. To be sure, formal education is neither required nor a guar-
antee that one will critically reflect on one’s life assumptions.
However, given that students are often called upon to critically
examine underlying assumptions within different positions in higher
education settings, this questioning stance often carries over to an
examination of other aspects of their lives, including their child-
hood religious backgrounds. As noted in Chapter Five, given the
obvious connection between these processes, nearly all who discuss
spiritual or faith development as change over time tie it very much
to cognitive development (Fowler, 1981; Loder, 1998; Parks, 2000).
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People’s more complex thinking processes, which are part of cogni-
tive development and affected by both formal education and life
experience, will affect their spiritual development and their devel-
opment overall.

Shirley’s spiritual development was certainly affected by her cog-
nitive development. As she notes, she began studying black history
in depth as a young adult and college student. Presumably, learning
to see what had been left out in the mainstream history as it was
presented in schools while she was growing helped Shirley see that
the presentation of any history, any story, is always from a particu-
lar perspective. Further, Shirley also saw that the way that history
had been presented to her in school primarily served the interests
and agendas of the dominant culture. Learning black history, in-
cluding the history of taking action, and further developing her own
critical thinking abilities as a result of her ongoing education and
life experience that examined multiple perspectives had the simul-
taneous effect that Shirley also questioned whose interests were
served by a particular presentation of Christianity. This is exempli-
fied in her statement that at least for a time she “became convinced
Christianity was a trick to keep us humble and in bondage.” It was
during this time that Shirley first moved away from the church of
her youth.

The spiral shape of spiritual development discussed in Chapter
Four is also evident in Shirley’s narrative. For example, although
Shirley moved away from Christianity as a young adult, she did later
also spiral back to reclaim and reframe those aspects of Christian-
ity that continue to be important to her. We see evidence of this
reframing in Shirley’s comment above about returning to the notion
that she really believed in a power that she had called by different
names over the years, but as she says, “in reality it was the same
power that I had known about as a child.” Further, as she notes in
reflecting on her current spirituality, she refers to the fact that she
is “a student of the teachings of Jesus” though she doesn’t claim
Christianity as her religion. To be sure, this process in her spiritual
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development—of questioning her childhood religious tradition—
was very clearly affected by her cognitive development and proba-
bly other aspects of her development as well.

It is clear that these five interacting elements of Shirley’s life—
her cultural background, gender, the historical era in which she grew
up, her educational background, and her religious upbringing—all
affected Shirley’s spiritual development and the development of her
identity. There are, of course, other elements that are factors in
Shirley’s spiritual development story. But I want to highlight the
importance of these background factors because most people who
discuss spiritual development have spent little or no time consider-
ing how sociocultural context informs development, but instead
focus primarily on the psychological and individual dimension of
spiritual development. This is why Clark (2001) and Rossiter
(1999) are calling for narrative perspectives on development. Nar-
ratives (such as Shirley’s) tend to make apparent the particular cul-
tural, historical, and gender factors that affect development. These
elements were apparent not just in Shirley’s story but also in the sto-
ries of all those I interviewed; they are also apparent in the many
recent anthologies that focus on the role of spirituality in people’s
lives. In essence, such anthologies provide narrative perspectives on
spiritual development (see, for example, Mandelker & Powers,
1999; Sumrall & Vecchione, 1997; Wade-Gales, 1995) and make
clear that it is difficult to separate spiritual development from the
particularities of one’s cultural background, gender, or overall iden-
tity development.

Gender, Spiritual Development, 
and Authentic Identity

A salient theme among nearly all those I interviewed was the cen-
tral role of spirituality in their ongoing identity development. (It is
important to keep in mind here that I interviewed only those whose
spirituality was very important to them; those who do not value



spirituality obviously develop their own identity as well.) Many of
them referred to their spiritual journeys as a move to living more
authentically in accord with their true or “authentic” identity.

Toward a More Authentic Identity

The subject of the role of spirituality in claiming a more “authen-
tic” identity was briefly touched on in Chapter Two; there I used
the examples of Ava Valdez, a Latina from central America who
defined spirituality as “to know who you are, and to be able to define
who you are, wherever you are, despite the changing conditions of
your life.” Ava was referring to the connection between spirituality
and her overall identity development, but she was also discussing
its role in developing and maintaining a positive cultural identity
as an immigrant in the United States. The connection between
spirituality and cultural identity development was such a strong
theme, especially for the people of color, that I focus primarily on
that topic in Chapter Seven, where I consider it in more detail.

This emphasis on authenticity is also very apparent in Shirley’s
narrative above, where she discussed her life’s purpose: “My inten-
tion is to walk my convictions, and to be authentic, and to show love,
to teach how to do that through my actions and evoking of spirit,
of love, of courage, and justice. . . . telling the truth and being as real
as I know how to be” (italics added). She made further reference to
spirituality as part of authenticity when she referred to the im-
portant “spiritual moments” in some of the diversity workshops and
conversations, which “showed the power of being authentic 
and telling the truth out loud.” Further, Shirley’s belief that she
must carry on the legacy of her ancestors rooted in a spirituality that
works for justice is grounded in her cultural story and spiritual legacy
that she must “get up” and she must “dig deep.” As she says, “to not
do that would be an affront” to her ancestors. Obviously, this spiri-
tual purpose is absolutely grounded in her cultural identity.

Identity is never static and is always expanding (Flannery, 2000).
As Sheared (1994) notes in her discussion of womanism and its
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relationship to education, our lives are lived in the midst of what
she refers to as “polyrhythmic realities.” We not only have a race
and gender, we also have different roles as teachers, students, moth-
ers, fathers, sisters, and so on. Our spiritual development and iden-
tity unfolds amid these polyrhythmic realities as a result of new life
experiences, changes in relationships, and from life’s various tran-
sitions. Sue, a Korean American woman, described living for a time
overseas away from her husband and finding a more solid indepen-
dent identity apart from her husband as a spiritual experience that
facilitated her authentic identity. Furthermore, she noted that her
spirituality, in helping her develop her own more independent and
authentic identity, helped her be more accepting of her daughter’s
lesbian identity. Michael DiMarco, the artist who was introduced
in Chapter Four, discussed spirituality and his regular meditation
practice as being foundational to his ongoing identity development
because it is in those moments that he occasionally catches a
glimpse of who he really is—of his own authenticity. Indeed, spiri-
tual development is partly about forging a more authentic identity.
As noted in the last chapter, this greater authenticity seems to be
found in the spiritual development process of moving forward and
spiraling back.

A Gendered Spirituality

Although most who write about spiritual development as change
over time tend to give little attention to sociocultural issues, more
have given attention to identity development based on gender in
spiritual development. These discussions rely, in part, on the pio-
neering work of Carol Gilligan (1982) in women’s moral develop-
ment and Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule’s study (1986)
on how women come to know and learn. A primary theme is the
connection of spiritual development to moral and cognitive devel-
opment, with a particular emphasis on the importance of connec-
tion and relationship for women while also developing critical
thinking processes. Another important theme is how growing up in



a patriarchal culture relates to and affects women’s spiritual devel-
opment (Plaskow & Christ, 1989; Winter, Lummis, & Stokes, 1995).

Nearly all the women I interviewed discussed the role of spiritu-
ality as related to their gender, and spoke explicitly or implicitly of
challenging patriarchal notions of divinity. Some of the men referred
to some of these gendered issues in spirituality but spoke of them
somewhat differently. For example, David Preston, a man in his late
fifties who now practices a form of Hinduism called Vedanta, talked
about the significance of feminine figures in Vedanta. He explicitly
talked about the important role of Holy Mother within that tradi-
tion, which he finds important and compelling and considerably dif-
ferent than the Catholicism in which he grew up and remained very
devoted to until his mid-forties. But David noted that he has not
given much direct thought to his own gender specifically in rela-
tionship to his spirituality beyond valuing the feminine presenta-
tion of divinity available in other traditions.

The women, however, talked much more about the role of spir-
ituality specifically in relationship to their gender and identity
development. Perhaps this is so because many of them were more
negatively affected by the explicit or implicit message of women’s
inferiority in some patriarchal religious traditions. In the process of
developing a woman-positive gender identity through their spiri-
tual development, many of these women challenged some of the
patriarchal notions in a variety of ways. Shirley, for example, in
reflecting back on her young adulthood, noted, “Even the terminol-
ogy ‘Lord,’ ‘Master’—I had serious issue with it, and stopped going
to church.” She also referred to how some of these exclusively mas-
culine divine images affect her currently when she attends religious
services: “some of the word images, such as ‘father,’ ‘he’ are barriers.”
Further, many of the women took offense to the interpretations of
some religious traditions that suggest that the evil of the world were
the result of women’s deeds. An example might be a literalist inter-
pretation of the Genesis story in which Eve’s eating of the forbidden
fruit in the Garden of Eden results in the pain of the world.
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Developing a life affirming spirituality is one that affirms and
nurtures a positive identity development overall, including a cul-
ture-positive and gender-positive spiritual development (Bolen,
1994; Borysenko, 1999; Cimino, 2001; Loder, 1998). People de-
velop such spirituality in different ways. As we saw in the last chap-
ter, some develop it by leaving their religious traditions and seeking
out other spiritual paths that are more identity-affirming and con-
gruent with their own beliefs. Others develop a more eclectic spir-
ituality in much the way Shirley has done by drawing on a variety
of spiritual traditions.

Many women and some men in trying to develop their spiritu-
ality draw on the work of feminist theologians who have explored
the feminine face of God in various religions and cultures by exam-
ining feminine images, or the blending of patriarchal traditions with
indigenous spirituality or matriarchal traditions over the course of
history that happened as a result of conquest and colonization. (See,
for example, Rodriguez, 1994; Ruether, 1996; Christ & Plaskow,
1992; Isasi-Diaz, 1993; Moody, 1996; Plaskow & Christ, 1989.) Some
theologians center more on what is relevant to women of particular
cultural groups. For example, womanist theologians (Cannon, 1996;
Williams, 1993) center on the life experience of African American
women, while others focus on Latinas (Castillo, 1996; Isasi-Diaz,
1993; Rodriguez, 1994), Asian American women (Nakishima
Brock, 1989), and American Indian women (Gunn Allen, 1992).
Many women from various cultural groups take great inspiration in
the work of such feminist theologians and spiritual writers in devel-
oping a woman-positive and culture-positive identity. And as
Miriam Winter, Adair Lummis, and Allison Stokes (1995) note,
based on the results of their survey of seven thousand Christian
women who have been concerned about the place of women in
their religious traditions, many fashion a positive gender and cul-
tural identity from within the context of their religious traditions.
The women in their study continued to practice within those tra-
ditions but took responsibility for their ongoing woman-positive



development by also developing their own prayer circles, rituals,
and celebrations that celebrate their womanhood.

The literature on women’s spirituality that connects to identity
development is voluminous, far too extensive to go into in much
detail here. What most of it has in common is that it deals with the
important notion of image and symbol, with an emphasis on re-
claiming positive images of women, beyond the dualistic image of
virgin-seductress that has been the emphasis of many patriarchal
traditions. This emphasis is reminiscent of what James Fowler
pointed out about the powerful ways people construct knowledge
through image and symbol, which have basically been ignored by
cognitive and moral development theorists. In earlier chapters, the
power of feminine figures in women’s spiritual development was
obvious in some of the women’s stories. For example, Aretha
Franklin and her music were very important in Anna Adams’ story.
Elise Poitier, who described recovering from her miscarriage, which
facilitated her own healing and the healing of her relationship with
her mother (Chapter Four), discussed the significance that this
experience was facilitated through a woman leader in one of the
yoga traditions:

I needed that woman energy! I needed it! I needed a mother.
I didn’t need a tangible mother. I needed to know and expe-
rience that love energy, that nurturing energy that my mother
could not give, so I could forgive my mother. The actual quo-
tation [she used] was “I am God the father and the mother”
but the part that was for me—the mother part. And that’s the
part I latched onto, because I really needed a mother and I
didn’t have it. So to be able to have that experience was part
of my personal development.

Although the experience itself was only one moment in time, it did
facilitate Elise’s ongoing development, and the feminine presence
and imagery were important to that development.
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Spiritual Development and Midlife Integration

Most of the people I interviewed are now at midlife and trying to
live out what they see as their life purpose, strongly informed by
their spirituality. Trying to live out one’s life purpose is obviously
related to one’s identity in all aspects, including one’s gender, race,
class, culture, national origin, and sexual orientation. Although this
is true for everyone, whether fully conscious of it or not, it is par-
ticularly true for people like those in this study who are quite con-
scious of these issues and consider that a part of their life purpose is
to deal with one or more of these issues in their own work with
adult learners.

From a spiritual development perspective, all the participants in
this study would probably be in what Fowler (1981) described as the
conjunctive faith stage (as described in the last chapter) or beyond.
One of the characteristics of those in or beyond this point in their
lives is that they can see and integrate the tension of opposites.
Parker Palmer (1980) suggests that it is the living within and em-
bracing the paradox of these tensions of opposites that pulls people
open to a sense of spirit and to living more authentically. Erikson
(1980) would perhaps describe this as midlife generativity; thus, per-
haps spiritual development also facilitates generativity. Anna
Adams, at age fifty-three, reflected specifically on the integration of
opposites. She used the example of the role of neo-Marxist think-
ing in her spiritual development and her social justice work:

I think Marxism is a form of spirituality because it really is
about connections with other people; it’s a rather earthly
bound nature of connections, but it’s still about looking back
and looking forward, and taking care of each other. . . . So I
guess in my Marxist period, which lasted until I was in my
thirties, it was a transformation of God being outside of me
who controlled all things [to] an inside internal controlling
force. I think in retrospect, my spirituality was still there.



In going on to describe a spiritual experience and her integration
of it now at midlife, she explained:

It was kind of like an epiphany. I guess I had come full cir-
cle, from thinking that humans were all powerful in my
Marxist period, and [now] back to knowing that we are only
a part of the great fabric of whatever it is—that we are inter-
connected on many different levels, and that whatever God
is, is a part of those interconnections.

The seeming tension of these positions—of a Marxist perspec-
tive with its emphasis on human agency in taking care of the world,
and a perspective that draws on the spiritual and divine spark both
within and beyond us and in the connection with her African
American ancestors (as noted in Chapter Three)—is integrated
into Anna’s present spirituality. Loder (1998) discusses at length
the ability of midlife adults who are generative to integrate and live
within the openness of the tension of opposites. Perhaps the moving
forward and spiraling back process that is the shape of spiritual de-
velopment is part of the integration process at work.

Another component of this process of integration and of living
in the present moment among those I interviewed (most of whom
were educators specifically teaching classes that focus on justice
issues) is the expansion of their spirituality beyond their own self-
interest toward other people. This is why most of them were engaged
in the work they do as educators for equity—to engage as fully as
possible in the interconnectedness of all things grounded in a spiri-
tuality of wholeness that is also connected and relevant to their cul-
tural roots. The purpose of their work is to bring about a better future
by also focusing on the present. In essence, there was a concern for
the creation of some sense of community that focuses on both the
present and the future. In this respect there was a lot of similarity
among those I interviewed to what Daloz, Keen, Keen, and Parks
(1996) found in their study of community and commitment among
those working for what they referred to as “the common good.”
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In some respects, this aspect of spiritual development as the inte-
gration of wholeness and concern for both the present and the
future is also reflected in the insights of Ken Wilber (2000b), whose
work on spiritual development was introduced in the last chapter.
Wilber examines the sociocultural context in which spiritual devel-
opment is taking place in this new millennium, although his focus
is more on the spiritual needs of the culture as a whole (primarily
from a distinctly North American perspective), as the larger culture
is evolving at this point in history. His is a cultural evolutionary per-
spective (inadvertently more focused on the white dominant cul-
ture), rather than one that emphasizes the connection of one’s
particular culture to identity or one’s work in the world. In any
event, Wilber argues that from a cultural evolutionary perspective,
spiritual development (of the whole, and of the individual) evolves
as a result of a significant portion of the whole culture going through
phases or levels of spiritual development. Each level includes and
expands on the development of earlier stages and “becomes more
inclusive, more embracing, more integral—less marginalizing, less
exclusionary, less oppressive” (Wilber, 2000a, p. 25) in its move
toward greater integration. An important strength of Wilber’s work
is his attention to how the larger culture as a whole is affected by
some of the realities of our time, such as technology and increased
contact with people from all over the world. Yet he doesn’t attend
much to how different cultural and class groups are affected differ-
ently by what is going on in that larger culture in light of a global
economy.

This move toward integration and wholeness encompasses all as-
pects of one’s being, including one’s cultural identity. Thus, to gloss
over the fact that people are situated differently relative to what is
going on in the larger culture, as Wilber (2000a; 2000b) does, can
miss an important component of what integration and the move,
grounded in one’s life purpose, to create community is all about. As
Anna Adams noted in discussing her spiritual development:



Spirituality as connection to past and present that I find in
other African Americans is a powerful piece of my sense of
self. . . . There is a collective consciousness there, so in terms
of social justice, when I am doing social justice work, when I
am making revolution, I am paying homage to a spiritual con-
nection.

Her desire to create community and move beyond herself is deeply
connected to her cultural identity, as well as her identity overall.
Her sense of her life purpose emerges from the integration of all
aspects of her identity: her personal and cultural history, the history
of African American people, and her cognitive development. At
this point in her life, she notes that she cannot not do this work.

It is the reason really I am here, on a spiritual plane, but on
a real plane, I have no alternative. There is really no alter-
native to doing this work because of the devastation, I mean
what else do you do? It is my responsibility, my duty, my rea-
son, my history, my spirit, my soul.

At this point in Anna’s life, in having integrated some of the ten-
sion of these opposites, she must be true to what she sees as her life
purpose. This was true of others as well, although obviously people
live out their life purpose and move to greater integration in differ-
ent ways. As we saw in the last chapter, Jason Dunlap describes some
of the work of integration in his own life as being committed to doing
what he refers to as soulwork, of coming to grips with and getting
more in touch with shadow parts of his own self so that he doesn’t
project it onto others. But this work and integrating the tension of
opposites requires a way of life that requires inner soulwork, or space
for quiet time and meditation, that also leads outward to work in the
world. Thus, being able to deal with paradox and the tension of what
is seemingly opposite, such as Anna Adams’ neo-Marxist thinking
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with a strong sense of spirituality, is part of the process of ongoing
spiritual development, which may be especially characteristic of
midlife.

Summary and Brief Thoughts for Practice

This chapter brought a narrative perspective to spiritual develop-
ment by focusing on the narrative of Shirley Johnston’s personal
spiritual journey. Stage and phase theories of various aspects of adult
development have tended to ignore or downplay the significant gen-
dered, cultural, and historical context that informs that develop-
ment. Narrative perspectives, in contrast, tend to foreground and
make visible the particular contextual factors in which that devel-
opment takes place, factors such as gender, culture, historical period,
religion, and educational background (Baumgertener & Merriam,
1999; Brooks, 2000; Clark, 2001; Rossiter, 1999). Although these
elements were particularly evident in Shirley’s story, they are equally
important in anyone’s story and are central to understanding how
anyone’s identity unfolds.

In addition to analyzing the culture, gender, religion, and his-
torical period in which Shirley grew up, this chapter focused on the
connection between Shirley’s educational background or cognitive
development and her spiritual development. All these factors
clearly affect how she sees her life purpose and the ongoing devel-
opment of her more authentic identity. Further, the spiral shape of
Shirley’s spiritual development was also noted in connecting with
some of the themes of the last chapter.

Although the next chapter focuses particularly on the impor-
tance of culture in understanding spiritual development, an im-
portant focus of this chapter was the issue of gender not only in
Shirley’s particular story but also in the spiritual development lit-
erature overall. Gender is as important to men’s spiritual develop-
ment as it is to women’s, although it appears that women are more
fully conscious of it than are their male counterparts. Nearly all the



women I interviewed discussed the significance of gender in their
spirituality. Some of the men did as well, although the men and
women discussed it in different ways. The men talked more about
the need to get in touch with the femininity of God as a nurturing
presence, whereas the women talked about gender more from the
perspective of the oppression of the patriarchal religious traditions
in which many grew up. The women spoke more of needing to dis-
cover the feminine face of God to be able to discover that spark of
divinity in themselves, as part of their ongoing positive and more
authentic identity development. Further, many resented the exclu-
sive male language to refer to God that is part of most organized
religious traditions. Many found inspiration in feminist theology, in
feminine images of a divine presence, or in seeing a spark of divin-
ity in important women role models who were also members of their
own or a similar cultural group.

Another central element of this chapter was the ability of peo-
ple to deal with paradox and the integration of the tension of oppo-
sites that is part of spiritual development. Although this ability may
be apparent in some people in earlier adulthood, it appears to be
especially characteristic of spiritual development at midlife. This
finding would need to be the subject of further research, but it was
indeed very characteristic of all those I interviewed, all of whom
(with three exceptions) were in midlife in their forties and fifties.
This ability to deal with paradox and the tension of opposites preva-
lent in those I interviewed may also relate somewhat to the finding
that people become more interested in spirituality as they age
(Loder, 1998). Unfortunately, since I only interviewed one woman
who at sixty-nine had moved into her senior years, I can make no
claims about spiritual development beyond midlife. This also would
need to be the subject of further research.

What do narrative perspectives of development suggest for the
practice of culturally relevant adult education? Although Shirley’s
narrative focused in particular on her spiritual development, it is
obvious that the factors of gender, culture, educational background,
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historical era, and childhood religion cannot be separated from her
story. In teaching about or doing an activity relating to any aspect
of adult development, one might consider having learners analyze
some aspect of their own adult development and examine how ele-
ments of Hays’ (2001) ADDRESSING framework, discussed in this
chapter, relate to or affect that particular aspect of development.
One could foreground any aspect of development, such as gender
identity, and then examine how the factors highlighted in the
ADDRESSING framework affected gender identity. Further, learn-
ers might interview each other or interview another person outside
of the class about their spiritual or other aspect of their develop-
ment and present a case study highlighting the interaction of how
these factors affect development. Using such a narrative perspec-
tive on development might help learners see how inextricably tied
together all aspects of development are. Examining all aspects helps
one have a greater sense of the whole. Yet as the old adage goes,
“the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.” Understanding spir-
itual development is an attempt to move closer to that whole.



7

All of us want to free our “sacred face.” But how can we know 
what our sacred face is outside of the cultural-political-

historical context of what we have been taught is sacred by our 
families, cultural or religious traditions, and the dominant culture?
David Abalos (1998) speaks directly to this point. He notes: “The
process of transformation takes place first of all in the individual’s
depths. . . . But each of us as a person has four faces: the personal,
political, historical and sacred. . . . To cast out demons in our per-
sonal lives and in society means that we have freed our sacred face”
(Abalos, 1998, p. 35). At times, we seem to catch a glimpse of a
truer sacred face, grounded in our own authenticity rather than who
we were told we should be. These moments might be when we seem
to transcend our fear and stand up and say, either literally or behav-
iorally, “No! I will not be treated this way anymore!” Or “This is
who I am, and this is good, even if it’s not who you want me to be.”
Sometimes concurrent with these moments may be the insight and
recognition that we have been mistreating others because of how
badly we felt about ourselves. As Abalos suggests in the above quote,
when we recognize these “demons” and take a stand and begin to
cast them out of our personal and communal lives, we are beginning
to free our sacred face.

Freeing our sacred face is an ongoing process that often involves
unlearning the ways we have uncritically absorbed what others told
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us we should be. Most of us were taught “appropriate” ways of behav-
ing, being, and loving for people of our gender or cultural background.
Some of these messages were very explicit, such as “girls don’t call
boys to ask them out on dates” or “boys don’t cry.” Other messages
were more covert but no less powerful, manifested in the curriculum
we were taught in schools that emphasized what white people (espe-
cially males) did in history, English, and math and science, as though
what others did were not important. In any event, all of us have
received messages from the dominant culture, religious institutions,
and our families about who we are, how we should behave, and what
types of behavior will ensure our survival or greatest happiness.
Claiming and reclaiming who we are now, according to our own
beliefs and values, is a process of ongoing identity development that
many have described as a spiritual experience or spiritual journey. As
noted by educator and spiritual writer Parker Palmer (2000) in the
opening quote of Part Two, it takes a long time to “become the per-
son one has always been!” Indeed, as he says, in the process of life,
“we mask ourselves in faces that are not our own” (p. 9). Claiming
our own “face,” our own identity, involves much learning and
unlearning in search of what he calls our more “authentic vocation.”

To find the seed of authentic vocation and to experience per-
sonal and cultural transformation, David Abalos (1998) suggests
that we must unmask the faces that are not our own. He discusses
this process of unmasking as a theory of transformation, most specif-
ically for the Latino community in the United States, though I
believe his theory is relevant for nearly all individuals and cultural
groups. He argues that for La Cultura Latina to experience ongoing
transformation and develop a positive cultural identity, the indi-
viduals and various Latino cultural groups within it need to reclaim
four interconnected faces of their being: the personal, historical,
political, and sacred faces.

According to Abalos (1998), reclaiming these faces is both an
individual and a cultural process. He suggests that as individuals



begin to examine their own personal stories and claim their per-
sonal face, they are also likely to engage their historical face,
learning some of their cultural history from members of their own
culture, as opposed to what is skimmed over or never mentioned
in history books in school. Further, in claiming their own personal
and cultural history, he suggests that many are moved to take a
stand on their own behalf from a place of self-knowledge and
power. To take action is to engage the political face, for as Abalos
notes: “When we say no, we are not only responding to particular
persons who represent society; on the deeper level we are break-
ing with the official politics, lords, stories, and ways of life enacted
in that society.” (p. 35). When we take a stand in our own per-
sonal action and bond with others taking a similar stand, we may
create or join a movement. In drawing a connection to these ideas
beyond the Latino community that is the focus of Abalos’s writ-
ing, we need only think of Rosa Parks, whose individual action of
refusing to sit at the back of the bus at the dawn of the civil rights
movement was also a deeply political action. It was the bonding
together of her personal action with the collective action of the
African American community along with other allies, and their
embracing of their personal, historical, cultural, and political faces,
grounded for many also in their own sacred stories, that resulted
in both personal and social transformation. Indeed, for many
involved, there were deeply spiritual moments that were part of
this process, moments that were also connected to their cultural
identity and to the engagement of what Abalos refers to as the
“sacred face.”

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the role of spirituality
in developing a positive cultural identity. It will begin by first con-
sidering the overlap of spiritual and cultural identity in “claiming a
sacred face” in the lives of real people in light of models of cultural
identity development. Second, it will examine the role of spiritual-
ity specifically in unlearning internalized oppression.
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Claiming a Sacred Face: The Overlap 
of Spiritual and Cultural Identity

Many people, especially those who have been marginalized because
of their culture, race, gender, class, or sexual orientation, experience
learning their own history, their own cultural stories, and their move
to new action at the same time that they engage with their own indi-
vidual stories as a part of their spirituality. This is clearly related to
their cultural identity development. The following story of Richard
Navarro illustrates how.

The Case of Richard Navarro

Richard Navarro is a thirty-eight-year-old Native American of
mixed tribal heritage, who describes some of his personal journey
toward reclaiming a positive Native identity in relationship to his
own spirituality.1 Richard is an adult educator and program direc-
tor on a college campus aimed at developing educational programs
around diversity issues, particularly for underserved populations. He
has engaged his political face in his activist work on American
Indian issues and on issues related to diversity and equity that deal
with racism, sexism, and heterosexism. His work on these issues is
grounded in both his personal philosophy of education and his spir-
ituality.

Richard explains that at the time of his growing up, rather than
emphasizing Native American ways, his parents tended to empha-
size “the Western way of doing things.” Being able to fit into the
dominant culture was seen as a way of providing one’s children with
a better life. He went on to explain:

1. At different times in our conversation, he used different terms to describe
Indigenous people in the United States, and referred to “Native Americans,”
“American Indians,” and at other times simply used the term “Native.” He
explained that this mixing of terms was intentional because different indigenous
people prefer different terms, although he suggested that most within the lower
forty-eight states prefer the term “American Indian,” and those from Alaska pre-
fer “Alaska Native.”



They [his parents] are a product of their time—their parents
were part of the federal Indian policy of termination. These
were relocation Indians. My mom [who is Blackfoot] would
have been impacted directly by the Indian Relocation Act.
Her family literally was kicked out of Colorado where she
grew up.

He explains that his father, who is Tlingit, an Alaska Native group,
was greatly influenced by the Indian Relocation Act and the
Alaskan Native Claim Settlement Act, which “essentially elimi-
nated all but one Indian reservation in Alaska.” Given this histor-
ical context, Richard’s parents were affected by attitudes that
suggested that being able to assimilate would lead to a better life for
Indian and Alaska Native people.

Although Richard’s father was socialized and grew up with
Tlingit spiritual traditions, in light of the fact that his family was
emphasizing “Western ways of doing things,” Richard was socialized
religiously more in Christian traditions, the Assembly of God
Church in particular. As an adolescent, he was extremely involved
in church activities, in music and in Bible study, and attended a pri-
vate Christian high school. Richard is a singer-songwriter and a poet
today, and he attributes much of his development as a musician to
his involvement with church music groups of his youth. He even-
tually moved away from the Assembly of God tradition, partly
because of its fundamentalism, and explains: “as I got older, I was
able to think some of the doctrine out; it just was not congruent for
me.” However, there are aspects of it that are still very important
and have been foundational to who he is.

Part of Richard’s spiritual story interacts with reclaiming a pos-
itive identity as a Native American man and unlearning some of
the oppression that was built into an ideology that emphasized as-
similation. We all reclaim our own identity through many means—
through education, through significant relationships with important
mentors, and, for some of us, through attempts to nurture spiritual
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experience. Richard began reclaiming his own identity as a Native
American man partly through studying the history of Native peo-
ple in college and in graduate school. This was the engagement of
his historical face. He had many adult conversations with his par-
ents and older Native relatives, and gathered information through
various tribal elders about their lives and about Native traditions,
experiences, and spiritual practices, thus reclaiming his sacred face.
He also participated in some traditional Native spiritual practices,
and describes a pivotal spiritual experience relating both to his spir-
ituality and his cultural identity during his first sweat lodge:

When I was at sweat lodge, I met my father’s mother. And I
met my mother’s mother, and they are probably the founda-
tion for now of a spiritual tradition that is clearly synthesized
from a Western paradigm, but it is also part of Native tradi-
tion, and it is very intuitive.

This was a turning point for Richard. He felt that he not only had a
significant experience of what Native spiritual practices are and how
they work, but that he “met” one of his most important spiritual
mentors, his paternal grandmother, who he feels continues to guide
his spiritual practice.

Symbols are often a significant element of spiritual experience,
either as a part of the experience itself, or as a manifestation of it.
Richard described carrying a symbol that serves as a marker of this
and other important spiritual experiences:

A part of the symbol for what has occurred for me there are
things that I have gathered from this point, and now are in
this [pulls out his medicine bag]. It’s what we call a medicine
bag. This is the stuff that has meaning, and I draw power
from, and it’s a source of power for me. For instance, you
may have graduated and picked up a stone, or small rock that
for some reason was just calling out to you. I don’t find 



that unusual. The Bible says that if people don’t worship
God, the very stones of the earth will cry out! So I don’t think
it should be a leap that you think that rocks would talk.

With eyes dancing, and some humor, he adds, “Now, I don’t mean
that they move their lips—I’ve never met any rocks with lips!”

Richard went on to explain how he and all of us get messages
through many avenues that we often ignore or pay no credence to.
This may be akin to what spiritual writer Gary Zukov (2000) refers
to as becoming multisensory—learning to construct knowledge not
only through the experience of five senses, but also to pay attention
to intuitive, or other multisensory forms of knowledge. Part of
Richard’s spiritual journey was to learn to pay attention to these
multisensory ways of knowing, but ways of knowing that were
grounded in his own journey back to his Native cultural heritage.

In claiming these very positive and grounding ways of con-
structing knowledge, Richard was also doing away with some of the
negative messages that he received growing up that are inherent in
an assimilationist ideology. Thus his spiritual journey has been part
of his claiming a positive cultural identity, without completely doing
away with his earlier spirituality. For example, Richard connects
some of what he has learned through Native spiritual practices such
as sweat lodge with some of his Christian background in his refer-
ence to scripture. In trying to name his current spirituality, he notes:
“Spirituality is for me a synthesis of many things, I’m a product of
many things, and so my spirituality is a product of the many places
I’ve come from. I root it in Native Tradition . . . with a lot of other
influences.”

In reflecting on how his Assembly of God background informs
his current spirituality, he notes:

I was very much a part of that tradition. I’m informed by it.
Still have some of that with me. . . . I believe in the concept
of Jesus. He was basically a Jewish revolutionary who had
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some very powerful practices and teachings that are still
applicable today. So I can go with that and it’s how I can rec-
oncile my belief in Jesus’ ideas with where I am today. You
will not ever catch me discounting Christianity.

Still, Richard roots his current spiritual practices more in Native
tradition because it culturally grounds him in who he is, and is part
of his claiming a positive cultural identity. Furthermore he notes
that Christianity played a role in the decimation of his culture and
his people in some of its missionary zeal, which Richard does not
discount lightly. However, he makes it a point to make the distinc-
tion that his problem is not with Jesus or what he taught, but rather
with what has been done to his people and others over the globe in
the name of Christianity throughout the course of history. His spir-
ituality, as he says, is a synthesis of many things that he draws on in
his work as a poet, a singer-songwriter, and an educator. Further,
much of what he writes and educates about is related to his claiming
of his own cultural identity and in helping others claim theirs. For
him, this indeed is a spiritual process.

Cultural Identity Models and Spirituality

It is clear that Richard’s story of his spiritual journey strongly inter-
acts with his journey of embracing his identity overall and his
American Indian cultural identity in the engagement of the four
faces that Abalos (1998) describes. Richard’s story is somewhat
reflective of what many authors and psychologists have written
about in discussions of models of cultural identity development
(Cross, 1971; Parham, 1989; Tatum, 1997), particularly of mem-
bers of groups who have been historically oppressed in American
culture through the legacy of slavery or colonization. Unlike Aba-
los’s theory of transformation that more generally describes embrac-
ing these four interconnected “faces,” the models of cultural
identity development as discussed by psychologists tend to be more
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linear in their explanation of how individuals go about reclaiming
their cultural identity.

These race and cultural identity development models began
with the work of William Cross (1971), who initially posed a five-
stage model of black racial identity development: (1) pre-encounter,
(2) encounter, (3) immersion-emersion, (4) internalization, and 
(5) internalization-commitment. Others have built on and refined
Cross’s work to consider how cultural identity development unfolds
either more specifically for African Americans or for members of
other cultural groups, such as Native Americans and Latinos, who
have also been oppressed through the legacy of slavery and colo-
nization (Tatum, 1997). According to these models, in addition to
the positive views of their culture they may have inherited from
their families, individuals from these cultural groups may have inter-
nalized (from the white dominant culture) some negative attitudes
toward themselves. This results partially in the phenomenon of in-
ternalized oppression, an internalized but mostly unconscious belief
in the superiority of those more representative of the dominant cul-
ture. In order to move to an overall positive cultural identity,
according to these cultural identity development models, indi-
viduals will go through a process of unlearning what they have
unconsciously internalized. Part of this process is learning their own
history from the perspective of members of their own culture,
reclaiming what has been lost or unknown to them, and reframing
what has often been cast subconsciously as negative in more posi-
tive ways. As we saw above, this was what Richard Navarro did.
Tolliver (in Tisdell, Tolliver, & Villa, 2001), in summarizing how
this process evolves in these cultural identity models, notes that
members of particular cultural groups “move from a position of deval-
uation of an oppressed identity to ‘encountering’ a situation that
leads to a questioning of identity to immersion in activities in the
oppressed culture and strong antagonism against the oppressors, to
embracing a new cultural self that values the previously devalued
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identity, to integrating the new identity into a more universal per-
spective” (p. 3).

For the most part, these cultural identity models have not dealt
with the role of spirituality as it interacts with cultural identity. 
Garrett and Walking Stick Garrett (1994), in referring to cultural
identity development among American Indians, do mention the
significance of spirituality as part of the American Indian ethos. But
Myers et al. (1991) directly and very specifically address the rela-
tionship of positive cultural identity development and spirituality.
They posit that it is difficult to develop a positive cultural-spiritual
identity in a worldview that dichotomizes matter from spirit, and
argue that this dichotomization ultimately results in oppressor-
oppressed relationships of all types. Further, they propose an opti-
mal conceptualization that sees the unity of matter and spirit with
all of creation. “Self knowledge is the process of coming to know
who and what we are as the unique expression of infinite spirit.
With this knowledge, individuals can integrate all apparent aspects
of being (e.g., age, color, ethnicity, and size) into a holistic sense of
self” (p. 58). In essence, Myers et al. (1991) conceptualize the ear-
lier race and cultural identity development models in light of spirit.
They describe six phases (individuation, dissonance, immersion,
internalization, integration, and transformation) in which a sense
of spirituality is integral to self, and embracing one’s cultural iden-
tity and all aspects of one’s identity is also seen as a spiritual process.
Tolliver, in summarizing the optimal model proposed by Myers 
et al. notes, “As individuals increase their self-understanding and
re-member their spiritual essence, they transcend the bondage of
oppressions” (in Tisdell, Tolliver, & Villa, 2001, p. xx).

Spirituality in Race and Ethnic Identity Development

In my many conversations with educators and activists over the past
couple of years, this sense of the development of a positive cultural
identity as also a spiritual process for many people has been re-
affirmed; it has been especially significant for people of color or eth-



nic minorities. Further, many have described learning about and
claiming the positive aspects of their ancestral histories and cultural
roots not only as part of their spiritual journeys but also as part of
reclaiming what some refer to as their “authentic” identity. Elise
Poitier, an African American woman now in her late forties, reflects
back to the early days of this process when as a young adult she first
began resisting being judged by white mainstream culture or stan-
dards of beauty. When she moved from the Midwest to Atlanta, she
explains, “In Atlanta, my beauty was affirmed. I could walk down
the street and see myself; there was a sense of connectedness . . .
that I would consider a spiritual connection.”

Derise Tolliver*2 an African American psychologist and profes-
sor, described learning more of her African history and traditions as
part of her spiritual journey, which relates to her authentic identity
and all aspects of her life, including her life in the classroom:

I try to bring my full, authentic self to the classroom and use
all aspects of myself to inform my practice and to facilitate
the learning of others. An important aspect of my being is
Spirit. . . . My core understanding of Spirit is grounded in a
traditional African ethos, which has been passed down, not
necessarily consciously, through the generations of my peo-
ple. I have lived it for a long time, although it has become a
more conscious practice over the last decade.

Becoming more conscious of the African roots of her culture and
spirituality was part of the process of reclaiming a positive cultural
identity that helps her connect with students of all backgrounds. In
essence, because she is comfortable with who she is, more fully
grounded in her spiritual and cultural self and her own authentic-
ity, she invites others into their own authenticity.
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She describes this journey to her authenticity and positive cul-
tural identity as an ongoing one, with an increased sense of how
spirit and spirituality have been a part of that. Part of the reclaiming
of her own ancestral history and culture has been to study the tra-
ditions and spirituality of the Akan people of Ghana. She described
a significant spiritual experience for her that took place at one of
the slave castles in Ghana when she had brought a group there as
part of a study abroad program:

The slave castles were one of the last places that any of the
enslaved Africans were before they were transported to wher-
ever: these shores, the Caribbean, or South America. We
were at Cape Coast castle in Ghana. After everybody else
left, I went back into this particular dungeon and just took off
my shoes, and just closed my eyes, and touched the walls, and
just felt the energy, the terror, the pain—ALL of that. That
was very, very profound to me, and I guess in terms of the
connection, I think a lot of people build the connection
between Africa and America in that place, because that’s a
port where the ancestors came through. So being in that dun-
geon, in that room BY MYSELF, and actually having my feet on
THAT ground was quite a profound spiritual experience for me.

Clearly, the experience had a strong affective component. It had an
intellectual or cognitive component as the group had been study-
ing the history and the culture of the area and the tragedy of the
slave trade. But for Derise Tolliver it also had a spiritual component
because it connected her ever more deeply with her own culture
and history: for her, there was also an ancestral connection.

This ancestral connection, rooted in one’s own history and cul-
ture, may be important for everyone. But it seems to have a partic-
ularly strong significance to people of color who have gone on the
spiritual and cultural journey of reclaiming their history and cul-
tural identity. Perhaps this is because the cultural history of many



people of color is either entirely absent or “white-washed” in the
U.S. educational system. Tito Rodriguez,* a forty-year-old Puerto
Rican man who grew up both in Puerto Rico and Chicago, discusses
the important role of learning the “sacred stories of the ancestors”
as a significant part of reclaiming his cultural identity and of claim-
ing his sacred face. He explained that he learned little of his own
cultural history or the history of Puerto Rico beyond its status as an
island and U.S. territory through the schools either on the U.S.
mainland or in Puerto Rico. He described the process of later ado-
lescence and into adulthood when he learned some of his own cul-
tural history, which happened as a result of his involvement in
dance and cultural arts:

Then I became the most fervent Puerto Rican. I was angry
with the world and discovered through the arts that Puerto Rico
is more than an Island! I found out that I was Taino [the
Indigenous people of Puerto Rico], African, and European.
This made me happy. But I had to learn more about the his-
tory and stories of these cultures in order for me to be “whole.”

He went on to explain that after many years of study and research,
he understood more about Puerto Rican culture and history, and
notes: “But even after learning about that, I felt empty.” Knowing
on a cognitive level wasn’t enough. “I then look into the sacred
story of my ancestors,” said Tito, and explains that their sacred sto-
ries, and understanding the spirituality of his ancestors as a part of
cultural experience that was passed on to him in different ways, led
to a different and deeper kind of understanding that was transfor-
mative. For him, this was part of the process of freeing what Abalos
(1998) refers to as his “sacred face.” It also ties into his work as an
educator and means

I must first liberate myself from the ill of ignorance and open
myself to . . . all my brothers and sisters. I must not judge,
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but help those who have not acquired the same level of trans-
formation that I have. I’m not saying that I don’t need more
transformation. On the contrary! I must live a life of contin-
ued transformation for the better of my family, my commu-
nity, my country, and all humans. I hope that by doing this,
I’m also a tool for transformation.

Thus, for Tito Rodriguez,* Derise Tolliver,* and many others, being
a tool for transformation requires that they connect with the his-
tory, culture, and spirituality of their ancestors in order to continue
their own transformative work on themselves and those with whom
they work.

Spirituality and Dealing with Internalized Oppression

The cultural identity models of Abalos, Cross, Meyers, et al. are
obviously applicable to the experience of people of color in this
country. Yet the process of developing a positive sense of one’s cul-
tural and spiritual identity is important for all of us, but especially
those who are marginalized because of their cultural background,
social class, or sexual orientation. In building on the Cross (1971)
model, others (Chavez & Guido-DiBrito, 1999; Phinny, 1990) pose
a model of ethnic identity development relative to all U.S. non-
dominant groups that focuses on dealing with the effects of preju-
dice, unlearning internalized oppression, and reclaiming a positive
identity. Although these authors don’t discuss the spiritual com-
ponent of this, many of those I interviewed did discuss the role of
spirituality in dealing with internalized oppression, that is, the
internalized (but mostly unconscious) belief in the superiority of
those more representative of the dominant culture.

Being Jewish and Dealing with Internalized Oppression

Activist and adult educator Penny Rosenwasser* describes her own
journey to reclaiming a positive Jewish cultural identity and its



relationship to spirituality and to her own internalized oppression
against herself as a Jewish woman. She explained the insidious ways
her own internalized oppression against her Jewish culture was
manifested. She notes that in her many years of activist work
around women’s issues, race relations, antinuclear, and other social
justice movements, she virtually disassociated herself from her Jew-
ish roots.

Raised as an assimilated Jew in white Christian middle-
class suburbs, I learned well how to blend in and belong as
white. . . . I felt uncomfortable around people who looked
and/or behaved in ways that were “too Jewish.” When told I
didn’t “look Jewish,” I replied “Thank you.”

She described a particularly poignant moment in this process of
beginning to unlearn this lethal form of internalized oppression
when she cofacilitated a council of Jewish women:

When one of my Jewish mentors heard me talk about my
childhood, she told me there were thousands of people with
experiences like mine in this country. She reflected back to
me, “You lost your wail; your song is a minor key, and
you’ve been trying to fit into a major key.” When I men-
tioned that, as middle class, I at least had had my voice heard,
another friend offered: “But not your Jewish voice.” As her
words sifted through me, I felt in my body the parts of me that
I had allowed to be cut off: the most-Jewish parts. In brief, I
had learned to internalize societal attitudes of disgust at those
who were “too Jewish”; I had learned to hate who I was, and
I did not even know it.

Unlearning this internalized hatred or oppression has been a
process that she describes as a spiritual journey that she really didn’t
come to until midlife. And in reflecting back, she said in amazement:
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It took nearly thirty years of my life for me to embrace my
Jewishness in a deep emotional way . . . as a significant part
of my heritage and identity. My reading . . . along with my
mentoring friendships with Jewish women activists, filled me
with stories I related to, helping me access my own cultural
background through women I identified with.

Finding these women’s stories and mentoring friendships has indeed
been a blessing for her that has helped her embrace all parts of her
identity, particularly her cultural identity as a Jew. In summing up
and reflecting on how this relates to her spirituality she noted,

My spirituality is all about how I relate to my world and oth-
ers, how I make meaning of life. From Jewish prophetic tra-
dition and mysticism (via the Kabbalah), comes the concept
of “tikkun olam” or the repair and healing of the world. This
aptly expresses my core motivation in life, toward social jus-
tice, toward creating a life that is meaningful and makes a dif-
ference. I believe I get this from my Jewishness-Judaism,
which for me is a blend of culture and spirituality.

This blend of culture and spirituality embodied in the Jewish con-
cept of tikkun olam not only motivates Penny’s activism but also has
motivated the healing of her own world, the healing of her own
spirit, in confronting and dealing directly with her own internalized
oppression. It has been a process that has taken years; as for all of
us, becoming more authentically ourselves is an ongoing, lifelong
process that intersects with all aspects of our identity.

Spirituality and Mediating Among Multiple Identities

Identity is not monolithic. We are not only people with a race and
ethnic cultural history; we are also people who have a class back-
ground, a gender, and a sexual orientation. Given the extreme
homophobia that is part of the larger culture, it would be impossi-
ble to grow up and not have some internalized homophobia if one



were gay, lesbian, or bisexual. Of course, how one deals with this
phenomenon of internalized oppression relates to other aspects of
one’s identity—one’s race, class, culture, and so on. These multiple
aspects of our lives interact as all aspects of our identity continue
to develop. This is why (as noted toward the beginning of Chapter
Six) Hays (2001) offers the ADDRESSING framework, which sug-
gests a system for organizing the multiple cultural influences that
affect development.

Unlike the Hays (2001) framework for dealing with cultural
complexities, most models of identity development tend to fore-
ground only one aspect of life experience at a time, such as race,
culture, gender, class, or sexual orientation. It is important to look
at how each thread, such as race or ethnicity, affects development
overall, at the same time that one keeps in mind the whole. Thus,
the race and ethnic identity models have focused primarily on cul-
ture, particularly on what it means to develop a positive identity
when one is a member of a minority cultural group. Cass (1984) and
Edwards and Brooks (1999) have discussed models of positive sexual
identity development, focusing particularly on gay, lesbian, or bi-
sexual identity. Again, these discussions have not included the com-
ponent of spirituality in relation to positive cultural or sexual
identity development. This is what makes Myers et al.’s conceptu-
alization of identity development unique and appealing: it looks at
the role of spirituality in transcending all bondages of oppression
and developing a positive identity overall, whereas Hays (2001)
tends to look at spiritual and religious orientation as one compo-
nent that affects all aspects of development. But for some people,
spirituality and claiming one’s sacred face have an important role
to play in mediating among multiple aspects of one’s identity.

The story of Harriet Smith is a case in point. In her story, it is ap-
parent how sexual orientation, culture, and class intersect with spir-
ituality in dealing both with internalized oppression and with
forming a positive view of self, grounded in spirituality and in as-
pects of her culture of origin.
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Harriet is a forty-six-year-old nurse, an adult educator and a com-
munity activist, a white woman from a rural, Southern, working-class
background who grew up in the Pentecostal Church. While grow-
ing up, she went to church four times per week. In considering the
intersection of class, religious background, and culture, she reflected
back, noting, “it [her religious upbringing] has to be understood in
the context of being your culture. It’s not your religion or spiritual-
ity, because it’s everything you are and what you do and how you 
live your life. . . . It’s your way of life!” Although she didn’t have
much class-consciousness growing up, in reflecting back she noted, 
“Pentecostal folks are pretty poor people.” It was in this religious-
cultural-class context where Harriet, who found meaning and iden-
tity in these intersections, began to wrestle with another important
aspect of her identity: her sexual orientation.

After a marriage at sixteen and two children, she began dealing
with her sexual orientation after an altercation and subsequent split
from her husband: “He screamed at me that I was ‘queer.’ I had no
idea what he was talking about. . . . He explained it to me and I
thought, ‘Wow! He’s right.’” Harriet’s religious tradition and her
spirituality were extremely important to her, so at first she tried to
find a way to reconcile her sexual orientation and her Pentecostal
background. In her early twenties, she talked to many ministers and
church people, who alternately made her feel guilty and hopeful,
and one finally suggested, “leave it up to God.” Harriet described a
pivotal experience that happened about a year later:

I got hurt playing softball and I tore my quadriceps so bad I
passed out. I went to the best orthopedist in town, who put a
splint on it. . . . I also believed in faith healing, and one night
I went to the altar I felt this real coldness go into my leg, and
then [it] got really hot, and I thought “wow” and [when] the
minister told me—I took the splint off, and the big lump that
was on my leg, it was gone! . . . Well that was a turning
point for me, because I thought “why would God heal me, if



I was this person that was condemned to hell?” God wouldn’t
do that for me, and I thought “OK, this is my sign that it’s
OK for me to be a lesbian.”

Although this particular experience was a significant turning
point for Harriet, in terms of her own acceptance of her lesbian sex-
ual identity and dealing directly with her own internalized oppres-
sion, she knew she was not going to find public acceptance for it in
the Pentecostal Church. Yet in her heart, the authenticity of her
identity, confirmed through what she describes as this particularly
significant spiritual experience, gave her the courage to embrace
who she is and over time to ultimately develop a positive identity
as a lesbian.

Harriet eventually found spiritual community in a local Unitar-
ian fellowship and through participating in monthly women’s spir-
ituality groups that supported both her spirituality and her activist
work with battered women and around lesbian and gay issues. As a
result of her own experiences in combination with a spiritual com-
mitment to social justice work, she and her partner eventually co-
founded an adult education center based on the honoring of
“women’s spirit” and the principles of adult popular education.
Their center offers programs and services that attempt to meet the
needs of some of the local poor and oppressed people, dealing
directly with the transformation of homophobia and other systems
of oppression, such as race and class. In their center’s early days,
there had been much attempted violence directed at them, includ-
ing death threats, the killing of their dog, and assaults on their
property. When the attorney who worked in defense of the violence
against them suggested that they consider leaving for their personal
safety, and asked “Don’t you understand that this is the Bible Belt?”
Harriet replied: “Yes; that’s why I’m here!” She reflected back on
these days not so very long ago, and went on to explain to me:

You see, I have had to turn and face my culture head on,
and say “No! You’re not going to run me out of here like an
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animal.” Literally, I had rather be dead than for my kids or
my family to see me having to flee because someone else has
that power to make me leave!

Harriet has stayed in the rural South because there is where her
cultural roots are. She believes she must stay because of her felt re-
sponsibility to care for her family and to work for social change
around transformation of systems of oppression of all kinds, includ-
ing race, gender, class, and sexual orientation within this cultural
context. In claiming her sacred face and her more authentic identity,
she has found the courage to stand up and say no and challenge those
things within her culture that are oppressive, and to say a resound-
ing yes to those things that are life-giving. In so doing, as Abalos 
(1998) suggests, she has also engaged her political face. Grounded in
her spirituality, she also takes great inspiration in the work and legacy
of Harriet Tubman, who she noted, in spite of ill health,

managed to save about three hundred people from hell here
on earth. Sometimes I think, “what can one person do?” One
person can do a lot! That’s my inspiration. I think of that
every day. And when I get depressed, I look at [Harriet Tub-
man] and just think about “if she could do it, I could do it!”

It is clear how spirituality intersects with culture, class, and sex-
ual identity in Harriet’s story. Her spiritual experience, the mean-
ing she associated with her healing experience at the altar in the
Pentecostal Church in her early twenties, was a sign to her that her
lesbian identity was a part of her authenticity and part of her spiri-
tuality. Indeed, hers is only one story, and clearly many other gay
and lesbian identity stories come to the fore and are given spiritual
meaning in ways different from Harriet’s (Thompson, 1995). But it
is also significant that this initial experience was mediated from
within the familiarity of her childhood religious tradition inscribed
in her rural Southern culture and working-class roots. Although she
has long since moved away from the Pentecostal tradition, in re-



flecting back on her Christian Pentecostal roots that are still very
much a part of who she is, she notes:

I think your core beliefs, where do they come from? Mine
came out of the Judeo–Christian church. I don’t know if peo-
ple can change what is in the core. . . First of all I believe in
honesty. I believe in fairness, in justice.

Obviously, she takes this call to justice and honesty very seriously.
In embracing her four faces, she has drawn on her spiritual or sacred
face to become political, deal with her own internalized oppression,
stand up against injustice within her own culture, and celebrate
what leads to wholeness.

Harriet has also drawn on her spirituality to mediate among var-
ious aspects of her identity and to make a choice that leads to her
greater wholeness. Although it might have been easier to leave and
move to a community more accepting of her sexual identity, an
equally strong component of her identity was her rural Southern
cultural heritage. Thus her own spirituality helped her find the
courage to accept all aspects of her identity and not choose among
them. In thinking about her own history, culture, and spiritual
development within this culture, she noted: “It was prophesied in
my church that I would preach when I was fourteen years old!”
She added that people now say to her ironically, “I guess you got
your calling all right! You’re just in a different place!” It seems that
Harriet, in making a difference in her own community, has found
her calling. Perhaps she has also found what Palmer (2000) suggests
is “the seed of authentic vocation” (p. 9).

Summary and Brief Thoughts for Practice

This chapter has focused primarily on the role of spiritual experi-
ence in developing a positive cultural identity. It is grounded in the
theoretical framework of David Abalos (1998), who discusses 
the importance of reclaiming four faces of one’s being as part of the
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ongoing transformation process toward claiming a positive cultural
identity: the personal face, the historical face, the political face, and
the sacred face. Although Abalos writes more specifically about the
Latino community in the United States, his insights are relevant to
any group or individual who has been oppressed due to the history
of slavery, colonization, or other systems of oppression. What is
unique about Abalos’s framework is that he calls attention to the
importance of the sacred face, or the role of spirituality in dealing
with the mechanisms of internalized oppression and reclaiming a
positive identity. In this chapter, several of the cultural identity
models were reviewed that capture the process of moving from a
more oppressed identity to claiming a positive and pride-filled iden-
tity. Many of these models have not dealt directly with the role of
spirituality in this process. An important focus of this chapter has
been making the role of spirituality more visible by using the exam-
ple of several people’s stories and how they have claimed a more
sacred face in relationship to multiple aspects of their identity.

This claiming of a more sacred face as related to dealing with
culture is manifested in a variety of ways. In this chapter, the focus
has been on dealing directly with and reclaiming oppressed parts of
one’s own identity as a spiritual process. This is important for those
who have been marginalized because of their race, ethnicity, na-
tional origin, religion, social class, sexual orientation, disability, or
gender. But part of the reclaiming process is challenging the ways
the dominant culture has imposed such an oppressed identity
through the hegemonic processes of education, media, family rela-
tions, or the government. To challenge is to take action, and as
Abalos (1998) notes, to take action, or “to cast out demons in our
personal lives and in society means that we have freed our sacred
face” (p. 35).

What does this suggest for culturally relevant practice in adult
and higher education contexts? As noted in the second chapter,
according to Guy (1999) a purpose of culturally relevant education
is “the reconstruction of learners’ group-based identity from one that



is negative to one that is positive” (p. 13). It appears that for many
people spirituality has an important role in this process, and could
be incorporated into classes that directly deal with cultural issues
in a way that does not necessarily impose a spiritual or religious
agenda. I often begin my own classes that focus on cultural issues
with an assignment in which learners write aspects of their own cul-
tural story, such as how their own awareness of their cultural iden-
tity developed. In particular, they describe their culture of origin in
terms of their race, ethnicity, religion, and class background; the
cultural mix of the communities in which they grew up; what mes-
sages they received about themselves and “others” through both the
overt curriculum and the hidden curriculum in schools and in other
institutions; and who were important cultural role models for them.
In essence, in this initial assignment I attempt to pose questions
that might help them think about how their cultural consciousness
developed and the role of social structures in shaping their identity
and their thinking. I also share my own process around these issues,
particularly in understanding what it means to be white (a theme
that will be taken up more in the next chapter) and to be a person
of my gender, class, and so on, and the fact that I am still working
to understand these aspects of my identity.

It would be easy to ask learners, in an assignment such as this,
what role religion and spirituality had both in shaping their cultural
identity and in helping them reclaim important aspects of their iden-
tity. It would also be appropriate to provide some readings and sto-
ries related to the role of spirituality in claiming a positive cultural
or gender identity, and then for participants to reflect on its place
in their own lives in light of the readings. Another assignment
might focus on how they already have, or are currently in the
process of, reclaiming their cultural identity by analyzing their life
experience vis-à-vis some of the cultural identity models, or it might
focus on reclaiming Abalos’s four faces (the personal, political, his-
torical, and sacred) relative to their own cultural lives. Indeed,
engagement with such an analysis as an individual process could
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help learners develop a better understanding of their own cultural
identity and spirituality. But if this analysis is carefully shared in a
small group context, it could also help them have a better sense of
how different the experience is of people of different race, culture,
gender, religion, sexual orientation, and class groups depending on
where they are situated relative to the dominant culture.

Dealing with issues based on culture, race, class, and gender can
be controversial. So can dealing with spirituality as related to cul-
tural identity. Although I offer some further thoughts on the con-
nection of spirituality and culture to practice in far greater detail in
Part Three, it is always important to remember that people are dif-
ferently situated by virtue of their positionality (race, gender, class,
and sexual orientation) relative to systems of power and privilege.
As an instructor, I believe that adult learners need to share only
what they are willing or want to share relative to these subjects. Fur-
ther, I never ask my students to share what I am unwilling to share
myself. So I will share the fact that I am still very much in process
with reclaiming my own personal, political, historical, and sacred
faces, and what this process has to do with various aspects of my
own positionality; and that I still struggle to be centered in my own
sense of spirituality in my own search for wholeness, which I believe
is very much related to my attempts to stay grounded in my more
authentic identity. As I am trying to stay grounded and live out of
a more authentic place, I am trying to create an environment where
they might do the same. Within the confines of higher education
that includes reading, writing, and analysis, there also can be a cer-
tain level of freedom to consider the role of spirituality in relation
to dealing with cultural issues and cultural identity. We all come to
a greater sense of that authentic identity in different ways, and
through a different sense of what spirituality is and its role (if any)
in the process. As many theists and spiritual writers note, there may
be one river but many wells (Fox, 2000). By digging deeper and
finding new wells, we might understand the river better. And that
river includes ourselves. It also includes each other.



8

Culture is never static. Just as identity is not one-dimensional,
one’s own cultural understanding changes with increased con-

tact with people from other cultural groups and exposure to differ-
ent ways that people organize their lives and social networks.
Immigrants and those who have lived in countries not their own
know this. But all of us, no matter what our cultural background,
are far more likely to have closer contact and more intimate work
or personal relationships with people of different race or ethnic
identities, religious backgrounds, sexual orientations, or from dif-
ferent parts of the world now than even fifty years ago.

This increased contact is due to changes in both North Ameri-
can and global mobility, as well as the developments of technology
that have made access to other parts of the world more easily avail-
able through air travel and the Internet. It is also due to the ac-
tivism of those involved in various social movements that have
worked for civil rights and rights for women, gays and lesbians,
working-class and subsistence laborers, and people with disabilities,
who have challenged oppressive norms in the dominant culture. As
a result of these trends, developments, and activist movements, we
are increasingly affected by different cultures and ways of being in
the world, thus continually changing the cultural fabric of North
America, as well as our understanding of our own culture. Further,
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we are more likely to have contact with spiritual and religious tra-
ditions that are quite different from our own than was true at any
other time in human history.

Increased contact with those culturally, religiously, and spiritu-
ally different from ourselves means that we are likely to have more
opportunity to have cross-cultural learning experiences. Such expe-
riences of “crossing culture” can come in a variety of forms that can
affect both our spirituality in the ways we “claim a sacred face” and
our cultural understanding. Some of these learning experiences
might happen as a result of having close personal relationships with
those of a different culture and spiritual orientation, through inter-
national travel or living in a country different than one’s nation of
origin, or through formal education. This chapter focuses on the
connection of spirituality to crossing culture, as related to the spir-
itual search toward greater wholeness and toward claiming our more
sacred face.

Many who live in countries different from their nations of ori-
gin did not necessarily move to that country strictly out of personal
choice. Some move for survival for themselves or their families, due
to war or unrest in their countries of origin, or for other personal
survival needs. I begin this chapter with an examination of how
spirituality relates to shifting identities in a shifting geographical
context, primarily by drawing on the experience of one immigrant
woman. Next I examine the experience, predominantly of those
who are white and of Christian background, who cross spiritual and
cultural borders specifically to further their spiritual growth.

Spirituality and Shifting Identities 
in a Shifting Context

In the last chapter, I discussed the fact that people have multiple
identities, in that they have an identity based on their race or eth-
nicity, their gender, their sexual orientation, their social class, and
so on. We saw how Harriet Smith drew on her spirituality to medi-



ate among those multiple identities, including her identity as a les-
bian, as a Southern woman from a rural area, and as one from a
working class background. Harriet has lived in the same commu-
nity her whole life. Although communities never remain static and
are always changing incrementally, the cultural context in which
she was negotiating various aspects of her identity remained rela-
tively stable—at least much more so than if she had moved to a dif-
ferent geographical area. But those who are immigrants to North
America (or elsewhere) generally negotiate various aspects of their
identity and their spirituality against the backdrop of a very differ-
ent cultural context than that of their home countries. Aiysha Ali,
who was introduced in Chapter One, is one such example. Aiysha
is a Muslim woman of East Indian descent who was born in East
Africa, where her family had lived for several generations. Her im-
mediate family left East Africa when she was six years old due to
severe unrest in her country of origin and emigrated to England,
where she lived for several years until her teens. She then moved
to Canada for a few years and ultimately immigrated to the United
States by her late adolescence.

Aiysha has been forced to cross culture, both literally and figu-
ratively, many times throughout her life. Moving a number of times
and having to negotiate being a member of a privileged group in
some contexts but being a member of an oppressed or lower-status
group in other contexts has made Aiysha have to negotiate her own
shifting identity in a constantly shifting cultural context. These
moves and identity shifts that are a part of her personal life experi-
ence, along with the fact that Aiysha is a professor with a subspe-
cialty in multicultural issues, have forced her to think a lot about the
development of her religious and cultural identity as an immigrant
and a Muslim in the United States. In describing the connection
between her ethnic identity and her religious identity, she noted:

Being of East Indian origin AND a Muslim, not only here in
the United States but everywhere I’ve lived, has served as a
double reinforcement of my otherness. In some cases for me
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it’s a question of privilege. For example, in Africa where we
were, there’s no doubt that the Indian population was part of
the business population, whereas in London, I was definitely
NOT part of the privileged class. In terms of societal struc-
tures, I identified a lot more with the lower classes, and came
to the U.S. with a thick cockney accent.

She discussed how for years living in the United States she was
not able to separate being Muslim from her ethnic identity. “I never
really saw my cultural identity as anything different from my reli-
gious identity because I’d been brought up to believe in Islam as a
way of life, that everything you do is impacted by and impacts upon
who you are as a religious person.” Although she always remains
both of East Indian ethnicity and Muslim, she has been able to sep-
arate analytically what this might mean.

If I were a Muslim but I was Caucasian, it would be very dif-
ferent because there would be elements of shared experience
that would be points of stability. On the other hand, if I were
East Indian and not a Muslim, depending on whether I 
were Christian or Hindu—again it would make a difference
because if I were a Christian, it would be a lot easier, because
I would feel despite my ethnic background that I was a part
of society because it is a largely Christian milieu.

In being both an ethnic minority and a religious minority but as
one who is educated with a doctoral degree and has both education
and class privilege in the United States, Aiysha has developed the
ability to cross cultural borders to be able to speak to many differ-
ent groups and in many different contexts fairly comfortably at this
point in her adult life. But developing this ability has been a process
that has taken time, as there had always been pressure to blend in.
She gave the example of how this had been manifested earlier in
her life. In her Muslim community, occasions of joy are often



marked with the application of henna. “In the past I would think
very carefully of where I was going on the past two or three weeks,
before putting on henna, I now do not hesitate to do it,” she ex-
plained. At this point in her development, she does not try to blend
in, but rather uses those occasions when people ask what she has on
her hands as a point of education about Islam and about her East
Indian ethnic heritage. She described how this shift has taken place
over time and reflected on being both Muslim and East Indian:

Before it was just a matter of fact for me. Now, it’s still a
matter of fact, but it’s also a matter of pride. I’ve taken the
attitude “This is WHO I AM. If you are going to know me and
like me, you’re going to know the whole of me, not just parts
of me.” So in a sense the dichotomization of my identity that
I described at the beginning, I’m beginning to take that and
create a whole from it in the way that I interact.

Aiysha attributes the shift that has taken place over time to for-
mal education that has partly focused on the negotiation of cultural
and religious difference, positive personal experiences in which she
was deliberately in religious and culturally pluralistic situations that
allowed her to experiment with being more overt with these aspects
of her identity, and the experience of becoming a parent. Ironically,
her exposure and close personal relationships with people of very
different religious and cultural backgrounds has caused her to under-
stand and reclaim her own culture and religious identity with pride
and a sense of wholeness. But this sense of “the whole” is related to
her spirituality, which is tremendously important to her.

One of the things that I would say in terms of my spiritual-
ity, while it is definitely grounded in my cultural and religious
identity, it’s not exclusive to that. In other words, if I find res-
onance in other places, whether it’s African, or Native Amer-
ican spirituality, or Hindu—other forms of spirituality, I’m
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open to them. And not just religious traditions—but having
my spirit moved in some way.

Aiysha’s journey toward greater pride in who she is as an immi-
grant and a Muslim woman of East Indian descent who has had to
negotiate her own shifting identity in many shifting contexts has
been partly a spiritual journey. It is one that has led her to greater
openness, understanding, and acceptance of many positions and
ways of living not her own. Grounded more proudly and deeply in
her own identity and spirituality has given her the courage to speak
out with openness and with pride more publicly about her religious
and cultural identity in this post–September 11, 2001 era. Finding
the courage to do so for her is part of claiming her sacred face and
living out her life purpose, while being grounded in her more
authentic identity amid a shifting cultural and religious American
landscape.

White Identity and Crossing Culture 
in the Ongoing Search for Wholeness

Like Aiysha Ali, many of those featured in the stories and examples
in earlier chapters were not representative of the dominant culture
in one way or another, either by virtue of their race, culture, sexual
orientation, religion, or national origin. They were, however, famil-
iar with the norms of cultural groups or religious traditions differ-
ent from their own—that of the dominant culture. Although
culture is never static and is always changing, the dominant culture
with the greatest economic and public decision-making power in
North America is still white, moneyed, male, heterosexual, of
Christian background, and able bodied, to name some of the more
obvious structural categories. These categories represent some of the
invisible norms that people are often measured against, or even un-
consciously measure themselves against, which can result in the
phenomenon of internalized oppression. It is impossible to live in



North America without having a sense of these invisible norms. An
important part of ongoing positive identity development for many
who are not representative of these invisible norms is to reclaim the
parts of themselves that are different or “other.” As we saw earlier,
for many, this reclaiming is partly a spiritual process. It is a search
to become whole.

Perhaps it is easier to have a sense of how spirituality and
becoming whole relate to reclaiming one’s cultural or sexual iden-
tity when one is “other” than one of these invisible norms, such as
a person of color, gay or lesbian, or Jewish or Muslim in primarily
white Christian North America. Often people in North America
who are white or who were socialized within the Christian tradition
have little sense of their own culture. Perhaps when one is repre-
sentative of the dominant culture, it is difficult to have sense of
where that culture is. As many have recently discussed (Johnson-
Bailey & Cervero, 2000; Shore, 2001; Sleeter, 1996) in considera-
tions of race in adult education, whiteness is the primary invisible
norm, the invisible standard that people are often measured against.
To be fully conscious of what is so pervasive that it is almost invis-
ible is difficult, just as fish probably have little or no consciousness
of water. But if fish were not in water, they probably would very
quickly have a sense of what water is.

How does spirituality intersect with culture and ongoing devel-
opment for those who are more representative of the “water” of the
dominant culture in North America: those who are white, hetero-
sexual, and grew up in one of the Christian denominations? Of
course whiteness is not a monolithic category, and there are some
who have a strong sense of being of Irish, Italian, English, or other
European descent. But many white people do not identify very
strongly with their countries of origin or the cultures of their fore-
bears, and in fact have little sense of their own culture at all. This
lack of culture consciousness may be because their families have
lived in North America for several generations, or because they are
of mixed European ancestry from which it may be difficult to tease
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out what is German, what is English, and what is Irish. And although
the amalgamation of white, heterosexual, and largely Christian 
culture in North America has different manifestations for different
people, the ongoing spiritual development of white, heterosexual
people of Christian background is related to their particular cultural
background and tradition, as well as somewhat related to white
Christian culture overall. To some degree, we often spiral back to
our cultural roots, and move forward in an effort to become whole.
There are a myriad of ways this spiritual development as connected
to culture could be manifested. Since I interviewed people primar-
ily about the connection of their spirituality to doing cultural and
social justice, here I discuss two primary ways that it was manifested
among those I interviewed who are white and of Christian back-
ground: (1) through developing a deeper understanding of white
culture in general and one’s own particular cultural identity within
it, and (2) through making an active choice for crossing and exam-
ining spiritual traditions rooted in other cultures.

Spirituality and White Cultural Identity

The cultural, ethnic, and sexual identity models as discussed in the
last chapter emphasize the identity development of those not rep-
resentative of the dominant culture. Helms (1984), Chavez and
Guido-DiBrito (1999), and Tatum (1997) have each discussed a
model of cultural identity for white people who have begun to
understand whiteness as a system of privilege. The model’s basic
tenet is that first one might experience a disorienting dilemma that
makes white privilege visible. This usually happens in light of an
experience in a personal relationship with a person of color, where
one might witness or experience differential treatment that appears
to be based on race. Over time, many who first become aware of the
pervasiveness of white privilege may then begin to explore the
assumptions they have unconsciously absorbed from their own cul-
ture of origin about what constitutes valid forms of knowledge or
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appropriate ways of being in the world. Further, many explore what
it means to be an ally to people of color or other nondominant
groups (such as the gay-lesbian-bisexual community, or people with
disabilities) when one is a member of a dominant group. Such a
process takes time, usually over a period of years, when there is more
sustained involvement with nondominant groups. Although white
identity theorists have not conceptualized this as a spiritual process
per se, the spirituality of many who are white requires that they deal
with social justice issues in general, including challenging racism
and dealing with their own white privilege. Patricia Jones, a clini-
cal psychologist and psychology professor in her early forties, de-
scribes her own journey to developing an understanding of cultural
differences and what it means to be white or European American
as integrated with her spirituality.

Patricia grew up Presbyterian and came from a long line of
“preachers, teachers, and farmers,” a culture that nurtured her spir-
ituality and a concern for reaching out to others. She grew up both
in the Midwest and Alaska. Since her adolescence, she interacted
with many people from different cultural groups as a result of living
in Alaska, traveling worldwide, and living overseas. While in col-
lege, she met and eventually married a Muslim man from North
Africa. Her own European American cultural identity became vis-
ible to her because of her close personal relationships with her hus-
band, her in-laws, and people of color in North America, Europe,
and North Africa.

In many ways, Patricia’s journey to understanding being white
or European American parallels what Helms (1984) and Tatum
(1997) discuss in their consideration of the white identity models.
But because spirituality is also important to Patricia, it is not sur-
prising that she would also consider how her spiritual journey relates
to this process. In exploring her European American cultural her-
itage and how it connects to her Christian background and her cur-
rent, more eclectic and individualistic spirituality, she noted:
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Probably the strongest value-related influence in terms of 
my Christian heritage is individualism. I’m Euro-American
and individualism was just a really powerful thing in my 
family. . . . And so my spirituality has taken a very individ-
ualistic form. That’s probably the Christian heritage piece,
and then the social contributions—the preacher, teacher, mis-
sionary heritage—not specifically linked to Christian beliefs,
but it is a Christian thing: that you go out and do good in the
world.

Patricia is making a distinction between white Christian culture
and Christianity as an overt religious choice. The beliefs of her own
family rooted in a Christian ethos and passed on to her through her
“preacher, teacher, missionary heritage” were also rooted in the
American emphasis on rugged individualism. Patricia is implicitly
contrasting this more passive internalizing of individualism from
Christian cultural values with what is an ongoing active religious
choice for a specifically Christian path or spirituality.

Patricia’s current spirituality is more eclectic and not exclusively
Christian. However, her own values are rooted in the Christian tra-
dition, and she explains that at earlier points in her life she would
have defined herself as explicitly religiously Christian, in that she
had directly studied and practiced it. But her exposure to many cul-
tural and spiritual traditions through her close personal relation-
ships with people of color expanded her own spirituality and put
her in touch with what it means to have a European American cul-
tural identity. In reflecting on her spiritual beliefs, using her under-
standing of Islam as an example, she notes, “What my experience
with Islam and Muslim people did for me in a very concrete way
was to make me realize that I don’t accept Christianity as the only
way to spiritual fulfillment.” However, in contrast to other individ-
ualistic forms of spirituality that are prevalent in North America,
hers requires that she attend to cultural issues:



As I have become more interested in the spiritual growth
movement and Buddhism in particular, I’ve realized that
there are people who are deeply spiritual but do not perceive
culturally related forms of oppression. These individuals are
all white. Before this, I had the idea that the spiritual tran-
scends everything, and a deeply spiritual person would auto-
matically have an understanding of such issues. It never
occurred to me that a person could be deeply spiritual and
not see cultural oppression and their own role in it. But ap-
parently this is possible.

It is clear that Patricia’s understanding of her own culture and
what it means to be white or European American and her concern
for cultural issues flow from her life experience and her own spiri-
tual development. But it is also clear this understanding and con-
cern developed in light of her relationships with people who were
not white. Patricia is probably unusual in that she has directly ex-
plored what whiteness means and how it is melded with her Chris-
tian upbringing that also emphasized individualism. Her exposure
to other cultures and religious traditions expanded her own spiritu-
ality to include a broader, more inclusive, and more multicultural
perspective. But in so doing she has also spiraled back to embrace
a broader understanding of her own cultural roots and identity, as
she moves forward with a wider spiritual perspective in her own ef-
forts to become more whole.

Spiritual Development Through Crossing Culture

A central element of Patricia Jones’s story is that in crossing cultural
borders, she was no longer wedded to her own religious tradition and
no longer identified as exclusively Christian. As noted by many faith
and spiritual development theorists (Fowler, 1981; Parks, 2000;
Wuthnow, 1999), part of spiritual development appears to include
exploring other spiritual traditions. But many do so by staying firmly
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grounded in their own faith traditions. As discussed in Chapter
Five, Fowler found that those in his conjunctive faith stage of faith
development were extremely committed to their own faith tradi-
tion, at the same time they were open to and interested in learning
about other faith traditions.

Nadira Charaniya and Jane West Walsh (2001) conducted a
study of adult Christian, Jewish, and Muslim participants involved
in ongoing and sustained interreligious dialogue groups. Like the
participants at the conjunctive faith stage of the Fowler (1981)
study, all their participants were extremely committed to their own
religious tradition. But their participants became involved in inter-
religious dialogue groups intentionally for a number of reasons.
Many had significant life experiences with people of other cultures
and spiritual traditions that provoked a desire for greater cross-
cultural and cross-religious understanding. Most also had an intel-
lectual curiosity coupled with a spiritual need to explore other tra-
ditions to have a greater sense of their own religious tradition, as
well as that of the other. In addition, their own spirituality and
interpretation of their own religious tradition required openness to
other cultures and spiritual traditions.

Unlike Patricia Jones, the participants in this study remained
committed to their own religious tradition and were strongly iden-
tified with a particular formal faith community, but like Patricia
their need to further their own spiritual development in their ongo-
ing search for wholeness meant exploring other religious traditions.
And given that the participants in their study were white, African
American, Jewish, and of Mid-Eastern and Indo-Pak descent, they
were also engaged in cross-cultural as well as interreligious dialogue.
They also began to understand more about themselves religiously
and culturally in light of their engagement with “the other.”

There are many people who remain totally or moderately com-
mitted to the religious tradition that they grew up in. But many oth-
ers report that they are spiritual but not religious, and have
developed a more individualist and eclectic spirituality similar to



that of Patricia Jones, yet without Patricia’s direct exploration of
the connection of spirituality to culture. There are scores of thou-
sands in North America, largely but not exclusively white, whose
spirituality might incorporate some Eastern meditation practices
from Buddhism, Hinduism, Yoga, or rituals common to Native
American spiritual traditions, or insights from poets or philosophers
from other cultures, such as the Sufi poet, Rumi. As an example,
Lama Surya Das (1999), an American lama trained in the Tibetan
tradition but raised Jewish, notes that most of those who attend his
lectures were raised Christian or Jewish. Only some of these actually
come to formally identify as Buddhist, or formally study Buddhism
with a Buddhist teacher, or study the various Eastern cultures in
which Buddhism is rooted.

It seems that many who have developed a more individualist
spirituality, in their own search for wholeness, are drawn to spiri-
tual traditions of other cultures because the insights from these tra-
ditions have not been easily available in their own. It may be that
the messages received from the larger culture in North America,
and largely affirmed by Judeo-Christian religious traditions as they
have been practiced here, support a somewhat dualistic view of the
world that has separated matter from spirit and the rational from
the affective or symbolic. Further, in exploring the spiritual tradi-
tions rooted in other cultures, many are trying to reframe what was
experienced as oppressive or guilt-inducing in their own religious
tradition, and to find what is spiritually life-giving in other tradi-
tions. Because those who are white and European American often
do not have a strong sense of culture, this quest to become whole
by exploring spiritual traditions rooted in other cultures is viewed
as a spiritual one, more or less devoid of direct attention to culture.
For example, Nora, a woman in a recent class that dealt with spiri-
tuality and culture, explained that she did not relate at all as an
adult to the spirituality inherent in her Italian-Catholic upbring-
ing. In reflecting on what to bring for part of a class assignment that
symbolized her spiritual and cultural heritage, she noted:
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I couldn’t find anything in my environment that spoke to my
ancestral nationality, so I brought a book that has a special
meaning to me, the Tao Te Ching. It connects my spirituality
and a culture that I relate to, the culture of wholeness—feel-
ing at one with all things.

In order to nurture her own spirituality, she has found greater spir-
itual meaning as an adult in the Tao Te Ching, rooted in Chinese
culture, rather than what is rooted in her own. But Nora has not
become a committed Buddhist, or Taoist, nor has she explored the
connection of the Tao Te Ching to various Asian cultures. Rather
she has blended insights from another spiritual and cultural tradi-
tion with aspects of her own to create a more eclectic and individ-
ualist spirituality that facilitates for her a “culture of wholeness.”

Although spiritual seekers in North America borrow elements
of spiritual traditions from other cultures in order to nurture their
own individualist spirituality, there are also those who cross spiri-
tual traditions and seriously study and eventually identify with a dif-
ferent spiritual tradition and community than what they were raised
in. Maureen Abbott, a professor and social activist in her mid-fifties,
for example, was raised and heavily involved in the Methodist
Church through her later young adult years. Driven by the difficul-
ties of a divorce and her resulting depression, she was introduced to
the practice of an Indian-based form of yogic meditation that is part
of the Siddha Yoga tradition. Over time, she has become extremely
committed to this tradition. She regularly makes pilgrimages to
India as part of her ongoing spiritual training, meditates and chants
regularly, and meets twice a week with a spiritual community. In re-
flecting back, she attributes her strong concern for social justice
issues and her activism to her Methodist background. But she also
notes that she was initially drawn to a sense of sacredness in the
Siddha Yoga tradition that she did not find available in the white
Methodist church communities in which she was raised:



They were a social gathering place, a source of social support
community when people were sick and dying, and they talked
about ethics, so it was kind of intellectual, but they had noth-
ing to offer in terms of helping people to have a deeper expe-
rience of God.

Maureen has great respect for her Methodist tradition. She values the
emphasis on social justice and an intellectual understanding of 
the world. But at a significant point in her life, she needed some-
thing different from what she found available in her Methodist
background. In speaking more specifically about the spiritual draw
to Siddha Yoga and its view of the world, she adds: “It really is the
invoking of the spirit. . . . [It] both evokes that kind of spiritual
experience, but has an intellectual way of making sense out of it.”
Thus, Maureen has found the experience of crossing culture to a
new spiritual tradition to which she is now committed to be one
that that has led to her greater wholeness.

The process of becoming committed to a different spiritual tra-
dition, particularly one that is not related to one’s culture of origin,
takes time. David Preston, also a professor in his late fifties, grew up
and was extremely active in the Catholic Church. He became dis-
illusioned with Catholicism as a result of a difficult divorce, and
eventually was introduced to and became committed to Vedanta, a
form of Hinduism also rooted in the culture of India. But the process
of becoming committed to it and taking the steps to initiation and
formalized study and direction with a swami took eight years. In
thinking about his spiritual journey, he describes the process of
breaking with Catholicism and then his introduction to Vedanta:

It took five years to break. And even then it wasn’t a break
because I still felt a lot of comfort going back into the physi-
cal church, into the ritual church, into all those sacraments
that I still felt comfortable being a part of at the time. Until I
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had something else to put in its place, it was still a comfort-
able place to go. But then when I met my wife, it was much
more immediate. Now I had someone who was talking about
different paths, multiple paths, all of which lead to the same
God.

This “having something to put in its place” was important for
David. Although he had found great meaning well into his adult
years in the Catholicism in which he was raised, after a point it no
longer met his spiritual needs. David was introduced to Vedanta
through a woman whom he later married. He found that his needs
were met by this spirituality rooted in Indian culture. Through his
study and initiation, he has given some serious thought to the con-
nection between this spirituality and the culture of India in which
it is rooted.

The spirituality that I am trying to learn is not of my culture.
And it is deeply cultural. If anything, Indian culture is deeply
spiritual. But it is first philosophical. That which is spiritual
in India, before that is philosophical. Even the psychology out
of India is philosophical and spiritual; there is no separation.
So in a sense the cultural thing I’m trying to deal with is the
integration of that which is philosophical, psychological, social,
and spiritual. Because that’s what the culture has always been
as [it is] represented in this particular spirituality. But in our
[North American] culture, those have been rather separate
domains.

It appears that David is drawn to what he perceives as being
more holistic in another culture as opposed to what he has experi-
enced as being more separate or dualistic in his culture of origin.
Obviously, David has given this some consideration, as well as the
fact that Vedanta is rooted in the context of an Indian culture. But
it was more difficult for David to explain how his spiritual journey



relates to being specifically white or male. He does allude to the fact
that North American culture seems to separate the domains of spirit
and matter. But he does not relate this particularly to white culture,
whereas people who are marginalized in North America tend to
relate their spiritual journey more directly to reclaiming their cul-
tural, ethnic, or sexual identity. Again, as Johnson-Bailey and
Cervero (2000) note, because whiteness is the invisible norm, it
tends to be invisible to those who are white.

It seems that a part of spiritual development for many people is
to explore spiritualities rooted in cultural traditions other than their
own. They might do so and remain committed to the religion of
their culture of origin, as in the case of the participants in the Cha-
raniya and West Walsh (2001) study. Or they might develop a more
eclectic and individualist spirituality, such as that of Patricia Jones.
And of course, in exploring other traditions, some seriously commit
to and embrace a spirituality from another cultural tradition, as did
David Preston. Indeed, this urge to explore other spiritual traditions
may be evidence that no one spiritual tradition has a market on
“the truth,” and there are many paths. Perhaps in order to find one’s
own spiritual path and become whole one must explore what had
been previously out of reach, due to the limitations of one’s inter-
pretation of one’s own cultural and religious experience. By explor-
ing other options and making one’s own choices, perhaps one is
laying claim to a deeper way to a more authentic spiritual and cul-
tural identity.

Summary and Brief Thoughts for Practice

There are many ways that people go about claiming a sacred face in
furthering their spiritual development as they search to become
more whole. As discussed in Chapter Seven, one way is by drawing
on one’s spirituality to reclaim one’s cultural and other oppressed
aspects of identity. In this chapter, the focus is more on the experi-
ence of a search for wholeness specifically through the experience
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of crossing culture. First, I examined the shifting nature of identity
in a constantly shifting geographical landscape through the experi-
ence of a Muslim woman who immigrated to the United States after
living in three countries. Through her story, part of this chapter
focuses on the role of spirituality in making sense of cross-cultural
experiences from the perspective of one who was “other” to this cul-
ture based on her ethnicity, religion, and national origin. Her spir-
ituality, along with her experiential learning opportunities and
formal education, helped her claim greater wholeness and affirm her
religious and cultural identity with increased pride.

The second part of this chapter focuses on two of the ways in
which people who are white and who grew up in one of the Chris-
tian traditions have overtly chosen experiences crossing culture to
further their own growth and search for wholeness. Patricia’s way,
for example, was by directly seeking out cross-cultural experiences
through personal relationships with people who were different from
herself based on race, ethnicity, or national origin. This cross-
cultural seeking results, in many cases, in people understanding their
own culture in new ways. In Patricia’s case, this rethinking of 
her own culture, because of close relationships and experiences with
those of other cultures, resulted in her thinking directly about what
it means to be white in North America. As many writers note
(Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 2000; Sleeter, 1996; Shore, 2001),
those of us who are white or European American have generally less
of a sense of what it means to be white than those who are African
American or Latino have of what it means to be people of color. As
a result, most people who are white have given little thought to
what it means to be a member of white culture or of whiteness as
the invisible cultural standard against which nearly all are measured.

Although many white people in North America appear to have
little sense of what it means to be white, many do, however, have a
conscious understanding of what was available and what was miss-
ing for spiritual sustenance in their own religious traditions, whether
or not these traditions were inscribed in white culture. In order to



become more whole, there appears to be a tendency to seek out and
nurture what has been missing in one’s own tradition. Hence,
another way people seek out greater wholeness is to directly seek
out the spiritual wisdom rooted in other cultures. People do this in
a variety of ways. Some seek out insights, ways of being, or honor-
ing what is sacred, that are more embodied in other traditions in
developing a more eclectic and individualist spirituality. Others
might very seriously study and formally affiliate with a spiritual tra-
dition very different religiously and culturally from their childhood
traditions. Maureen and David are examples of those who have
taken this path.

Understanding one’s own culture in new ways or reclaiming one’s
cultural and religious identity as a result of cross-cultural experience
is part of the ongoing search for wholeness. However, it is important
to note that many people do not necessarily have cross-cultural expe-
riences, either as a matter of circumstance related to their survival
or as an overt choice through international travel, specifically so they
can further their spiritual development or have a spiritual experi-
ence. Rather, many go about living their lives in search of growth
opportunities. But when spirituality is important to them, the process
of growth tends also to be viewed as a spiritual process and part of
their development overall, including their spiritual development. Of
course, when people specifically choose to cross spiritual traditions
rooted in other cultures to find what is unavailable in the one in
which they were raised, the motivation is their spiritual develop-
ment, and they probably do come to some greater cross-cultural
understanding. Although this experience probably causes them to
think about aspects of their own religious and cultural tradition, it
does not necessarily lead them to think about what it means to be
white. In any case, these cross-cultural experiences are part of a
search for wholeness that seems to call people to move toward being
more authentically themselves, spiritually and culturally.

The implications for practice will be dealt with in detail in Part
Three; nevertheless, a couple of brief remarks are in order here. In
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attempting to teach for cultural relevance, it is important to find
ways for both people of color or those from different countries and
cultures, and those who are white and of European ancestry to ex-
plore their cultural identity. This means providing readings and cre-
ating assignments that get at what it means to be white, as well as
what it might mean to be of a specific European descent, such 
as Irish, or German, or Italian. You might find ways that all learn-
ers can explore how cross-cultural experiences have helped them
understand various aspects of their own identity, and to interview
each other and people outside the class about such experiences. Fur-
ther, ask what role such experiences have played in their overall
development and what, if anything, they have to do with their spir-
itual development. As we have seen in the four chapters that con-
stitute Part Two on spiritual development and its connection to
identity, there are many ways in which people continue their spiri-
tual development, which is about the search for greater authentic-
ity and greater wholeness. But spiritual development is connected
to all aspects of our identity, including our culture, gender, and sex-
ual orientation. It permeates all aspects of who we are. Indeed,
understanding more about spiritual development is part of our
search for wholeness.



Part III

In short, spirituality in education is about transformation. Not just

hoping for transformation or wishing for transformation, or believ-

ing in transformation, or even talking about it, but actual transfor-

mation. Transformation is not necessarily hard; in fact it is quite

easy. Things are changing all the time, even moment to moment.

Can’t we?
S. Glazer (1999, p. 248)

We hear a lot about education for transformation these days.
Many new education books have “transformation” in the

title, and there is much discussion of what teaching for transforma-
tion means at adult and higher education conferences. Some of
these provocative discussions focus more on the transformation 
of the individual from a psychological perspective, others focus more
on teaching for social transformation, and still others address the
continuum between individual and social transformation (Cranton,
1994; Mezirow & Associates, 1990; 2000; Taylor, 1997). What all
these discussions have in common is the transformative power of ed-
ucation for both learners and educators. Few considerations of
“transformative education” deal specifically with issues related to
culture, although in the 2000 edition of the Handbook of Adult and
Continuing Education Ann Brooks has discussed particular cultures
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of transformation. But even fewer discussions about transformative
learning have given consideration to the role of spirituality in
teaching for social transformation, or its role in culturally relevant
and critical multicultural approaches to adult and higher education.

From the stories featured in earlier chapters it is clear that spir-
ituality has played an important role in the lives of many educators
who try to teach for cultural relevance and social change. Their sto-
ries suggest that spirituality is an important part of claiming a more
positive cultural identity and a more authentic identity overall for
many people. It thus seems clear that spirituality can play a role in
teaching for cultural relevance and social change. The chapters that
constitute Part Three of this book are intended to look more specif-
ically at how to develop a more spiritually grounded and culturally
relevant pedagogy, and what it might look like in practice. Of
course, as my colleague Ed Taylor and I have discussed elsewhere
(Tisdell & Taylor, 2001), educational practice is always grounded
in a philosophical or a “theory-in-practice” based on the educators’
beliefs about the purposes of education, regardless of whether the
educator can fully articulate that theory. Thus, Part III will also out-
line a theory-in-progress of a spiritually grounded culturally rele-
vant pedagogy.

Educational theory needs to be relevant and grounded in prac-
tice. In order to tie both theory to practice and back, Chapter Nine
will focus on a discussion of how one might consider approaching
dealing with spirituality and culture in adult and higher educational
contexts. Chapter Ten will provide a more in-depth exploration of
the multiple influences on a spiritually grounded and culturally 
relevant pedagogy, and then will outline this theory-in-progress.
Chapter Eleven applies the theory to real life practice in the shar-
ing of stories of using the theory specifically in higher education set-
tings. Chapter Twelve will explore the benefits and challenges of a
spiritually grounded and culturally relevant teaching practice.
Finally, the Epilogue to the book will provide some final reflections.



I hope these final chapters offer new insights about ways of
incorporating spirituality and cultural relevance that provide not
only new ways of thinking about transformative teaching but also
ways of teaching that are congruent with each of our own individ-
ual growing, changing, more authentic identities and those of whom
we work. As Glazer asks in the opening quote in talking about
transformative teaching, “Things are changing all the time. . . .
Can’t we?”
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Most educators probably hope that the work they do has a pos-
itive effect on learners’ lives. Many educators, if they are

teaching in areas that they care deeply about and that evoke their
own passion, even hope that their educational work is transforma-
tive in some way. Some who try to teach for transformation are
more concerned about personal transformation in learners’ lives,
whereas others are more interested in teaching for social transfor-
mation that creates greater societal equity. In speaking more specif-
ically about education for social transformation and an educational
vision for the twenty-first century that challenges power relations
based on race, gender, class, and culture and attends to the envi-
ronment, Edmund O’Sullivan (1999) writes, “I believe that any in-
depth treatment of ‘transformative education’ must address the
topic of spirituality and that educators must take on the concerns
of the development of the spirit at a most fundamental level. Con-
temporary education suffers deeply by its eclipse of the spiritual
dimension of our world and universe” (p. 259). Education, and all
of life, probably suffers when we lose sight of the wholeness and
interconnectedness of all things, lose our sense of passion, or refuse
to acknowledge the multiple ways in which people construct
knowledge.

Attending to spirituality in higher and adult education, partic-
ularly as it relates to emancipatory and transformative approaches

Approaching Transformative Teaching
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to education, is about the engagement of passion, which involves
the knowledge construction processes of the whole person. The en-
gagement of people’s passion is generally not only about critical re-
flection or “rational discourse,” it is also about engaging people’s
hearts and souls, as well as their minds—or as Abalos (1998) sug-
gests, the engagement of all four faces of their being: the personal,
political, historical, and sacred faces. When new ideas and critical
reflection are applied to and rooted in learners’ culture, history, per-
sonal life experiences, and spirituality, education can be both pas-
sionate and transformative. Providing the space where learners can
construct knowledge in their music, culture, art, and symbol-making
in the engagement of the sacred face makes efforts at change very
personal. Doing it in the community of a classroom or other com-
munal educational activity also makes it political and has the poten-
tial to lead to social change. This indeed is transforming; it is also
culturally relevant. Is it possible to engage these four faces, includ-
ing the sacred face, in higher and adult education? If so what does
it look like in practice, and how can one approach the work of edu-
cation that is spiritually grounded and culturally relevant? This is
the heart of Part Three of this book. This particular chapter begins
by revisiting some background assumptions about the nature of spir-
ituality and culture in the different contexts of higher and adult
education.

Living Our Way into New Kinds of Thinking

Every educator needs to answer the question of what drawing on
spirituality to teach for cultural relevance and social transformation
might look like in practice, depending on the context in which he
or she works. How any one person does this also depends on her or
his cultural background and identity, cultural awareness, spiritual-
ity, and educational and life experiences around cultural issues. We
are always in process with these issues, and as Parker Palmer (1980)
suggests, we don’t think our way into a new kind of living; we live our



way into a new kind of thinking. While living our way into new
kinds of thinking about spirituality and culture might play out dif-
ferently in the contexts of higher and adult education, it is possible
to consider what this suggests for education more generally.

Having Significant Cross-Cultural Relationships

Living our way into new kinds of thinking about spirituality and
culture in education involves having relationships and new life
experiences with people who are different than we. Such exposure
and experience might be the result of living in a different country
or culture all together for a significant period, having close personal
relationships with members of different cultural groups, and being
open to the spiritual insights of other cultural traditions. But it also
involves dialogue and being with others who are also grappling with
similar issues in education, and who attempt to ground their teach-
ing for cultural relevance in their own spirituality, cultural identity,
and experience. For example, the many educators that I have for-
mally interviewed whose stories are featured thus far in this book
have heavily influenced my own thinking about these issues and are
helping me live my way into a new kind of thinking.

I want to highlight here the particularly important influence of
two scholars and educator-activists, Derise Tolliver and Silvia Villa.
Many of the ideas in this chapter were collaboratively developed
with them; it’s our thinking to a large degree, in that we’ve lived
out, talked about, and written about some of these ideas in public
forums elsewhere (see Tisdell, Tolliver, & Villa, 2001; Tisdell & 
Tolliver, 2000; Tolliver & Tisdell, 2001a, b). Further, as human be-
ings we never develop ideas or ways of being in the world alone, and
we certainly never live our way into new kinds of thinking about
teaching for cultural relevance in isolation.

I cannot overestimate the importance of having significant rela-
tionships of crossing cultural borders with those who are of different
cultural backgrounds here. I not only have more of an understand-
ing of what it means to be African American or Chicana from my
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relationships with Derise Tolliver and Silvia Villa and others who
are culturally different from me. I also understand more of who I
am, as a white woman of Irish-Catholic and Danish cultural her-
itage. And I am certainly moving toward being better able to teach
for cultural relevance from my work with members of different cul-
tural groups and relationships with scholars and educators and the
many who have shared their lives and their stories with me. There
is a communal dimension to knowledge production rooted in spiri-
tuality as it connects to culture. As the African proverb says, “I am
because we are; we are because I am.” Such a recognition brings to
the fore the wholeness that is part of spirituality (because we are),
and the importance of the individual (because I am). Further, the
proverb highlights the dialectical and paradoxical relationship of
the individual and the communal: within the individual is the com-
munal, and within the community is the individual. The spiritual
is present perhaps in the tension of the dialectic and the paradox.

Creating an Environment Grounded in Authenticity

This emphasis on the wholeness and interconnectedness of all
things that is a hallmark of spiritual experience, the communal
nature of knowledge production, and the dialectical relationship
between the individual and the communal has important implica-
tions for what it means to create an emancipatory learning envi-
ronment. According to Paulo Freire, there is a difference between
being an educator and a facilitator, and emancipatory educators (in
dialogue with learners) need to take active responsibility for creat-
ing the conditions in a learning environment that lend themselves
to education for social transformation (Freire & Macedo, 1995).
This suggests that as educators we need to be proactive in setting
up the environment if we want to draw on the transformative power
of participants’ spirituality that connects with their cultural back-
grounds. In considering how one might do this, it is helpful here to
review the seven assumptions about the nature of spirituality that
were highlighted in the first chapter. Spirituality is (1) about whole-



ness and connection through the mystery of a Life-force or divine
presence, (2) about meaning-making, (3) about moving toward
greater authenticity, (4) different from religion, though sometimes
interrelated, (5) about symbolic and often unconscious processes
often made more concrete in art forms such as music, visual art,
image, symbol, and ritual that are manifested culturally, (6) always
present (though often unacknowledged) in the learning environ-
ment, and (7) connected to significant peak experiences of a Life-
force or divine presence that most often happen by surprise.

The implications of what living our way into new kinds of think-
ing suggests for teaching for cultural relevance in light of these com-
ponents of spirituality are perhaps obvious in light of discussions in
prior chapters. But some aspects of these assumptions are worth
highlighting here in relation to teaching for cultural relevance.
First, and most important, as noted in Chapter Six, spiritual devel-
opment is at least partly about moving toward greater authenticity.
Thus, in order to begin to consider what it means to develop a spir-
itually grounded approach to culturally relevant education, it is
absolutely central for educators to try to be as grounded in their own
spiritual and cultural authenticity as possible. Given that our iden-
tity is not static and is constantly changing with our deeper level of
spiritual and cultural awareness, this is obviously not a perfect sci-
ence, and takes some soul searching on the part of each educator
about what this might mean. It does not mean imitating others’ spir-
ituality as grounded in their culture. It means being rooted and
grounded in one’s own. Perhaps an example will help clarify why.

In our work and presentations together, my colleague Dr. Derise
Tolliver, an African American woman, often will begin our presen-
tations related to spirituality and culture by the pouring of libations
based on the spirituality of the Akan people of Ghana. In describing
the purpose of this in a workshop that she and I conducted together,
she writes, “The workshop began with the pouring of libations, a 
ritual of prayer, blessing, and remembrance, that has traditionally
been practiced among Africans, as well as among members of other
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cultures. In our version, water was poured on the ground as the 
Creator (called by various names) and family, community and
national Ancestors were invoked. This interactive activity intro-
duced culture and spirituality as a foundation for the day’s work” (in
Tolliver & Tisdell, 2001a, p. 401).

The fact that Derise, not me, led the pouring of libations is cen-
tral here. This simple ritual is very much rooted in her spirituality
and cultural tradition as an African American woman who has also
spent considerable time in Ghana and in studying the spiritual tra-
ditions of the Akan people and other African-centered spirituali-
ties. She very effectively creates what feels like a sacred space in this
opening activity because it is so very grounded in her own authen-
ticity, and seems as natural to who she is as a fish swimming in
water. In a sense, she shares how she has claimed her sacred face,
grounding herself as she does in this simple one-minute act that is
rooted in her cultural identity. It has the strong effect of inviting
people into their authenticity, enabling them to reflect on who it is
they are spiritually and culturally, and sets a tone for the rest of the
workshop. But if Derise were not with me, I would not lead a ritual
in pouring libations. For me to do so and imitate what I have seen
Derise do so effectively would not only come off as fake, it would
also be potentially culturally insulting to people of African descent,
as it is not rooted in my own spiritual or cultural identity. Thus, it
would not be authentic to who I am. In short, if we are trying to
invite participants in a learning activity into their own authenticity,
we need to be authentic in who we are, and not try to imitate who
someone else is.

The insights of American Indian writers Vine Deloria (1992) and
Ines Hernandez-Avila (1996) are helpful here. Both discuss the im-
portance of spirituality as a holistic way of life among many Ameri-
can Indians rooted in their own cultures and traditions. All of us
have something to learn from people and cultures whose spirituality
seems to be rooted in a way of life. But Deloria and Hernandez-Avila
also express concern about the misappropriation of meanings, ritu-



als, and symbols in the current pop fascination with “Indian spiri-
tuality” as public consumption. They suggest that an authentic spir-
ituality connotes ways of choosing to live and act, both on behalf
of oneself and others, in a way of life that cannot simply be bought
and sold in New Age spirituality stores. Further, they are wary of
the use of cultural “artifacts” in public forums by those who are not
members of the cultural groups, if and when not enough time or
attention is given to its meaning to the cultural community in
which it is grounded. Educators need to think not only about ways
of being grounded in their own authenticity and how to bring that
authenticity to the learning environment, but also about what is
culturally respectful.

Fostering Cultural and Spiritual Respect

Cultural respect is foundational to teaching for cultural relevance.
Although no culture or spiritual tradition has strict ownership on
what is a way of making-meaning through symbol, music, image,
ritual or celebration, there is a fine line between being influenced
by another cultural tradition and stealing from or colonizing (or
being colonized by) another cultural tradition. At the same time,
neither spirituality nor culture remains static. Of course, when one
spends time studying, meditating, and being with others in a differ-
ent spiritual and cultural community, one’s spirituality and cultural
identity are going to be affected. Indeed, spiritual and cultural iden-
tity development is always ongoing. Further, if one is to be truly
grounded in one’s authenticity and draw on spirituality as a part of
teaching for cultural relevance, one needs to be willing to take some
risks in the adult learning environment. So often we come to our
classrooms as educators or learners so absorbed with a task to be
accomplished, a lesson to be taught, learned, or facilitated that we
give little thought to what bringing our own authenticity (much
less our spirituality!) that attends to teaching for cultural relevance
might mean. After all, one could argue that learning is about the
learners, and not particularly about the educator. Although this is
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true, communal educational activities such as classrooms are also
relational activities. To attend to the spiritual is to attend to the
interconnectedness of all things—to create a space for people to
bring in new ways of discovering and sharing their authenticity. It is
incumbent for educators to draw on and occasionally share their own
authenticity as people, not so much simply as instructors fulfilling an
educational role. Thus at times it might be appropriate to share the
significance of one’s own or others’ creativity in the form of a poem,
an art piece, a piece of music; and what about it touches one’s soul,
speaks to one’s ongoing cultural understanding, or is a manifestation
of authenticity. This authenticity invites learners into theirs.

Most spiritual experiences cannot be planned; indeed they hap-
pen by surprise. But it is possible to create educational conditions
that are more likely to lead to transformative learning experiences
that for some learners may touch on the spiritual. Creating such a
space does not necessarily mean using the “s” word or overtly talk-
ing about spirituality. There may be times when it is appropriate to
do so depending on the learning context, but often, direct discus-
sion might seem far afield to the purpose of a learning activity.
Attending to the spiritual does mean honoring the various dimen-
sions of how people learn and construct knowledge by facilitating
activities that include attention to the affective, the somatic, the
spiritual, or symbolic, as well as the cognitive, and encouraging
learners to do the same in their presentations. By doing so we set
up environments that sometimes result in transformative learning
experiences that are also experienced as spiritual by some people 
on occasion. Generally, these experiences seem to happen quite by
surprise—in students’ spontaneous creation of poetry in response to
an exercise, in art, in music, in their dramatic presentations on a
theme in the reading, or in movement. What is more often experi-
enced as “spiritual” is when people’s authenticity around culture and
other aspects of their identity becomes visible in new ways and more
connected to others (Tolliver & Tisdell, 2001b). Indeed, allowing
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for these spontaneous moments and celebrating the wonder of it all
are part of living one’s way into a new kind of thinking.

The Different Cultural Contexts 
of Adult and Higher Education

How one attends to spirituality in the learning environment for cul-
tural relevance is not only dependent on who the educator and the
participants are, it also depends on the particular context of the learn-
ing activity. Further, how one does this in adult or community-based
education contexts may be different than in for-credit higher edu-
cation classrooms. Although all those I interviewed indicated that
spirituality informed their motivations and emancipatory educa-
tional practices, in general those working in community-based or
other kinds of adult education programs were less tentative than
those working in higher education in how they discussed or drew on
spirituality in their educational practices.

Community Adult Education

The community-based educators were less confined by the rational-
istic structures that have been the traditional hallmark of higher edu-
cation. They felt freer to use different modalities to provide a different
kind of experience for people or simply to go with how communities
draw on the spirituality that is part of their lifeblood. Mariposa Yee,
a Chinese American community organizer who has worked with
community groups both in the United States and the Pacific Islands,
noted that she seldom brings up spirituality herself but that commu-
nity groups often draw on various spiritual practices as part of their
own work. For example, the American Indian communities she
worked with in the Southwest would often begin community edu-
cational activities by acknowledging the Four Directions and the
Medicine Wheel; while in a Mexican American community, part of
their educational work was set in the context of a Catholic Mass.
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Drawing on spirituality happens quite naturally in many com-
munity-based settings. Curry and Cunningham (2000) note that
spirituality as a way of knowing is part of what they refer to as “co-
learning” with the community on challenging gentrification and
other social justice issues on Chicago’s South Side. Aguilar and
Woo (2000) also discuss it as an element of their work as a part of
a national facilitation team that deals with diversity training issues
with national service programs. In these instances spirituality is
drawn in simply as a relevant part of the community or group’s
work. It is not the focus of their work; rather it is a way of opening
and closing the space that facilitates, celebrates, or solidifies a com-
munity’s social justice work together, or acknowledges the paradox
of the unity and wholeness within the diversity and the diversity
within the unity.

To be sure, some contexts lend themselves more easily than oth-
ers to drawing in modes of being that seem to touch on the spiri-
tual. This seems to be the case for those whose primary educational
work involves music or art. The insights of musicians and artists,
particularly as they relate to education for social transformation or
in teaching for cultural relevance, are helpful to all of us who work in
education more broadly. As noted in Chapter One, Lisa Riddle is a
singer-songwriter and performer, a white woman who also does
antiracism and environmental workshops, and whose music and
concerts focus on social justice issues of all types. Lisa’s spirituality
strongly informs her work as both a performer and an educator in
that she draws on it in setting an educational tone by providing what
she refers to as a “container”—a kind of boundaried space where par-
ticipants might have an experience together. She admits, however,
that she is not fully conscious of how it works, and noted:

I know how to do it. I don’t know exactly how come I know
how to do it; it has to do in part with the assumption that we
are all in this together. I function very strongly when I come
into a concert from a “we” perspective, and speak from that



place. So I’ve had people who in no way consider themselves
part of the “we” when they came in at the end will.

The fact that Lisa may not be able to explain exactly how come
she knows how to facilitate this sense of “we-ness” and the exact
ways she is drawing on spirituality, may be that when one is
grounded in one’s own authenticity in a given space in time, there
is an un-self-conscious quality to that sort of authenticity—like, for
example, one is not usually conscious of breathing. There is also a
sense of wholeness or unity in such experiences of “we-ness.” But
Lisa is clear that she is drawing on her spirituality, which is
grounded in her own cultural background that was very much
informed by the wilderness of Alaska where she grew up. In speak-
ing to this point, in relationship to her work as a musician and as
an educator, she noted,

Music of course is evocative of the soul and of the emotions,
so I’m modeling to a lot of people, that really it is not only
safe, but IT’S GREAT to put this stuff out there. That’s what
I mean partly by tone. I have a great deal of confidence in my
perspective drawing as it does from the larger wild commu-
nity, and a lot of people have lost that confidence, particu-
larly urban or raised urban—or just to have somebody who
sort of looks like them, they can “phew,” be there, be safe,
be connected. I totally get that we should be and are grieving
for what’s happening on the planet. Of course we are! . . .
When I’m structuring experience for people, I’m very aware
of the effect of tone, so that the deeper the material, the lighter
you have to have something else happening so that most peo-
ple [don’t] sink . . .; it allows people to stay with me.

Now of course, most of us who are working in adult and higher
education are not concert performers, and might not have much
experience or musical ability to be able to work with tone and
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music, which is indeed evocative of the soul, the way that Lisa
Riddle can. But we can still create a boundaried space; we can also
attend to the important dynamics of setting a tone, so that “people
don’t sink,” and think about what will facilitate their ability to stay
engaged, no matter what the educational setting is in which we
work. Lisa and those working in community-based adult education
settings or in student affairs in higher education did not need to be
concerned about participants’ analytical ability or clarity of written
expression of readings and ideas with which those of us teaching
higher education classes are concerned. Rather, Lisa and the 
community-based educators were concerned about creating an
atmosphere that helps people be more present and open to new
kinds of meaningful learning and experiences that included and
drew on an affective component to think about and facilitate deal-
ing with social change issues. Educators in these settings were not
concerned that such learning experiences necessarily had to be
explained in rational terms.

Higher Education and Spirituality

Many who work in student affairs and student services in higher
education approach the topic of spirituality in ways similar to how
the community educators noted above approach it. There is talk of
transformational learning opportunities through extracurricular
activities and an emphasis on the importance of spiritual develop-
ment of students (Jablonski, 2001; Kazanjian & Laurence, 2000).
These authors and practitioners appear to have less concern and less
reticence about drawing directly on spirituality than those teach-
ing for-credit classes in higher education.

In general, those teaching higher education classes were more
hesitant than the community educators and student affairs col-
leagues about drawing on spirituality directly in their own teach-
ing. They felt somewhat more confined by the structures of the
higher education classroom that has traditionally emphasized ratio-
nality. None teaching higher education classes wanted to be seen



as doing anything coercive, or as pushing a spiritual or religious
agenda, or as otherwise being “unacademic.” Yet many also talked
about the importance of setting a tone. They spent time during the
first class specifically setting a tone that would invite students to
bring their whole selves into the learning environment, including
their affective and other life experiences, particularly as related to
the course content. Derise Tolliver, a psychologist by training, is
quite direct about this in working in an undergraduate completion
program with adult learners. She writes (in Tisdell & Tolliver, 2000):

I use a variety of “spiritual” technologies in my work with
adult learners. These are broadly described as spiritual
because they, among other things, help raise conscious-
ness, stimulate awareness, foster creativity and imagina-
tion, connect us with grander issues of purpose and
meaning, and facilitate connection with that which ani-
mates us. For example, in the course that helps students
plan their academic program, I always begin with a cel-
ebration, complete with food and decorations. The class-
room becomes festive, and is transformed into a special
and sacred space for learning. Through this beginning, I
communicate that I honor and value their presence, 
I honor who they are, and encourage them to acknowl-
edge and celebrate themselves and their accomplish-
ments at the beginning, just because they are, rather
than waiting to the end to base it on some specific out-
come. That occurs, also, but the ritual of celebration at
the beginning invites the playful and passionate aspects
to show up for the work. (p. 9)

She also begins almost all her class sessions with a very brief cen-
tering exercise, though she doesn’t use the term “spirituality” in
facilitating this activity, and notes that learners interpret this exer-
cise in different ways—some as a meditation, and others as a stress
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reduction and a way to transition from their busy work lives to their
classroom educational space:

I present this without reference to spirituality for those
who may be offended or turned off by the concept. I
always give folks the option of participating at whatever
level they feel most comfortable. Thus, there is no coer-
cion to participate in this activity if they choose not to.
The weekly repetition of this activity becomes one of the
course rituals.

The activities that Tolliver makes reference to are attentive to
issues of setting a tone. She draws on the cultural piece, as noted
earlier by acknowledging her connection spiritually and culturally
to African spiritualities, particularly the Akan people of Ghana, but
talks more about this connection in classes where it’s relevant to
the course content, such as her “Psychology from an African-
Centered Perspective” class. Her courses always include readings
related to cultural issues, and occasionally if relevant to the course,
she will include readings that connect spirituality to culture.
Although she is more direct than most professors in higher educa-
tion in her attention to spirituality, the specific way she draws on it
is somewhat dependent on the context.

Most of those teaching in higher education were somewhat less
direct in their attention to spirituality as related to cultural issues
than Derise Tolliver, but all that I interviewed were attentive to
issues of setting a tone and tried to create a space for ways of know-
ing beyond the strictly rational. Most drew on it in more subtle
ways, noting that spirituality would be acknowledged as it arose in
the learning environment when learners brought it up, or that they
would draw on it implicitly. For example, Nancy Epstein reported
that in activities when students are bringing representations of
themselves or their cultural backgrounds, she talks about her Japa
ring (which she wears all the time), which, as noted in Chapter
Five, is used in the repetition of the mantra om namaha shivaya that



is part of the Yoga tradition of which she is a part. In instances such
as these, those teaching in higher education settings shared some
of themselves as people. Of course, virtually all professors within
higher education settings talked about the importance of attending
to the course content, in terms of discussing readings, students’ writ-
ing, and presentation related to the course content. The aspects that
are central to higher education were still present in their teaching;
they just also created a space for the affective and symbolic dimen-
sions of learning.

Chapter Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, I have tried to set a context for how educators who
want to draw on spirituality to create culturally relevant and trans-
formative learning environments might approach attempting to do
so. I emphasized that although one can make suggestions about how
to think about such approaches, in reality, as Parker Palmer (1980)
suggests, we do not think our way into a new kind of living; we
actually live our way into a new kind of thinking. This living our way
into new kinds of thinking plays out differently in the different con-
texts of adult, community, and higher education, and each educa-
tor needs to develop her or his own idea of what this might look
like in practice.

Although the contexts of adult, community, and higher educa-
tion are different, this chapter highlighted a few guidelines that
might help educators in general approach dealing with spirituality
and culture in their personal lives and their educational work. Some
of these are an emphasis on the importance of developing signifi-
cant personal relationships with people who are different based on
race, culture, sexual orientation, or national origin; an environment
grounded in the authenticity of the educator and the learner; and
an emphasis on cultural and spiritual respect for all participants.

This chapter also looked at how the educators that I interviewed
drew on spirituality in their more specific context of community
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adult education and in higher education. The context of an educa-
tional activity always informs educators how they might approach
developing both their curriculum and pedagogy, and those teach-
ing in higher education were more reticent about directly discussing
spirituality in those terms than were community adult educators.
Nevertheless, both groups of educators did draw on their own spir-
ituality as connected to culture in different ways, and even those
teaching in higher education would occasionally incorporate sym-
bolic knowledge construction activities by incorporating the use of
image, symbol, poetry, or music. In the following chapters, I will ex-
plore in far greater depth how one might consider new ways of liv-
ing one’s way to a new kind of thinking about these issues based on
the stories and theories of other educators in light of one’s own
moving toward greater authenticity.



10

Educational theory must always be related to the world of prac-
tice; otherwise the theory is not very useful. Likewise, nearly

all educators have an educational philosophy imbedded in what
they do, in that they plan and conduct the educational activity
based on beliefs specifically about the purpose of education in this
context, and a belief in what educators and learners should be do-
ing. Some practitioners have difficulty articulating what that under-
lying philosophy is and what their beliefs are; nevertheless they
have them, and they are imbedded in their educational practices.

It is obvious that this book is based on a philosophy—a set of
beliefs assuming that spirituality can play a significant role in cul-
turally relevant education. This philosophy is based on multiple the-
oretical influences, some of which were briefly explained in Chapter
Two. The purposes of this chapter are two-fold: first, to explore the
existing theoretical influences on culturally relevant and transfor-
mative education and the role spirituality can play in it in adult and
higher education; and second, to outline the elements of a theory-
in-progress of a spiritually grounded, culturally relevant pedagogy
specifically for higher education settings, and to consider how these
elements can be used in general higher education practice.

A Theory-in-Progress 
of a Spiritually Grounded, 

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy
Philosophical Underpinnings 

and New Directions
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Multiple Theoretical Influences

There are a variety of theoretical influences informing how to teach
in a way that might lead to personal and social transformation
around challenging power relations based on race, class, gender, cul-
ture, sexual orientation, and ableness. These theoretical influences
have emerged in a context, and their insights offer practical direc-
tion to those working in both higher and adult education settings.
As noted, there has been little inclusion of the role of spirituality
in these discussions, and much of the literature that does exist I dis-
cussed earlier. Yet attending to spirituality can offer some possibil-
ity to both personal and social transformation.

Attending to the spiritual dimension of adult learning does not
mean pushing a religious agenda. It does mean drawing in the affec-
tive domain through sharing the stories and feelings that put a
flesh-and-blood face on the world of ideas. It also means drawing
in the important ways people construct knowledge through image,
symbol, art, music, ritual, gesture, and celebration that engages pas-
sion and that connects deeply with their cultural lives. This is
specifically where spirituality connects to teaching for cultural rel-
evance.

How one actually attends to spirituality in teaching for cultural
relevance depends on the setting. In all situations, it does mean
attending to the curriculum or the content of the activity, to the
positionality and cultural identity of teachers and learners, and to
finding ways in one’s pedagogy to engage learners in activities that
are culturally appropriate and asks them to be full participants in
constructing new and meaningful knowledge about themselves and
the world. A spiritually grounded educational philosophy for teach-
ing for cultural relevance that attends to some of the issues that are
a part of personal and social transformation easily builds on some
existing theoretical influences and discussions within the fields of
higher and adult education. These are reviewed below.



Transformative Learning

Probably the most often cited work in the field of adult and higher
education that deals with transformation is rooted in Jack Mezirow’s
(1985, 1995) theory of transformative learning, which emphasizes
critical reflection on assumptions and changing behaviors as a result
of a disorienting dilemma. For Mezirow, and those who rely on his
work, the unit of analysis has tended to be the individual, the appar-
ent assumption being that social transformation is the sum of the
parts, where the parts are transformed individuals. Many have cri-
tiqued Mezirow’s work as being more a theory of individual rather
than social transformation and as more driven by the role of ratio-
nality and critical reflection in challenging underlying beliefs 
(Taylor, 1997). Yet Mezirow’s work, and that of those who rely on
it, has made an enormous contribution to the myriad ways in which
individuals may undergo a transformed perspective. More recently
Mezirow and Associates (2000) have discussed learning as trans-
formation as a theory in progress; several authors have talked about
the importance of considering asymmetrical power relations
(Belenky & Stanton, 2000), dealing with diversity issues (Kasl &
Elias, 2000), and attending to some cross-cultural issues and under-
standing of “the other,” which potentially results in social action
(Daloz, 2000). In general, however, even these discussions of trans-
formative learning based on the expansion of the work of Mezirow
& Associates (2000) have given little to no attention to the role of
spirituality in the transformative learning process.

There are other discussions of transformative learning in edu-
cation, however, that do attend more to the role of spirituality. For
example, Tobin Hart (2000) focuses on transformational learning
from a transpersonal psychology and evolutionary consciousness
perspective that includes attention to the spiritual. But Hart does
not deal with the relationship of spirituality to cultural identity or
teaching for cultural relevance. Clearly, Parker Palmer’s (1998,
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2000) work on the connection of spirituality and education, atten-
tion to graced moments in teaching and learning, brief considera-
tions of social action, and mention of culture slightly touch on the
connection of spirituality to culture. Kazanjian and Laurence’s
(2000) consideration of spiritual and religious pluralism specifically
in higher education suggests implications for working across differ-
ence that more directly relate to teaching for cultural relevance.
And as we have seen, both Abalos (1998) and O’Sullivan (1999)
highlight the important role of spirituality in education for social
transformation around cultural and environmental issues.

Critical and Feminist Pedagogy

Because many discussions of transformative learning focus more on
the transformation of the individual, those who are interested in
social transformation tend to draw on different theoretical traditions
that deal more directly with how to teach to challenge power rela-
tions based on race, gender, class, sexual orientation, and ableness.
Much of this literature is informed by Brazilian activist and educa-
tor Paulo Freire (1971), whose work initially focuses on education
for challenging class relations in literacy settings in Brazil and even-
tually gave rise to the critical pedagogy literature (Brookfield, 1995;
Sleeter & McClaren, 1995; Shor, 1996). These discourses on chal-
lenging power relations now include critical and feminist pedagogy,
the critical multicultural and resistance postmodernism literature,
and antiracist and Africentric perspectives on education. At this
point all these discourses have begun to influence each other to
some extent, but there are distinct threads among them.

Feminist pedagogy initially developed out of two distinct bod-
ies of literature: the literature that focused on women’s propensity
to connected ways of being and knowing following the work of
Carol Gilligan (1982) and Belenky et al. (1986); and the critical
pedagogy literature with an emphasis on challenging patriarchy and
racism that arose out of women’s studies and thinkers such as bell



hooks (1989), as well as influences in critical pedagogy. As a body
of literature, feminist pedagogy calls attention to the important ways
women (and some men) construct knowledge through connection
and relationship and to the role of the affective dimension in learn-
ing. This has important implications for attending to spirituality, 
as the spiritual dimension of learning is about the connection and
interrelationship of all things. Many feminist and womanist writers
also discuss the role of gender as it intersects with race, class, cul-
ture, and sexual orientation (Cannon, 1996; Johnson-Bailey, 2001;
hooks, 1994; Hart, 1992; 2001; Maher & Tetreault, 1994; Sheared,
1999). Discussions of feminist pedagogy tend to foreground the five
following issues in teaching and learning: (1) the construction of
knowledge, (2) voice, (3) authority, (4) how positionality (of both
teachers and learners) shapes teaching and learning, and (5) iden-
tity as constantly shifting and developing (Maher & Tetreault, 1994;
Tisdell, 1998; 2000b). The factors of positionality and identity as
constantly shifting or developing connect directly to spirituality and
cultural relevance in that spiritual development emphasizes the
movement toward greater authenticity and the ongoing develop-
ment of authentic identity. Further, the issue of positionality con-
nects directly to cultural identity.

Multicultural Education and Critical Multiculturalism

Teaching for cultural relevance is strongly connected to the wide
body of literature on multicultural education. Some versions of it
simply focus on cultural differences without attention to power 
differentials based on race, ethnicity, or culture; other approaches
focus very specifically on challenging power relations. Building on
their earlier work, Sleeter (1996) and Grant and Sleeter (1999)
identify five approaches to multicultural education that are in use
by educators that have somewhat different epistemological assump-
tions and different implicit definitions of what multicultural means.
These approaches include (1) teaching the culturally different, 
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(2) the human relations approach, (3) single-group studies, (4) the
“multicultural education” approach, and (5) education that is multi-
cultural and social reconstructionist.

As noted elsewhere (Tisdell, 1995), some of the differences in
underlying assumptions are that the first two approaches tend to be
more individual and psychological, and more or less accept the epis-
temological grounding that has traditionally been operative in edu-
cation based on the belief that knowledge is neutral. There is no
real attention to who is represented in the curriculum, who deter-
mines what counts as knowledge, or the power relations that may
have shaped the knowledge production process. More particularly,
the educational emphasis of the “teaching the culturally different”
approach is on how to educate culturally different “others” to assim-
ilate and be more successful in the dominant culture, rather than on
challenging or changing the system. The human relations approach
has similar underlying assumptions but focuses more on helping peo-
ple of different cultural groups learn to live together harmoniously,
particularly as individuals, from a psychological perspective. The
emphasis is the development of interpersonal communication skills
to reduce prejudice and create understanding among human beings
by promoting positive feelings and attitudes that students have
about themselves and others as members of various racial, ethnic,
gender, or cultural groups—but again, there is no real direct atten-
tion to how unequal structural power relations have shaped society
or direct discussion of racism. An assumption underlying this
approach is that students learn better in an environment that pro-
motes individual and psychological safety among its members.

Grant and Sleeter’s (1999) last three approaches—single group
studies approach, what they refer to as “the multicultural educa-
tion” approach, and the social reconstructionist approach—focus
more on social structures and emphasize the significance of power
relations in shaping the knowledge production and dissemination
process. These approaches are broadly termed “critical multicul-
tural approaches” because their focus on power relations is based



on the assumption, as hooks (1994) observes, that “no education
is politically neutral” (p. 37). The single group studies approach,
rather than focusing on several groups at a time, focuses more on
the detailed historical, social, and cultural experience of one par-
ticular group to promote an in-depth understanding of the educa-
tional needs of that group, such as African Americans, American
Indians, gays and lesbians, or people with disabilities. The cur-
riculum is based on the work of members of the particular group
and the way knowledge is defined in their own communities. By
contrast, the multicultural education approach examines power
relations of multiple groups from a comparative perspective,
whereas the social reconstructionist approach blends a compara-
tive perspective with direct strategies for social change. The recon-
structionist approach not only sees knowledge as political, but it
also emphasizes that participants themselves can and should take
control in challenging the way knowledge has been defined, con-
structed, and disseminated.

Strongly related to some of the discourses of critical multi-
culturalism are the resistance postmodernist discourses in education
that focus on how power relations shape our understanding of our
identity (Pagenhart, 1994; Sleeter, 1996). The emphasis of post-
modernism in general is deconstruction, which is in part what
makes these discourses so complicated. But the emphasis on the
importance of deconstructing and understanding how race, gender,
and class relations have shaped or constructed our understanding
of identity is key to understanding how one can reclaim that iden-
tity anew. Unlike ludic versions of postmodernism, which simply
emphasize deconstruction for its own sake, resistance postmodernists
would see deconstruction and reclaiming of one’s cultural identity as
an important part of challenging power relations (Lather, 1991;
Sleeter, 1996). A hard-core postmodernist might have trouble with
the notion of an “authentic” identity, since postmodernists tend to
emphasize the notion of identity as socially constructed and would
problemetize any notion of an “essential” or “authentic” self. Yet
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resistance postmodernists would see the value of challenging power
relations and reclaiming one’s identity anew as being part of work-
ing for individual and social change. Some might also recognize that
spirituality can be a part of that reclaiming process.

Spirituality and Culturally Relevant Approaches to Education

Many authors have discussed the current debates, the confluences
and differences, among various approaches to critical and feminist
pedagogy, multicultural education, critical multiculturalism, and
resistance postmodernist approaches to education (Banks, 1997;
Gay, 1995; Giroux, 1992; Sleeter & McLaren; 1995; Sleeter, 1996;
Ross-Gordon, 1994). Indeed there is confusion about what one
means by the term multicultural education, since some versions do
not deal with challenging the power relations of the dominant cul-
ture and some do. Thus some authors rarely use the term, and might
speak more specifically about the focus of their work, and use a more
specific descriptor such as “antiracist education” (Bonnett, 2000).
Further, the broad focus on education that challenges power rela-
tions based on multiple social structures, and multiple groups of
adults in culturally pluralistic or comparative approaches, means
that the educational needs of individuals or specific groups can eas-
ily become obscured. This has resulted in the more particular
emphasis on strategies of antiracist education and dealing with
whiteness as a system of privilege (Kincheloe et al., 2000; Johnson-
Bailey & Cervero, 2000), on educational models from an Africen-
tric perspective (Colin, 1994; Colin & Guy, 1998; Smith & Colin,
2001; Peterson, 1996), or on specific cultural groups. In this respect,
these discussions would be similar to what Grant and Sleeter (1999)
have referred to as “single group studies” in their discussion of ap-
proaches to multicultural education. This has resulted in the con-
sideration of what is more specifically relevant to different cultural
groups in discussions of culturally relevant education, and that does
challenge power relations and affirms the cultures, identities, and
ways of knowing from specific cultural groups (Guy, 1999).
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Clearly, there is a place for spirituality in teaching for cultural
relevance. Although the multiple bodies of literature dealing with
culture cited above, for the most part, do not deal with the role of
spirituality in education around cultural issues, developing a spiri-
tually grounded theory of teaching for social relevance and cultural
transformation clearly draws on and places this work in a spiritual
context. In particular, such a theory would highlight the impor-
tance of trying to draw on transformative moments in learners’
lives, the importance of connection and relationship, the ongoing
development of identity, and the culture and positionality of both
learners and educators that are foregrounded in the educational
approaches and theoretical influences cited above. But it adds to
these modes by also drawing on other ways learners construct
knowledge through the unconscious and symbolic processes that
are grounded in their cultural identities and that encourage the
claiming of the sacred face. Some brave souls such as David Abalos
(1998), Derise Tolliver, and Dillard, Abdur-Rashid, & Tyson
(2000), along with many others, are drawing on spirituality as it
connects to culture in their higher education classroom. Based on
their insights it is possible to identify central elements of what a
spiritually grounded theory-in-progress of teaching for cultural rel-
evance might be and what guidelines it offers for practice. I take
this up next.

A Spirituality Grounded and Cultural Relevant
Theory-in-Progress for Higher Education

Because higher education presents some special concerns relative
to creating a place for the spiritual dimension of adult learning in
general, and more specifically in teaching for cultural relevance, it
is useful to give some further consideration to teaching in these con-
texts. A spiritually grounded approach to teaching for cultural rel-
evance in higher education is neither about pushing a religious
agenda nor about giving up in any way the critical analysis aspects
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of what the higher education classroom has traditionally been
about. Learners would obviously still read books and articles, write
papers, do projects, and create presentations based on readings and
the intellectual content of the course. Whether one actually dis-
cusses spirituality directly or creates a space more implicitly depends
on the content and context of the course. Since a fundamental
assumption of this book is that spiritual experiences happen by sur-
prise and cannot be planned, it might seem contradictory to try to
create a space for acknowledging the spiritual dimension. Never-
theless, it is possible to design a curriculum and a learning environ-
ment that attends to the symbolic domains of learning that are part
of spirituality. Therefore, I will outline some central elements of a
spiritually grounded theory-in-progress of a culturally relevant ped-
agogy for higher education. Many elements of this theory are applic-
able to other adult education settings as well, but some of these
elements are more specific to for-credit higher education settings.

Elements of a Spiritually Grounded 
and Culturally Relevant Pedagogy

Based on the prior discussion, there are seven principles or elements
of a spiritually grounded and culturally relevant pedagogy for higher
education classrooms that is potentially transformational:

1. An emphasis on authenticity (both spiritual and cultural)

2. An environment that allows for the exploration of:

• The cognitive (through readings and discussion of ideas)

• The affective and relational (through connection with 
other people and connection of ideas to life experience)

• The symbolic (through art forms such as poetry, visual 
art, music, drama)

3. Readings that reflect the cultures of the members of the 
class, and the cultural pluralism of the geographical area 
relevant to the course content



4. Exploration of individual and communal dimensions 
of cultural and other dimensions of identity

5. Collaborative work that envisions and presents manifesta-
tions of multiple dimensions of learning and strategies for
change

6. Celebration of learning and provision for closure to the
course

7. Recognition of the limitations of the higher education 
classroom, and that transformation is an ongoing process 
that takes time

As noted earlier, authenticity begins with instructors’ bringing their
more authentic self to the classroom in light of their spiritual and
cultural identity. Further, it means also being true to what one is
comfortable doing and not doing, leading and not leading in the
learning environment. Team-teaching enhances some possibilities.
But creating a space that draws on spirituality and attends to cul-
tural issues does not mean that instructors have to be the expert in
all matters. Rather, one can and should draw on students’ and oth-
ers’ expertise and authenticity by having them lead and facilitate
activities and discussions in which they have talent and expertise.
This is what emancipatory education is: having participants take
some responsibility for their own learning, use their particular tal-
ents and expertise, and discover their own increased capacity for
making change happen as they connect with others.

Curriculum and Pedagogy

Creating an environment that allows for multiple dimensions of
learning includes attending to the cognitive, affective and rela-
tional, and symbolic dimensions of learning. Courses in higher edu-
cation will almost always include readings that deal with some ideas
and theoretical issues relevant to the course content. It is the in-
structor’s responsibility to provide a forum whereby learners can
develop an understanding of the material. This probably includes
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but is not limited to writing papers and having class discussions re-
lated to the readings. But the affective and connective dimensions
can be incorporated in papers and class discussions as well by explor-
ing how the theory relates to their life experience or their relational
or emotional lives. Or learners might conduct interviews with those
in their cultural communities with some expertise related to the
topic and analyze how responses relate to the theories discussed.
There are a variety of ways that the symbolic domain could be in-
corporated. For example, during specific activities or relevant points
in the course, participants might bring a symbol or create or share
an art piece, a poem, a drama, or music that encapsulates their
learning. Or the symbolic domain could be incorporated as part of a
closure activity. Such activities tie the theoretical and cognitive
world to learners’ affective and experiential world, and further
anchors their learning in the symbolic world. These multiple com-
ponents create a more holistic approach to learning, which is more
likely to be transformational. Further, as we have seen, spiritual
experiences are those that get at the wholeness and interconnect-
edness of all things. Thus, creating learning experiences that are
more holistic might be experienced as, or at least touch on, the spir-
itual for some.

Obviously, in teaching for cultural relevance, it is important to
create a culturally inclusive curriculum. Such a curriculum includes
providing readings from a culturally pluralistic perspective, as well
as readings by or about members of cultural groups represented in the
class, if possible. One can also draw on learners’ cultural experience
by encouraging them to reflect on how the themes of the readings
or course content relate positively or negatively to their own or other
cultural communities. Further, one could encourage them to write a
paper drawing on the ideas in assigned or other readings and through
other ways of collecting information that would be beneficial to their
own or other cultural communities. In classes that focus on culture,
gender, psychology, or sociology, it is easy to see how learners might
explore the individual and communal dimensions of cultural iden-



tity, perhaps through exploring Abalos’s (1998) four faces. But it is
also possible to do this in some way in all courses, from business to
medicine.

Too often in higher education students engage in learning in
strict isolation. But significant learning is often not solitary. Fur-
thermore, activities that facilitate social transformation are almost
never solitary; after all, social transformation is, by definition, com-
munal. Although it is important to read and absorb course mater-
ial, it is also important to encourage learners to work collaboratively
on some projects. These projects could include written book reviews
and accompanying creative presentations that highlight a particu-
lar theme of the book and incorporates cognitive, affective, and
symbolic dimensions; or projects that envision and model how the
course content can be used with real communities in a way that is
culturally relevant to them. Such collaborative work serves three
purposes: (1) it connects learners with each other and with real
communities, (2) it relates theory to real-life practice, and (3) it
encourages learners’ embodiment and modeling of ideas in cogni-
tive, affective, and symbolic ways to the entire class. These collab-
orative activities can also serve as a springboard to the closure to
the class. Creating a space for the spiritual dimension of learning
means paying as much attention to closing the course as one did in
setting up the environment at the beginning. It is important to at
least briefly honor and celebrate the learning that has taken place.
Students’ closing presentations that incorporate multiple dimen-
sions of ways of constructing knowledge often set the tone for a cel-
ebration and closure to a course, which may be as simple as a
one-minute ritual or closing statement or as elaborate as a party or
event students plan together.

Finally, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of higher
education as a transformational educational space. As Jennifer Gore
(1993) notes in her discussion of “institutionalized pedagogy as reg-
ulation,” there are limitations on the emancipatory potential of the
higher education classroom, such as instructors’ need to give grades,
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monitor the limits of time, and fulfill other roles that might be some-
what contradictory to a completely emancipatory learning situation.
Further, much education for social transformation that draws on spir-
ituality and culture happens outside classrooms in community-based
groups, religious institutions, student affairs offices, and campus and
community cultural groups. Those teaching higher education classes
might draw on the expertise of these activities on campus and in
the community to further enhance culturally relevant education.

Chapter Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter I presented an emerging theory of a spiritually
grounded and culturally relevant pedagogy and some general thoughts
on what it looks like in practice. I began by presenting some of the
multiple theoretical underpinnings that inform this theory-building.
These underpinnings include educational theories that highlight
learning as transformation; that foreground the significant role of
how the positionality (the race, gender, class, or sexual orientation)
and cultural identity of both teachers and learners affect how class-
room dynamics unfold; and that deal directly with culture, race, class,
and gender issues in education. In particular, these theoretical strands
include transformative learning, critical and feminist pedagogy, 
multicultural education and critical multiculturalism–resistance post-
modernism, and Africentric perspectives, along with other cultur-
ally specific educational models that make up the literature on
culturally relevant education. Given that these approaches tend not
to discuss the role of spirituality in education, this review took place
specifically in light of what a spiritually grounded approach might
offer in relation to these strands.

The central elements and principles of a spiritually grounded
and culturally relevant pedagogy specifically in higher education
were then highlighted. These include but are not limited to the
seven elements of (1) an emphasis on authenticity, (2) an environ-



ment that allows for the exploration of the cognitive, affective, and
symbolic dimensions of learning, (3) culturally relevant readings,
(4) exploration of cultural identity, (5) collaborative work and pre-
sentations that deal with strategies of change and multiple dimen-
sions of learning, (6) celebration, and (7) a recognition of the
possibilities and limitations of emancipatory learning potential in
higher education environments. Some general thoughts about how
to apply these principles to practice were also discussed. More spe-
cific examples will be provided in the next chapter.
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Educators must determine for themselves how they might incor-
porate spirituality and culture in a way that is true to who they

are and is relevant to the educational context in which they work.
How different educators have done this in their own practices was
discussed to some degree in Chapter Nine in considering ways of
approaching a spiritually grounded, culturally relevant pedagogy.
Chapter Ten then laid out the elements of a spiritually grounded
and culturally relevant theory-in-practice specifically for higher edu-
cation.

In the examples in Chapter Nine, educators drew on their own
spirituality in the educational context in ways that were consonant
with who they are. Although there was an element of vulnerability
in drawing on it, as there always is when one opts to bring one’s
whole self to the learning environment, in most cases the educators
did not necessarily use the word “spirituality.” As has been said
many times throughout this book, drawing on spirituality is not
about pushing a religious or even a spiritual agenda. It is about pro-
viding experiences whereby individuals have the potential to con-
struct knowledge through image, symbol, music, art, and more
intuitive ways of knowing. But whether or not such experiences are
experienced is “spiritual” varies from person to person.

Over the years in discussions of spirituality and education, many
have asked what the difference is between spiritual and emotional
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experience. Indeed, when someone does experience something as
“spiritual” there is often strong emotion attached to it. But emotional
experiences and spiritual experiences are not the same necessarily.
People can have significantly positive emotional experiences that
are not necessarily experienced as spiritual. Further, people can have
spiritual experiences, such as experiences of synchronicity as dis-
cussed in Chapter Four, that are not overly emotional. Of course,
there is some emotion that is attached to everything we do. But
whether something is experienced as “spiritual” is entirely deter-
mined by the one experiencing it and may or may not be attached
to strong emotion. It seems, however, that especially significant spir-
itual experiences do have strong emotion attached to them. But
most important experiences in our lives have strong emotion
attached to them, even if they are not experienced as “spiritual.”
This is probably why important experiences, spiritual or otherwise,
are remembered as such: precisely because they do have strong emo-
tion attached to them.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a few stories and exam-
ples of how some educators have drawn on spirituality in their prac-
tices. The most detailed examples are from my own educational
practice. These are offered only as examples; it is up to you to deter-
mine what would be most appropriate to do in your settings in light
of your own context, your own positionality, and who your learners
are. I begin the chapter by considering how educators have drawn
on spirituality in culturally diverse higher education classrooms. I
then discuss the less likely situation of the more culturally similar
higher education classroom.

Spirituality and Culture in Diverse Classrooms

Most classrooms contain a diverse group of learners. Although they
might be primarily of one cultural group (in higher education this
is usually white and European American), there are usually mem-



bers of other cultural, class, or marginalized groups among learners.
Generally speaking, the classroom is a vulnerable space for people
who are marginalized. It is an even more vulnerable space for those
who represent but one or two members of a particular group in a sea
of people more representative of the dominant norm (Johnson-
Bailey, 2001).

If one is trying to create what bell hooks (1994) refers to as a
teaching community, it is important for all learners to feel that they
have allies in the group or classroom, especially if the course con-
tent is about cultural issues. Even when the content is not particu-
larly about cultural issues, students (or faculty) who are different
from the dominant norm of a given situation, because of their cul-
ture, religion, sexual orientation, social class, or gender, often are
more vulnerable. Thus if one is teaching a course in a way that draws
on one’s own spirituality and attempts to take into account cultural
issues, it is helpful to attend to ways participants can be allies for
each other. This creates the possibility also of creating what Sharon
Daloz Parks (2000) refers to as a mentoring community.

Chris Larson, the music professor who was introduced in Chap-
ter Five, spoke to this point of working to be an ally and helping
students to be allies for each other. He notes that although he
almost never talks about religion in his classes, particularly his own,
in a broader sense he draws on spirituality in his way of approach-
ing music and in his commitment to diversity. Although his task is
often to teach music theory, or certain music skills, he does try to
draw on music from different cultures in order to teach for cultural
relevance and also to be mindful of those who might feel marginal-
ized or vulnerable in the classroom. He talked specifically about
dealing with this immediately following the September 11, 2001
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and that
resulted in the plane crash in Pennsylvania. He wondered what he
could possibly do in his music appreciation class the next day.
“Everything seemed so trivial,” he said in the wake of the world
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events, and wondered, “What am I going to say that’s going to have
any relevance? Should we have a moment of silence, should we lis-
ten to something kind of spiritual, like the Bach Mass in B minor?”

Chris assumed that the two Muslim women students in his class
were probably feeling vulnerable in general (along with other mem-
bers of Muslim communities) in the face of potential anti-Muslim
sentiment. He also recognized that the terrorists themselves were
not in any way representative of Islam. Thus, he decided it would
be more appropriate and educational to listen to something that
arose more out of the tradition of Islam. “I thought maybe it would
give us a different sense. . . . And so I did some research the night
before on Islamic chant, and found some great things on the impro-
visatory character of the chant.” He described being nervous about
doing this the next day, but opted to have a discussion, play the
chants, explain some aspects of the chant, and draw connections to
other cultures and traditions. He described having quite a good dis-
cussion in which many participated, including the two Muslim
women students, who also felt very supported by the activity. Per-
haps this is a particularly obvious example of when and why stu-
dents who are “other” might feel vulnerable in a classroom, but it
is also a good example of how to help participants be allies for each
other. Chris explained that a very strong sense of community has
developed in this particular class. Although he doesn’t attribute it
to this discussion in particular, he does attribute it to a plethora of
activities and discussions, including the discussion that day, which
have been a part of the class.

A Critical Incident

The focus of Chris Larson’s classes is music; yet he brings in cultural
elements to his classes. Others teach higher education classes in
which the specific focus of the class is culture and diversity, and
issues such as race, culture, gender, sexual orientation, and ableness
are the primary course content. The single most transformative
moment I have ever had in a classroom took place in one such class,



a master’s level education class that I team-taught with an African
American colleague several years ago. We planned the class from a
critical multicultural perspective, and more or less followed the list
of principles of a spiritually grounded, culturally relevant pedagogy
outlined in the Chapter Ten. I have talked in explicit detail about
this incident elsewhere (Tisdell, 2001) from the standpoint of how
positionality issues play out in higher education classrooms. How-
ever, I did not discuss it in relation to spirituality, and given that it
was the single most important spiritual experience that I’ve had in
a classroom, I briefly summarize the incident again here.

The incident took place during the afternoon session of the last
day of a class that was taught in a day-long format of four full days.
It was the last small group’s presentation based on learners’ experi-
ence of working through a book of their own choosing that dealt
with cultural issues—in this case bell hooks’ (1994) Teaching to
Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom. There were sixteen
students in this class—five men, eleven women; four students of
color, and the remainder white. One student was hearing impaired,
so all classes were signed; another openly acknowledged being bisex-
ual. The remainder of the class was more or less representative of
the white, dominant culture. As is typical in these classes, there had
been some conflict in the class, but it was fairly limited.

This particular activity on Teaching to Transgress was facilitated
by three very articulate students—Mary, an African American
woman with considerable experience as a full-time adult educator
in a post-secondary setting; Sam, a white hearing-impaired man
who taught in a community college; and Nora, a white woman, a
foreign language part-time teacher. They began their presentation
by each taking a turn in setting the context. They discussed some
of the conflict among them in planning the presentation, somewhat
based on race and class differences, as well as how they worked
through it (largely between Mary and Nora). They explained that
bell hooks (1994) talks about “engaged pedagogy” and that we were
not going to talk about engaged pedagogy; rather, we were going to
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do it. Our task was to go around the room and pass a “talking stick”
and comment on what this class meant in changing our conscious-
ness. Participants had the option of speaking or passing. The three
facilitators began and modeled the process. In going around the cir-
cle the first round, all the students of color spoke. Many of the white
students passed, but some also spoke. Most of those who did spoke
quite emotionally about their experience of developing under-
standing of how systems of privilege and oppression work. Many
cried. I passed (thinking that I did not want to do anything to affect
the process). My teaching partner spoke.

The stick was then passed to Susan, a white high school teacher,
who was very well liked and highly respected by her peers. She ex-
plained what the class brought up for her: her father had been mur-
dered a few years before by two African American men who had
broken into the house during the night. Susan was there when it
happened. She heard the door break down. She heard her father
run downstairs. She heard the shots. She heard the quiet. She went
downstairs, finding her father’s body in a pool of blood. She ex-
plained her response to this death—that the murderers were the
victims of a racist society, a racist educational system. While she
didn’t condone or accept their murderous behavior, this was why
she was doing her antiracist work as a teacher. She cried—the pain-
ful reality of the whole experience of her father’s death was present
with her, and now present within the circle of this group. There was
silence in the room. You could hear a pin drop. Many were wiping
their eyes.

The stick passed, and finally arrived back at Mary. She com-
mented on Susan’s remarks, saying she was sorry that someone “who
looks like me has caused you so much pain.” She went on to say
something to the effect:

I just want to point something out here. I have been through
many classes and in-services dealing with diversity issues. I
am often one of the few people of color in the room. Often 



I feel like my pain is supposed to be on display, and that white
folks often have the privilege of sitting in silence, and some-
times watch me bleed. Today, in going around this circle, I
want to point out all the people of color and differently-abled
people have spoken, and all the white folks that spoke cried.
And I am struck with how willing those of you who spoke are
to share your pain with me. And when you share you pain
with me, I am much more willing to share mine with you.

She turned to Susan, who by this time had stopped crying, and
thanked her for her courage and willingness to share her pain. The
stick went around the circle one more time. Some people spoke,
making some closing remarks (myself included). The three student
facilitators closed the exercise. We took a break. After the break,
my teaching partner and I facilitated a brief closure activity to the
whole course—a short reading from Audre Lorde’s (1984) essay
“The Transformation of Silence into Language and Action,” with
parts for each participant, and a short one-line sung antiphon that
everyone sang together at various points in the reading. Then we
all left, many of us forever changed by this experience.

The Spiritual in the Transformational

This was the single most transformational moment I have ever had
in a class. Many participants also indicated as such in their final
paper in which they had to apply the theory and intellectual mate-
rial of the course to an analysis of their experiences dealing with
diversity and equity issues in and outside of the class. I do not know
exactly what made the event transformational to other people in
the room. It is safe to say that for everyone present this certainly
was an experience that was packed with emotion. I do not know
whether it was a spiritual experience for others, but it was for me.
What was spiritual about it for me was that it brought together ratio-
nality and affect, theory and practice, passion and possibility, pain
and transformation, symbol and ritual, and a level of authenticity
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and vulnerability that I have never experienced before in a higher
education setting. The experience resulted in healing, new insight,
greater understanding, and a shared sense of community among
most in the class. It was this combination of elements that made it
feel spiritual to me.

I think what made it feel most spiritual to me was that in this
open exchange of vulnerability, and in the participants in the class
being as real as they could be in that moment, seemed to offer heal-
ing and hope. Susan did not go down the road of racial hatred in
the aftermath of her father’s murder. She had been doing antiracist
work for a long time in her own teaching long before she arrived in
this class. Although she never spoke of her dad’s death to the whole
class prior to this experience, she had spoken rather passionately
about antiracist education in earlier class sessions. Our knowing this
offered hope. Mary responded to Susan’s pain with empathy, insight,
and her own vulnerability. Sharing this with the group offered hope.
In their own vulnerability, particularly the students who spoke in the
first round, the engaged presence of all the students offered hope. I
think nearly all the students shared this sense of hope. In one of the
closing papers reflecting on the readings and educational practice, a
student wrote that she wondered what bell hooks’ engaged pedagogy
might look like in practice. She commented that this experience
made her understand engaged pedagogy, and “It works!”

What was also both spiritual and transformational for me was
the new insight and understanding I developed as a result of this
experience, both about myself as a teacher-learner and about stu-
dents as teachers-learners. I discovered something new about how
power relations work in the classroom, particularly in those designed
to challenge society’s power relations. Up until that time, I had gen-
erally thought of speaking and “coming to voice” as a sign of power,
and over the years, I have observed that those who benefit by more
systems of privilege by virtue of their positionality are more likely
to dominate the classroom speaking space, and often have more
power in the classroom. I had not thought of silence necessarily as
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a way of maintaining power and privilege in a classroom. Further, I
had not initially noticed that the most marginalized (namely the
people of color and the person with a disability) and the white par-
ticipants most willing to be vulnerable who were the ones to speak
in the first round of the circle. Mary’s very important insight in this
regard was transformative for me at that moment.

Silence can have multiple meanings; it can be an unwillingness
to be open or vulnerable, which can be a way of maintaining power
and control. On a conscious level, I thought my own initial silence
was about not wanting to disrupt the process that the students had
very effectively created. But my African American teaching part-
ner spoke. Perhaps on a less conscious level I, too, along with the
other white participants who said nothing during the first round,
did not want to be vulnerable. Perhaps this was an unconscious way
of maintaining my own white privilege. The incident not only made
me think about the way positionality shapes dynamics in classes
focusing on systems of privilege and oppression. It also made me
think more about the multiple meanings of silence and voice, as
well as how to create a space where people might be authentic.
Mary’s outstanding facilitation, in particular, taught me something
about that. She seemed so spiritually grounded in her own cultural
wisdom and experience and own authenticity that it moved the
group into theirs; perhaps that was why she was so effective in her
facilitation of a very emotionally laden situation. Overall, the expe-
rience helped me understand more of what it might mean for me to
be more authentic and the role of spirituality and its connection 
to culture. It also taught me something of what it means to educate
the white teacher as ally (Titone, 2000). In that regard, several of
the participants in this class, and many others, have been the real
teachers. But through them and with them, all together we have
created mentoring communities when we didn’t even know it was
happening. Spiritual experiences do indeed happen by surprise!

Although this was a significant spiritual moment in my own
teaching practice, a couple of general comments are in order here
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about drawing on spirituality in the classroom. First, this was an
experience facilitated by the students in the class; it was not facili-
tated by my teaching partner or by me. I would probably not have
facilitated such an experience myself, because I would be concerned
that by virtue of the power of my own position, students would feel
that I was requiring them to be more vulnerable than they wanted
to be in signing up for the class. But for them to facilitate such an
experience for each other places the power of the instructors in a
different place.

Even though my teaching partner and I were nothing more than
full participants in the situation, we did plan and set up the course
overall so that students would be in teaching roles. We included all
elements of the spiritually grounded theory-in-progress discussed in
the last chapter. We tried to attend to issues of authenticity by
telling aspects of our own stories related to our cultural background
and positionality during the first class. We set up the environment
to include cognitive, affective, and symbolic knowledge construc-
tion elements and included readings that reflected the cultures of
people in the room. Students wrote cultural stories and papers ana-
lyzing readings related to their own practice, and conducted col-
laborative presentations. Thus we did set up the environment in the
hopes that students could explore these multiple dimensions 
of learning. Still, they needed to activate their own power from
within in order to conduct and participate in the activity. Indeed
they did, and it was a transformative experience for most people in
the room, and a spiritual experience at least for one!

Spirituality and Cultural Relevance 
in Culturally Similar Communities

Most higher education classrooms are composed of students of cul-
turally diverse backgrounds, but sometimes in higher education
efforts are made to deal with the educational needs of specific cul-
tural communities. One such program is the Latino-focused Master



of Adult Education program at National-Louis University (NLU),
a cohort model based on the usual master’s cohort program. In this
case, however, courses were redesigned in cooperation with mem-
bers of the Latino community in order to ensure their cultural rel-
evance to those communities. Students take two classes per term of
integrated course content, which include many readings by Latino
authors and educators. All classes are team-taught by an NLU fac-
ulty member and a bilingual member of the Latino community. I
had the privilege of team-teaching with this cohort on a number of
occasions. Although all the students in this cohort are Latino, being
“Latino” is certainly not a monolith. Two of the participants were
Colombian or Colombian-Argentinean. The rest were Puerto
Rican, but even being Puerto Rican is not a monolith, as there are
those who were born on the Island, those born in Chicago, and those
whose lives have been characterized by a fairly constant migration
between the Island and the mainland. Identity is never monolithic.

The subject of spirituality was rarely a topic of direct discussion
in this group, but the subject of culture and identity was part of
every course, from research methods to adult development to pro-
gram planning. There were occasions when connections were made
to spirituality, because the work of David Abalos (1998) served as
a theoretical backdrop to the two team-taught courses during one
term—Instructional Communications, and Qualitative Research
Methods in Education—which Silvia Villa and I team-taught
together. Given that Abalos’s (1998) theoretical framework suggests
that the way toward social transformation for the Latino commu-
nity is by reclaiming cultural identity through examining each of
the four faces of one’s being—the personal, historical, political, and
sacred faces—there was a connection to the spiritual in relation-
ship to the sacred face. There were many spiritual moments (at least
for me) that were directly related to spirituality and culture over the
course of this cohort together. I attribute this to the emphasis on re-
claiming of the four faces, which clearly called all of us, including
me, the only Anglo in the group, to be more authentic.
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Just as in the diversity class discussed above, what I experienced
in this class as a spiritual moment was the result of a presentation
given by two of the students, and it happened by surprise. Part of
the assignment of the research methods class was to conduct a
mini-pilot qualitative or action research project. Students needed
to present the findings of their project during the last class of the
term. Two of the students did a pilot project in a writing class that
one of them was teaching at a local community college primarily
to students whose first language was Spanish. They developed a
series of activities on how to teach writing in a way that was cul-
turally relevant to Latino students. In addition to presenting some
of the research results, as part of their class presentation they
demonstrated one of the writing activities by conducting it with
our group. The assignment involved writing a six-line poem in
which each line began with Yo soy (or “I am”) and then was filled
in with memories from childhood in relation to what foods
reminded them of home, what places were special in their barrio
or community, what events were significant, what special “sayings”
they remembered, what their heritage was, and who their people
were. We were encouraged to write in Spanish or in English. Some
wrote primarily in Spanish, and I wrote entirely in English; but
most wrote in Spanglish to represent the bicultural and bilingual
nature of their identity. We had less than ten minutes to complete
the exercise.

The two facilitator-presenters then asked us to present our
poems, and nearly all did. By the time we were finished, there was
hardly a dry eye in the room. One poem was as profound as the
next, highlighting pride and pain, culture and tradition, love and
loss, passion and politics. With only ten minutes to write, people
wrote the first thing that came to their minds in response to each of
the questions. There had not been time for a lot of editing; thus what
we shared was the depth of authenticity. This included much of 
what was tremendously important and foundational to who each 



of us is and what is special to our own identity—partly in Spanish,
partly in English, definitely real, shared in this community that had
become an important mentoring community for all of us.

The exercise touched the unconscious of our imaginations. It
was not imagination in the sense of fantasy, but rather imagination
that is very real but that often lies in the depth of our unconscious
or semiconscious (Parks, 2000). Brought forth and shared in this
community, the work of our imaginations became part of the
reclaiming of the sacred face. It also became part of the political
face, as featured in the newsletter that the students created, Voces
Y Caras (“Voices and Faces”), which documented part of their edu-
cation as a transformation journey and featured some of their poems
and their experience of what it means to do culturally relevant edu-
cation in their own communities. In addition, they presented some
of their work at the 2000 Midwest Research to Practice Conference
in Adult, Continuing, and Community Education (see Tisdell,
Sanabria, et al., 2000) and at the national 2001 Adult Education
Research Conference (Heaney et al., 2001). But they also devel-
oped a deeper appreciation of the power of their imagination rooted
in the reality of their own cultures and identities as they work with
their own communities.

In writing and presenting their work these students are trying to
transform the fields of adult and higher education to be more inclu-
sive of the plurality of the Latino experience. This effort, along with
the work in their own communities, is social transformation that is
deeply rooted in their cultural identity. It is not fueled only by this
one poetry writing exercise in this class; rather it is fueled by their
whole lives and work in their own communities, but was enhanced
by this culturally relevant education experience that connected cul-
ture and spirituality. This poetry writing exercise was one among
many transformational and spiritual moments for me (and for many
others) in the group. Who would have thought it would happen in
a research methods class! Again, it happened by surprise.
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Chapter Summary and Conclusion

This chapter presented some stories from real life practice in which
educators and students have implicitly drawn on spirituality in cre-
ating a culturally relevant learning environment in higher educa-
tion. It began with a discussion of the difference between spirituality
and emotion in the learning environment, and noted that although
spiritual experiences often have strong emotion attached to them,
they don’t always. Furthermore, not all emotional learning experi-
ences are necessarily spiritual.

Most spiritual experiences that people refer to that relate to the
higher education learning environment not only take place by sur-
prise, they also take place not so much because of what the instruc-
tor does but because of what the learners do with the learning that
has occurred. Whether or not a learning experience is experienced
as “spiritual” depends on the learner. But conditions can be created,
even in higher education, that seem to increase the likelihood that
learning will be transformational and have a spiritual component
to it. This happens most often when learners connect with each
other, take risks with their own facilitation and presentations in the
learning environment, particularly when they unite cognitive and
intellectual material with their affective response, and demonstrate
how it is manifested symbolically and creatively in a way that is a
learning experience for all or most in the classroom. Although this
happens generally as a result of what students do with the learning,
the instructor has some responsibility for setting up an environment
that allows for such learning and expression of it to happen and that
encourages students to embrace their cultural identity and be cre-
ative in their demonstration of learning.

It is the community of learners who are simultaneously teachers
and learners together in the culturally relevant learning environ-
ment that makes learning transformational and that occasionally
results in spiritual experiences for some. Such learning needs to be



celebrated. As O’Sullivan (1999) suggests in his discussion of the
role of spirituality in transformative education that deals with envi-
ronmental and justice issues, educational models are needed that
include ways of honoring a sense of awe and mystery, sanctuary and
silence, and celebration: “Celebration must be accomplished at all
levels of our conscious awareness. From time immemorial the cele-
bratory experience is consistently associated with the sense of the
sacred. This sense of the numinous quality of all existence is seen
in all cultural expressions of the sacred. . . . For creatures of the mil-
lennium, we must remind ourselves that we are about a great work.
It is a joy to be part of this grandeur” (pp. 280–281).

It is indeed a joy to be a part of the grandeur of great work. Try-
ing to develop educational models that are culturally relevant, that
are part of transforming systems for greater equity and justice, and
that honor the earth and all the creatures in it is a great work that
is worthy of celebrating. People often need spiritual and human
support to continue that great work, as it is often very difficult work.
This is what spiritually grounded practice offers to culturally rele-
vant education.
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Los zapatitos me aprietan
Las medias me dan calor
Y cuando miro al cielo
Me dan los rayos del sol.

Author Unknown

This is the first poem that educator, activist, and musician-
dancer Tito Rodriguez1 remembers learning in Spanish when

his family moved back to Puerto Rico from Chicago when he was
five years old. He didn’t really know what the poem meant, for up
until that time, Tito primarily spoke English, though both his par-
ents were Puerto Rican. A recurrent migration process between
Chicago and Puerto Rico characterized his childhood, in light of
which he was also constantly learning, relearning, and switching
languages between English and Spanish for years at a time. Tito ex-
plained the special meaning of the poem for him—an explanation,
which to me, gets at the heart of what spirituality and culture and
culturally relevant education are all about.

The poem roughly translated means: “My little shoes are too
tight on me; My socks make my feet sweat: And when I look at the
sky, I am bathed by the rays of the sun.” Tito described when he first
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1. This is Tito’s real name; it is not a pseudonym.
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became aware of just how significant this poem is in his life. He was
trying to memorize a poem in a college Spanish class, when he sud-
denly found himself reciting this first childhood poem that he had
ever learned in Spanish.

It was like falling into a trance. I was transported back in time
to my childhood years. I felt the tropical heat of Puerto Rico.
I smelled the grass and herbal plants of my backyard, and
found myself sitting down in our imaginary school reciting the
poem. In my dream state the world mixed with images of my
childhood, and for the first time in my life, I understood the
meaning of the poem. . . . I woke up from my trance in tears.
Then, I understood that this experience and this poem have
always been a parallel in my life. Such a simple poem made
me understood that life was ever changing and, at times, it
will hurt you (tight), that it’s OK to suffer (sweat), but that
one must overcome adversity and have faith (look into the
sky), and after hard work one will enjoy the fruits of that
work (sunshine, warmth and light). This revelation forced
me to reflect on the work I had done in high school and my
community in previous years. It gave me insight on the work
I needed to continue.

Tito’s further explanation, and how his life story continued to
unfold, gives additional insight about why the poem has such impor-
tant meaning. Tito moved back to Chicago, more or less perma-
nently when he was fourteen, and attended high school and college
here. He actually knew little English when he returned because he
had been primarily speaking Spanish since the time he was five. As
noted in Chapter Seven, where other aspects of his story are high-
lighted, under the guidance of an important teacher and mentor
during his high school years who introduced him to Puerto Rican
history, art, and dance, Tito began the process of reclaiming his cul-
tural identity. Tito has continued the tradition of mentoring as his
own mentor, Orlando, had mentored him. He works with youth and



adults, introducing them to a deeper understanding of the world of
his culture and theirs through the arts, dance, and music in formal
education and community education settings. He has founded a
dance and music troupe whose purpose is to do culturally relevant
education. Now at forty, Tito sees this as an important part of his
life’s purpose; it is the work of his very soul and is deeply connected
to his spirituality and his culture.

I highlight Tito’s flashback experience of the poem and its im-
portance to him for a number of reasons that help summarize the
connection between spirituality and culture, and what this con-
nection implies for teaching for transformation and cultural rele-
vance. First, the experience of getting in touch with the significance
of the poem was a spiritual experience for Tito. As discussed in
Chapter Three, like the many spiritual experiences reported else-
where in this book it was triggered by imagination, as well as sym-
bol in the art and language of the poem itself, deeply connected to
his culture. This is obvious in his reference to the sound of the
Spanish language, the feel of the tropical heat of Puerto Rico, and
the smell of the grass and herbal plants in the backyard. In addition,
as is typical of many spiritual experiences, this one was character-
ized by a strong affective component, as Tito described coming out
of his “trance” in tears.

Second, this spiritual experience triggered by the poem and
Tito’s imagination caused him to spiral back to a significant mem-
ory in time and place. As we saw in Chapter Five, a hallmark of
spiritual development is this process of moving forward and spiral-
ing back. And in this spiraling process, Tito also got more in touch
with what he sees as his life purpose: to continue moving forward
and to do his educational work through music, arts, and dance as a
way to teach people about culture, cultural pride, and how to make
change happen through drama, art, dance, and creative presenta-
tional knowing. This not only puts people in touch with their cul-
tural roots; it puts them in touch with their own embodied
spirituality. Third, as noted in Chapter Seven, the experience was
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also fundamentally about Tito’s cultural and more authentic iden-
tity. Indeed, the process of spiritual development is an ongoing 
spiral process of claiming and reclaiming one’s more authentic iden-
tity, which includes one’s cultural identity. The experience again
brings to light the role that spirituality can play in ongoing cultural
identity development. Fourth, Tito’s spiritual experience brings to
light as another example the important way he has constructed
knowledge through what Fowler (1981) refers to as unconscious and
symbolic processes, what Parks (2000) refers to as imagination, and
what Heron (1996) refers to as imaginal or presentational knowing.
To be sure, this has been little discussed in higher and adult educa-
tion in general, much less how these processes connect to teaching
for cultural relevance. But given that these realms connect to how
people construct knowing and meaning on a fundamental level,
these forms of knowing are an important area in the transformational
learning process and important to teaching for cultural relevance.

In summarizing and making sense of what has been discussed in
earlier chapters, I’d like to conclude the book in these last two chap-
ters by briefly reflecting on what the themes highlighted in this
book suggest for the connection between spirituality and teaching
for cultural relevance in higher and adult education in light of the
three lines of the poem above. This chapter will include reflections
on the first two lines, and will be in two parts: (1) the relationship
among adult development, spirituality, and teaching for cultural rel-
evance; (2) the perils and possibilities of a spiritually grounded
approach to culturally relevant higher education at this time; some
final reflections on spirituality in teaching for cultural relevance and
social transformation.

Los Zapatitos Me Aprietan! Spirituality, Adult
Development, and Teaching for Cultural Relevance

Sometimes los zapatitos nos aprietan—our shoes are too tight, liter-
ally and metaphorically. When the way we have defined our iden-



tities becomes too tight, too stifling, we either settle, stagnate, or
become rigid as we try to fit into those roles and identities too small
for us; or we grow and change. I’d like to think that most of us
change and grow. What is the role of education in that process and
what does it have to do with a spiritually grounded approach of
teaching for cultural relevance and social transformation?

The Interrelationship of Adult Development 
and Adult Learning

Many have discussed the role that education plays in facilitating
adult development, from discussions on the importance of mentor-
ing (Daloz, 1999) to the role that formal higher education plays in
the development of adult learners (Pratt, 1998; Taylor, Marienau,
& Fiddler, 2000) to the connection between adult development and
adult learning more generally (Clark & Caffarella, 1999; Merriam
& Caffarella, 1999). This topic is also a focus of many of the con-
tributors in the recent discussion of Mezirow and Associates (2000)
on transformational learning as a theory in progress. To be sure,
these are very important and excellent discussions for how educa-
tors might teach in a way that not only facilitates adult learning but
also facilitates adult development. A limitation of the discussions,
however, is that with some exceptions (Chavez & Guido-DiBrito,
1999; Tatum, 1997), of the many who note in passing the impor-
tant dimension of culture, few really deal with it as a significant part
of adult development that affects learning. In a similar way, authors
who specifically talk about culturally relevant education tend not to
focus on what Kathleen Taylor (2000b) refers to as “teaching with
developmental intention” (p. 151), although they generally refer in
passing to how culturally relevant education affects learners’ devel-
opment (Guy, 1999; Sheared & Sissel, 2001). This of course is partly
due to the difference and emphases of the two groups of authors.

Attending to cultural issues in teaching with developmental
intention is important for a couple of reasons. First, there is often
an assumption in much of the education literature that education
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facilitates development. Ideally, this is true. But for people of color
in North America, formal education has often been more about
what Freire (1974) refers to as “education as domestication”—about
education to fit into social roles in a system that was created by
those with the most power to determine what should count as
knowledge, what and who should be represented in what kinds of
ways in the readings and school curriculum, and ultimately who
should fit what kinds of career roles. This, of course, is more true of
the K-12 schooling system than adult education, for as Heaney
(1996, 2000) has discussed, adult education grew out of a different
set of traditions—those of social movements trying to make change
in society. But many adult educators are working in formal higher
education settings. If those of us working in higher education set-
tings are not more direct in our attention to how culture affects
development and learning, we potentially risk being an extension
of “education as domestication.”

Second, not specifically dealing with culture or gender in dis-
cussions of teaching to facilitate adult development can inadver-
tently propagate the idea that attending to culture is something that
only cultural “experts” or those with particular expertise in multi-
cultural or culturally relevant education need to be concerned
about. As was obvious in the many stories in this book, the cultural
dimension was absolutely central to understanding these adults’ spir-
itual and overall adult development. Further, to understand any-
thing about their spiritual development, it was important to
understand some of their cultural background, because spirituality
is often mediated and manifested through the ritual, imagery, art,
and music that is a part of cultural experience. For example, to
understand why the poem featured at this chapter’s opening was im-
portant to Tito and a symbolic manifestation of the spiritual dimen-
sion of his life, one needs to know not only what the Spanish words
mean but also understand the cultural context of his life.

A spiritually grounded approach to culturally relevant education
in higher education is partly about teaching with developmental



intention around facilitating learners’ greater authenticity, and that
affirms and attends to their cultural identity and spirituality, and
that attends to their critical thinking about the subject matter of
the course. This does not mean neglecting the content of the
course, whether it is leadership, mathematics education, or sociol-
ogy. One would hope that a greater understanding of how culture,
and one’s cultural self, connects to the content of the course would
facilitate a greater sense of being able to move to action and apply
the work of the course. If knowledge engages one’s passion, it acti-
vates more energy to create change in one’s personal and profes-
sional life, in one’s community, and in the world. How can we
cultivate this engagement of passion and understanding of culture
in ourselves as well as our students? Perhaps one way is by under-
standing how our own culture and spirituality has affected our own
life choices and those of educators and other people who are very
different from us. Such understanding might help us draw on our
passion more effectively in our practices.

Understanding Educators’ Cultural and Spiritual Development

This book is not only about teaching for cultural relevance; it is also
about the related issue of understanding how spirituality interfaces
with culture in the lives of a very multicultural group of adult edu-
cators and how their spirituality develops. Some of their stories are
probably similar to some of our own; many are probably very differ-
ent. The hope is that understanding both those who are like us and
those who are very unlike us helps us facilitate (1) moving toward
greater authenticity in our lives and in our work as educators; 
(2) working more effectively with those who are of a different cul-
ture, gender, class, or sexual orientation; and (3) drawing on sym-
bolic and imaginal forms of knowing in new ways that touch into
people’s cultural lives to some degree and in some cases their spiri-
tual lives as well.

But I want to highlight here a few insights that have not yet been
considered thus far that can add further insight about spirituality,
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religion, and culture in relationship to spiritual development and
teaching for cultural relevance. First, it is important to remember
that the educators chosen for this book represent a particular group
of educators. They were chosen specifically because they were teach-
ing higher education classes dealing with race, gender, class, or sex-
ual orientation or were otherwise trying to bring some cultural or
spiritual perspective to their teaching about education; or they were
doing community work around cultural or social justice issues. In
addition, they were chosen because they indicated that spirituality
was a strong influence in their educational work, either implicitly
or explicitly. Thus this is not just any group of educators, it is a par-
ticular group of educators, who are going to have a more heightened
awareness of both spirituality and cultural issues in relationship to
education than others might. (See the methodology discussion in
the Appendix.) That being said, a few additional insights about this
particular group of educators are in order.

The Place of Religion in Educators’ Spirituality

With only a couple of exceptions, the educators I interviewed grew
up and were socialized in a particular religious tradition. Virtually
all of them made a distinction between religion and spirituality and
nurtured and valued a spiritual perspective on life. Only a few of
them were actively involved in the religious traditions in which
they were raised. Further, most (not all) were somewhat ambivalent
about organized religion. On the one hand, they valued the impor-
tant ways religion helps people make meaning of their lives through
significant ritual, symbols, and ways of honoring life’s important
events; on the other, they were disturbed by how religious traditions
have been used and distorted throughout the ages as a way to con-
trol people physically or psychologically, to maim, colonize, or kill
in the name of “God,” from the time of the distortion of Christian-
ity in the Christian crusades to the distortion of Islam in the recent
September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. Of the more than thirty peo-
ple who participated in this study, only four have been steadfastly
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committed to the religions of their childhood throughout their lives.
In all four of these cases, the participants were members of a margin-
alized group. Aiysha Ali is both of East Indian descent and a Muslim;
Raul Guerrero, a practicing Roman Catholic, is Filipino; Chris Lar-
son is Mormon; and Sue Kim is Korean American involved with
the Korean Presbyterian Church. In light of their marginalized sta-
tus in society due to their ethnicity, culture, national origin, or reli-
gion, they probably found a particular support in their faith
communities for their ethnic and spiritual identity that was not as
available in other places in society. Thus although they had ques-
tioned their religious traditions and had some difficulties with var-
ious aspects of them, they have remained committed to their
religious traditions and communities throughout their lives and
have found a strong sense of support in those communities.

The rest of those I interviewed had spent time away from the re-
ligious traditions of their childhood; but all spiraled back to reclaim
aspects of those traditions that continued to be important. Only a
few, however, became actively committed and involved in their
childhood religious traditions or similar communities. A few others
had converted to other religious or spiritual traditions and had gone
through formal study both in their initial conversion process and
throughout their lives. The vast majority—more than two-thirds—
had developed more of an eclectic spirituality and considered them-
selves spiritual but not religious. Given that the participants valued
and placed strong emphasis on the importance of community and
that spirituality strongly informed their cultural and social justice
work, the fact that less than a third were involved in religious com-
munities was initially somewhat surprising.

On further reflection this made some sense. Given that most of
them teach classes or work in programs where they are probleme-
tizing and trying to change structural power relations based on cul-
ture, race, class, gender, sexual orientation, or ableness, it is perhaps
not surprising that many of them would also have trouble with sim-
ilar structural oppression in aspects of organized religion. Most did
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respect, however, the wonderful aspects of religion that provide a
sense of community and expressions of ritual and cultural meaning-
making that relate strongly to the spiritual. And they might occa-
sionally attend religious rituals or activities for various occasions.
Raul Guerrero, who has always been involved with a Catholic wor-
shiping community both in the Philippines and in the United
States, noted that in spite of his problems with many of the “isms”
within Catholicism, he needs to be involved with a spiritual com-
munity on a regular basis. He spoke about his Catholicism rather
poignantly:

I move in and out. . . . The truth is I’m uncomfortable being
in, and I’m uncomfortable being out, and the truth is I think
my wholeness is somewhere in between. . . . My identity is
somewhere in between, and I guess I refuse the modernist
tendency to pin me down, categorize me, and if it’s post-
modern to be able to dance between, to play in between, to
float in between, then I am postmodern.

On an intellectual level, Raul is referring to the emphasis in post-
modernism on challenging the notion of categories. But on a spir-
itual level, he emphasizes that wholeness is found somewhere in
between. Perhaps it is in the tension of the dialectic and in our lived
experience of “in-between-ness”—of both being in, and not being
in—that we are ultimately pulled open to the spirit.

The Enduring Power of Spiritual and Cultural Symbol

From a spiritual and cultural perspective, some of this lived experi-
ence of “in-between-ness” might be manifested in the enduring (but
often unconscious) attachment to the symbols, music, and some of
the rituals from childhood religious traditions and the conceptual
meanings attached to them that many still held as important. The
positive endurance of these aspects of their childhood religious tra-



ditions was of value to all of them, even those who had serious issue
with structural systems of oppression in their religions of origin. For
example, although Greta Schmidt has long since moved away from
Catholicism, the symbolic meaning of Resurrection—the promise
of new life after a dark night of the soul—continues to be an impor-
tant metaphor for her. Similarly, even though many had moved
away from their childhood religious tradition, they did often spiral
back and “re-member” those aspects of it that were life-giving, at
the same time that they integrated and were exposed to new ideas,
new spiritual traditions, and had further spiritual experiences as
adults. This aspect of the study is similar to what Wuthnow (1999)
found in his study of people who grew up religious, and was espe-
cially evident in his more recent study of spirituality among artists
(Wuthnow, 2001).

It is important also to note that aspects of their childhood tra-
dition that they were particularly attached to are also deeply rooted
in a cultural identity. For example, we see evidence of this in the
cultural and spiritual significance of La Virgen de Guadalupe as 
Chicana for Julia Gutierrez, in the music of Aretha Franklin as rep-
resentational of the African American experience for Anna Adams,
in the significance of wilderness for Lisa Riddle who grew up in
Alaska, and in particular music for everyone. Furthermore, in nearly
all cases the women who specifically mentioned spiritual symbols or
those in whom they found inspiration, specifically mentioned femi-
nine symbols embodied as reminiscent of their culture. Some of the
spiritual figures mentioned were Aretha Franklin, La Virgen de
Guadalupe, Harriet Tubman, the feminine Buddhist wisdom figure
Kuan Yin, female ancestors, and Sojourner Truth (to name a few).
Further, three now identify largely with one of the Yoga traditions,
which is led by a woman. Although only a few noted that feminine
figures were important spiritual figures for them specifically because
they were women, it may be that on an unconscious level these spir-
itual figures are important in affirming their gender identity and their
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spirituality as women. There was less of an identifiable pattern here
among the men. But whether there is an identifiable gender pattern
would need to be the subject of a further research.

As a general rule, the white or European American participants
had less of an overt sense of their cultural identity development than
the people of color or those marginalized because of their sexual ori-
entation, religion, or national origin. This less overt sense of iden-
tity probably stems from the fact of dominance itself: those of us who
are white “float” more in the “water” of the dominant culture, so the
culture might be so omnipresent as to be less visible. As the saying
goes, “It’s hard to see the forest through the trees.” For the most part
the people of color developed their spirituality by embracing and
reclaiming their cultural identity very directly and discovering their
spirituality more deeply in that process. Those who were European
American tended to develop their spirituality further by crossing
culture and spiritual traditions. Sometimes crossing culture and spir-
itual traditions led them to study their own religious and cultural
traditions with new eyes and embrace them more deeply; but in
many cases this experience was part of developing either a more
eclectic spirituality or a sense of a larger view of spirituality that
helped them explore new parts of themselves. It may be that in all
cases participants embraced a new dimension of spirituality that was
different from what is traditionally represented or obviously avail-
able in the churches of the dominant culture. This also needs to be
the subject of further study.

The Dialectic of Inner Reflection and Outer Action

Most of those whose stories are featured here talked about the fact
that the spiritual was found in creating a balance between inner
reflection and outer action. For the most part, being able to sustain
doing social justice and cultural work that was grounded in their
spirituality involved living an integrated way of life that included a
way of thinking about and being in the world. Such an integrated
view of their work as a way of life was reminiscent of Matthew Fox’s



(1996) discussion of the reinvention of work as related to what he
refers to as the interconnection of “inner work” (through centering,
meditation, and experience of the realm of mystery) and “outer
work” (working for greater balance in the world). Furthermore, these
integrated modes of work both in the paid and not-for-pay workforce
were seen as part of their life’s purpose, and were integrated with
their personal and cultural history and in many cases an ancestral
connection as well. There was a strong desire both to give back to
their own communities and to create a more equitable society. This
notion of creating community in a larger, more global sense was sig-
nificant to most of them. In this respect, their stories are similar to
some of the participants in the Daloz et al. (1996) study on com-
munity and commitment. Further, their emphasis on community was
something that they very much tried to bring to their classrooms.

Understanding more about the connection between spirituality
and culture in the lives of these educators offers some implicit sug-
gestions for ways of teaching for cultural relevance in higher and
adult education. Like the many educators featured in this book,
many of those in our higher and adult education classrooms and
learning activities are there partly because their metaphorical shoes
have gotten too tight. Many are in search of a meaningful educa-
tion that will connect their spiritual and cultural selves with doing
meaningful work in the world. In that respect they probably are not
very different from this group of educators, who have tried to be
honest with themselves and are in search of new shoes that will ex-
pand to fit who they are becoming.

Las Medias Me Dan Calor! The Perils 
and Possibilities of a Spiritually Grounded 
Approach to Culturally Relevant Education 
in Higher Education Classrooms

Sometimes las medias nos dan calor—our socks make our feet hot and
sweaty. Sometimes there is too much literal heat; other times it is
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the heat of our own nervousness. The prospect of trying to develop
and live out a more spiritually grounded approach to adult and
higher education that is culturally relevant and transformative offers
many possibilities but can also be nerve-wracking, and it poses some
questions. Robert Kegan (2000) asks one such question at the end
of his chapter on a constructivist-developmental approach to trans-
formative learning: “ ‘The spirit,’ Hegel wrote in The Phenomenol-
ogy of Mind, ‘is never at rest but always engaged in ever progressive
motion, in giving itself a new form.’ How might we understand
transformational learning differently—and our opportunities as
educators—were we better to understand the restless, creative pro-
cesses of development itself, in which all our students partake before,
during, and after their participation in our classrooms?” (p. 69).

I think the answer to Kegan’s question is clear; and it is found
right inside the Hegel quote that precedes the question. It has to do
with trying to better understand and attend to matters of the spirit
that Hegel referred to when he noted that the spirit is always en-
gaged in giving itself new form—in growing out of its once com-
fortable old shoes. Attending to the spirit is part of the work of
transformation. Since attending to the spirit often takes us to the
heart of our cultural selves, it is connected to culturally relevant
education. Teaching in such a way offers many possibilities, but ele-
ments of it make some parts of us nervous.

Teaching is an art. Part of what is potentially nerve-wracking
about attending to spirituality and culture in a way that truly
involves learners in the engagement and ongoing unfolding of the
course is that it is always full of surprises. It is not as predictable as
giving a lecture. If one simply disseminates information, and is the
“sage on the stage” and doesn’t really allow for discussion save for
questions and answers from “the sage,” it is easy to keep control of
the process. This might be an effective way to transmit a lot of in-
formation, or as Freire (1974) would say, to provide “banking edu-
cation,” but this is certainly not transformative education.



The Discomforts of Dealing with Culture and Spirit

If one really deals with course content in a way that is transforma-
tive and culturally relevant and also grounded in spirit, one needs
to involve and engage learners. But dealing with cultural issues
always has the potential to be uncomfortable. After all, even if it is
never spoken, it is hard to ignore the history of racism in North
America; or that of the colonization of American Indians, First
Nations people, or Mexicans; or the Japanese internment of World
War II that not only affected Japanese Americans but anyone of
Asian descent. These realities are a shameful part of the history 
of this continent and should not be ignored, since the effects are
far reaching and still influence the lives of those in our classes and
educational spaces. Dealing with cultural issues can make people
uncomfortable to some degree for a whole host of reasons. It is
potentially that much more uncomfortable when one is teaching
classes that are specifically about race, culture, class, sexual orien-
tation, disability, national origin, or religion.

But it is also very rewarding, often transforming and engaging
and important work. It is never dull. And there are ways of doing
this more effectively than others—by team-teaching when possible
and by incorporating an affective dimension of learning that allows
for a place to deal with the emotional aspects of the course. It is also
helpful to allow a space to draw in spirit—a place for imaginal or
symbolic forms of knowing through art, music, or movement. This
is not a panacea and will not do away with the discomfort of dealing
with the reality of racism, sexism, classism, heterosexism, ableism,
or religious bigotry and of working to challenge those systems in the
classroom and in society. But drawing in spirit can create some sense
of a way to move from cognitive to affective to symbolic and to
other forms of knowing that can sometimes create a different way
of moving a discussion or educational experience forward. It is not
easy, however, and perhaps more difficult when one doesn’t have a
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teammate or teaching partner. It is perhaps somewhat easier in sit-
uations with groups that have an ongoing relationship that has
developed over time, such as in cohort programs. There is often
greater trust in such groups, which makes dealing with issues at a
deeper level over time easier.

Finding a way to draw in the imaginal dimension that is based
on music or art or poetry helps people put some of their learning,
including their feelings, emotions, sense of passion, and spirit, in a
different kind of form that potentially touches on the spiritual.
Sharing it in some kind of community also can be quite unifying.
So can singing or dancing or finding some way to celebrate, which
as O’Sullivan (1999) notes, is an important part of the transforma-
tive learning process.

Spirituality and Religious Pluralism 
in the Higher Education Classroom

One of the concerns that many have about drawing on spirituality,
especially in the higher education classroom, is of its connection
and confusion with religion. As we have seen, there is in fact a con-
nection between spirituality and religion for many people, since
often, spiritual experiences are given new meaning and dimensional
understanding in light of one’s religious background and beliefs. But
at the same time most spiritual experiences do not actually happen
in the context of one’s religion; they happen in the context of living
one’s life. Nevertheless, many educators have expressed concern
about drawing on spirituality in the higher education classroom for
two primary reasons: they don’t want to be seen as pushing a reli-
gious or even a spiritual agenda; they are nervous about uninten-
tionally setting up a situation that could provide a forum for a
religious fundamentalist agenda by one or more members of the
class. On the one hand, creating an environment that can attend
to the spiritual dimension needs to be handled with care to avoid
these pitfalls; on the other hand, these pitfalls are more often a fear



than a reality, though it is important not to underestimate the fact
that these things can and do happen. Yet when one is providing a
space for spirit in imaginal knowing processes through tapping into
the symbolic domain of music, movement, art, and so forth, one is
not all that likely to get into heated discussions related to religious
fundamentalism. Again, I emphasize that creating a space for the
spiritual dimension doesn’t necessarily mean directly using the “s”
word or talking directly about spirituality.

However, one need not completely avoid talking about spiritu-
ality or religion either. If one is dealing with cultural issues, it would
be difficult to avoid the potential anti-Arab sentiment that is out
there, along with the general lack of understanding about Islam and
confusion of Islam with terrorist activity. Diana Eck’s (2001) work
on a new religious America is extremely timely here, as is Charaniya
and West Walsh’s (2001) consideration of interreligious dialogue as
an important area of border-crossing work around religious plural-
ism. Kazanjian and Laurence’s (2000) recent work on dealing with
spiritual and religious pluralism on college campuses is also an excel-
lent resource. If we are teaching for transformation and for cultural
relevance, we have an obligation to try to make the learning envi-
ronment as safe as possible for Muslim or Arab students, as well as
those who are African American, Latino, American Indian, Asian,
lesbian, or gay. As hooks (1994) notes, the idea of a “safe” learning
environment may be more of a construction of white privilege, since
North American classrooms are generally far safer for the dominant
culture majority, a point that has been discussed at length else-
where. Nevertheless, there are some environments that are safer
than others, and it is important to try to create as safe a place as pos-
sible for transformation to happen. This does not mean that there
will not be discomfort. Transformation is always uncomfortable; it
is hard to be open to new ideas, to do the preparation work of read-
ing new and difficult material, to think about different ideas, and to
really listen to classmates and colleagues with open ears. Indeed,
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nothing of value is ever easy. But many can live with the discom-
fort if it feels relatively safe in the space to do so, and if they are
confident that new learning is happening in spite of the discomfort.

There is, of course, a chance of having to deal with religious fun-
damentalism in the classroom or of religious positions (not neces-
sarily exactly fundamentalist) that seem to make some groups more
vulnerable than others. For example, many who are involved in
conservative religious traditions may at times not be very open on
gay, lesbian, or bisexual issues. Of course everyone has a right to
their religious beliefs, but they do not have the right to impose them
on others or to make others feel put down or “less than” because of
differing religious positions. Indeed this is a tricky balance, and per-
haps can be handled by pointing out that there are multiple ways
of viewing the world on many issues, and that there is no one right
answer. But of course those coming from a fundamentalist perspec-
tive may believe that there is only one right answer (theirs). But
remember from the discussion of Fowler’s stages of faith develop-
ment in Chapter Five: many adults are at conventional faith stages
where it is difficult to accept anything that deviates from the in-
terpretation of their religious authorities, whereas those at the 
individuative-reflective and conjunctive faith stages and beyond are
more likely to be open to positions other than those of their own
religious authorities. Having some sense of this might suggest ideas
for dealing with learners representative of these different stages
more effectively.

Aiysha Ali described her relatively recent experience of dealing
with some of this in her own class entitled “Race, Religion, and
Education,” which began within a couple of weeks after the 
September 11 terrorist attacks. As noted earlier, Aiysha is Muslim
of East Indian descent. In this class, given the course content and
what was happening in the world, she decided that she would
directly discuss her own Muslim identity in a class primarily made
up of Latino and African American undergraduates, many of whom
were from conservative Christian, and in some cases fundamental-



ist, backgrounds. She invited questions from them, at the same time
that she assured them that the terrorists were not representative of
Islam. She said that she never felt attacked by the students but did
feel the strong urgency in their questions. She tries to make it a
point in such conversations not to become defensive, but to recog-
nize that many who seem to ask questions in a quasi-accusatory or
agitated tone of voice are doing so more out of a lack of under-
standing and a request for information. She can therefore usually
respond in a way that is disarming and in a way that they feel heard.
Although she noted that she never felt personally attacked, she
sensed that some students may have been concerned that she did,
as two of the women hung around afterwards to help her negotiate
car trouble. Aiysha took this as a sign of their care-taking of her and
wanting to make sure she was OK, as well of their support. Aiysha
is actually quite comfortable having such conversations; she has had
many of late, and further has a fair amount of expertise in dealing
with these issues. She is also quite comfortable in her own identity
and has a way of inviting people into theirs, so she can handle such
issues in classes more smoothly than many of us.

Vulnerability in the Classroom

Probably the biggest fear about drawing on spirituality in the class-
room in doing culturally relevant education is the fear of the vul-
nerability of both ourselves and our students. To draw on spirituality
is to be authentic in the classroom. Perhaps we wonder what the
university might think, or our colleagues and students, if we were
to be more overt in the way we draw on spirit. But a deeper concern
might be trying to figure out just what it means to be authentic. To
be authentic is scary and makes one feel vulnerable. But being
authentic does not necessarily mean being more self-disclosing than
seems “appropriate” in the situation. (“Appropriate” is in quotes
here, because I’m not sure exactly what “appropriate” means in this
context, since many would say that creating a space for the spiritual
at all is “inappropriate” in a higher education class.) To me, it feels
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“appropriate” to be self-disclosing and to share something personal,
important, and transforming if it is related to the topic of the course;
it feels “inappropriate” when it seems more of the instructor’s need
to talk about her or himself irrespective of the course content.

Unfortunately, these are very gray areas that are dependent on
the context of the class, who the instructor is, and who the learn-
ers are. One area that is not gray is that learning in the classroom
needs to be primarily about the learners and not about the teacher.
Nevertheless, we learn in the context of relationships, and some of
the most important learning I have engaged in was when people
have shared their significant and transformative moments related
to a topic, or when they clarify the mysterious theoretical world
under study by giving me a practical example from their own lives
I can relate to. It is easier and perhaps far less threatening to sim-
ply come into classrooms wearing our “teacher” hat as content
expert, and either intentionally or inadvertently leave our “person”
hat at the door. This happens all the time in higher education, and
it is perfectly appropriate. But it is not transforming. And although
this is not inauthentic, it is not authentic in the sense of bringing
our whole selves with us into the learning environment. If we are
hoping that our students in our classes will bring their whole selves
to the classroom, we also need to be willing to do so to some degree
ourselves. Deciding the degree to which it feels appropriate to do
this is everyone’s individual decision, based on a host of factors
including one’s race, gender, class, sexual orientation, tenure status,
and relationship with a group. As Johnson-Bailey and Cervero
(2000) note, faculty members who are not representative of the
dominant culture by virtue of their race, national origin, or sexual
orientation are far more vulnerable to begin with than their white,
heterosexual, native born North American colleagues. Indeed, this
needs to be kept in mind in determining how to deal with spirit,
culture, and one’s authenticity and vulnerability in the higher edu-
cation classroom.



Another concern that we might have about drawing on spiritu-
ality in the classroom is not so much our own vulnerability but that
of our students. When one touches into the imaginal domain, one
not only potentially touches into the spiritual, but often one touches
into lots of emotion and affect. As was discussed in the last chap-
ter, drawing on the spiritual is not necessarily the same as drawing
on the affective and relational domain. Yet often spiritual experi-
ences do have lots of emotion attached to them, but they don’t
always, and there are, of course, varying degrees of emotion attached
to any experience. In any case, students generally feel more com-
fortable when they have an option of not participating in a partic-
ular activity and of substituting something else. This does not mean
that students get out of doing required assignments, although it
could mean that some aspects of required assignments might need
to be renegotiated.

It’s also very important not to abuse the power of our position in
the classroom to put people in a vulnerable position that they might
not have bargained for in signing up for a course. For example, as
an instructor, I probably would not have facilitated the engaged
pedagogy exercise that the three students facilitated in my diversity
class several years ago that was discussed in the last chapter. Al-
though it was the single most transformative moment I have ever
had in a classroom, I would have been afraid that because as an
instructor I have some power over students in the sense that I have
to give grades, I would be putting them in more of a vulnerable posi-
tion than was appropriate in my position. But students facilitated
this experience for each other so that power imbalance was not an
issue. Further, everyone was given the option of either passing or
speaking in the activity itself. Mary, the student who facilitated this
very emotional experience so brilliantly, has excellent facilitation
skills, much better than mine would have been if I were in the same
position, or if I had needed to intervene in light of the emotionally
laden nature of the situation. It was the result of her skills and her
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authenticity, along with how she and the rest of the group handled
themselves, that made it a transformational learning experience
that touched on the spiritual for several members of the class. I am
very grateful for what was the most powerful moment I’ve ever had
in a classroom, at the hands, hearts, and authenticity of the partic-
ipants in that class. I think of them in many ways as a mentoring
community.

The Creation of Cultural Mentoring Communities

Trying to teach for cultural relevance and social transformation that
is grounded in one’s spirituality is hard work. No one can do it
alone. Finding or creating mentoring communities that support this
work is crucial. Sharon Daloz Parks (2000) talks about the impor-
tance of mentoring communities in facilitating the development
and the “worthy dreams” of young adults. She specifically discusses
the mentoring communities of higher education, professional edu-
cation, the workplace, travel, the natural environment, families,
and religious communities.

The need for mentoring doesn’t stop with young adulthood
(Daloz, 1999). Further, those who are trying to develop an approach
to teaching for cultural relevance grounded in their spirituality that
is potentially transformative also need cultural mentors and cultural
mentoring communities. We might find some of them in the same
places that Parks (2000) mentions. We need multiple mentors and
multiple communities. They can be found in organizations that are
a part of the life-blood of ethnic communities. Cultural mentors can
be found among faculty colleagues of different cultural groups who
come together to discuss what it means to do culturally relevant
education. They can be found among a small group of colleagues
who study what it means to be white and to have white privilege,
not only from the perspective of white people but also from people
of color. Cultural mentoring communities can be found in our own
diverse classrooms where there is a critical mass of people from a



particular cultural group that will tell you (if you ask) what it means
for them to do culturally relevant education.

We need cultural mentors both from within our own culture and
from different cultures. Many of my colleagues and friends from dif-
ferent cultural groups have been important cultural mentors for me.
So have the students from my classes. Some of the people men-
tioned in this book have become very important cultural mentors
to me: Derise Tolliver, Silvia Villa, and Tito Rodriguez in particu-
lar. None of them is a member of my own cultural group, but they
let me know more of what it means to be culturally relevant to their
respective African American, Mexican, and Puerto Rican commu-
nities. They also let me know sometimes when I’ve been culturally
inappropriate, or more often “culturally irrelevant.” I make mistakes,
and they help me in my learning. I like to think I help them in their
learning, too—certainly not about their own culture, but about
some aspects of my own and about aspects of navigating within the
dominant culture of which I am a part.

We also need to find cultural mentoring within our own com-
munities. I need to try to understand better what it means to be
white and of Irish-Catholic descent. This is a life-long process. I
understand more about this partly from members of my own cultural
group when we specifically talk about it. Further, no one enjoys or
understands singing the songs from my childhood and cultural and
religious tradition the same way as those I grew up with or who sat
in classrooms so much like Sister’s in Late Nite Catechism. And
there’s no one who quite understands the meaning of certain rituals,
ways of being, or particular sayings my mother and her family and
friends used than members of my own cultural community. There is
a way that I understand and am understood, and feel at home with
all its comforts and discomforts, in going back to revisit some of
those traditions with family and friends from a similar background.
This is partly what makes me who I am. There is also a way that I
feel utterly not at home and not understood in those situations, too,
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because that is not at all entirely who I am anymore. As much as
there are comforts in my own cultural group, there are also discom-
forts, ways I no longer fit, because I don’t live only inside that com-
munity anymore. In that sense I live partly in the “in-between-ness”
that Raul Guerrero spoke of. But the mentoring I receive from my
own cultural community is incredibly important; it helps me take
pride in who I am and in many (not all) of the cultures and tradi-
tions of my own ancestors. Mentoring from other cultural commu-
nities helps me understand that all the world is not like me. It helps
me move beyond myself and understand a bigger world, and 
helps me in the process of moving toward being able to teach for cul-
tural relevance. This is why we need multiple cultural mentoring
communities.

Just like the metaphorical socks that make our feet hot and
sweaty, the process of trying to teach for cultural relevance makes us
nervous, hot, and sweaty because it offers both challenge and nur-
turance, both perils and possibilities. But with the help of cultural
mentoring communities, we can face the challenge of living in the
“in-between-ness” that occasionally pulls us open to the spirit.



Epilogue

Ycuando miro al cielo, me dan los rayos del sol!” As the final lines
of the poem cited at the beginning of the last chapter say,

“when I look into the sky, I am bathed in the rays of the sun!” Just
as Tito Rodriguez notes, sometimes the process of growth means
that we grow out of once comfortable shoes that are now too tight;
we suffer through the growth process in the challenges offered by
the metaphorical socks that make us sweat in the hard work of the
labor of transformation. Yet there are occasions when we look into
the sky, and catch a glimpse and live in the bliss of the rays of the
sun, the rays of inspiration. Occasionally, we live in the shimmer-
ing moments of our spiritual experiences and catch a glimpse of the
wholeness and interconnectedness of all creation that helps our
lives make sense.

Trying to teach for cultural relevance and social transformation
is not easy. Just because we try to do it does not mean we are suc-
cessful. In fact sometimes it seems that we are absolutely unsuccess-
ful. The debates in the field of adult education between what
constitutes individual and social transformation are age-old. But it
seems to me that part of the answer is not in one over the other. Part
of the answer is found in the experience of the “in-between-ness”
that Raul Guerrero spoke of. We cannot teach for cultural relevance
and social transformation without dealing with the individual. It is
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only when individuals are transformed and find bigger shoes that
are a better fit for who they are becoming that social transformation
can happen, since society is made up of individuals. Hardly a new
thought! Clearly many have made this argument from Mezirow
(1995) to the many who rely on his work.

But at the same time it is not enough to focus only on the indi-
vidual and their various individual psychological and spiritual trans-
formations. That would not constitute teaching for social
transformation. Individuals always develop in a sociocultural con-
text and have life experiences that are mediated by and manifested
in a sociocultural context that is informed in part by power rela-
tions based on race, culture, gender, sexual orientation, national ori-
gin, and ableness. Therefore, in thinking about teaching for social
transformation we need to think about, tap into, and provide a
forum where individuals can examine how those systems have in-
formed who they are in order to reclaim their cultural, gender, and
sexual identities anew. Indeed this is a life-long process, but one that
is part of teaching for cultural relevance and social transformation.

The metaphor of “in-between-ness” is significant to our discus-
sion on a number of levels. Elsewhere, I noted the unit of analysis
in poststructural feminist pedagogies as being the “connections
between” the individual and the structural, and how social struc-
tures inform the ongoing, constantly shifting identities of the indi-
vidual (Tisdell, 1998). Similarly, if one wants to teach for cultural
relevance, one needs to provide an experience not only in which
individuals can explore the connection between their own identities
and the sociocultural forces that shape them. They also need to
make meaning and draw on the knowledge base and ways of ex-
pressing it that inspire their passion, that honor who they are, and
that continue to be a source of hope, agency, and celebration of the
way they make meaning and work for social transformation in the ap-
plication of what they are learning.

The metaphor of “in-between-ness” is an important spiritual
metaphor as well. It seems that many of the spiritual experiences,



as discussed in Chapter Four, were experiences of having a sense,
not only of catching a glimpse of the wholeness and interconnect-
edness of all things, but also of being for a moment in the “in-
between” that seems to pull us open to the spirit. I experienced this
most profoundly personally in being with my mother in the five days
of her dying process, which literally felt as though she was between
the worlds. In being inside of that experience with her, I caught a
glimpse of being between the worlds, too. I’ll never forget the gen-
tle squeeze of her hand in the moment when she crossed over and
moved beyond the in-between. But many who reported spiritual
experiences had this experience for a moment of living “in-between.”
As Raul Guerrero says, “to dance between, and to play between”
might perhaps be postmodern. But perhaps it is also to be open to
the spirit that is manifested through cultural expression, in the
music that we make, in the poetry that we create, that comes out
of some unknown in-between place in the depth of our souls, in the
art piece that seemed to create itself out of nowhere in these 
in-between worlds that are at the juncture of our spiritual and cul-
tural experiences. Indeed, these out-of-nowhere and in-between-
ness experiences happen by surprise. To be sure, they are a part of
culturally relevant education.
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Appendix

As explained in the first chapter, the stories and ideas in this book
are based primarily on the interviews I conducted with a multicul-
tural group of educators who work in adult, community, and higher
education. These interviews were a part of a qualitative research
study based on my own strong belief in the importance of bringing
a spiritual perspective to teaching to challenge power relations
based on race, gender, class, religion, sexual orientation, and
national origin in adult and higher education, but being unsure how
to do it. In essence, I conducted these interviews initially to learn
how to be a better teacher and learn how others who were teach-
ing the kinds of classes I was teaching drew on their spirituality.

The research for this book initially began in 1998. The purpose
of that initial study was to find out how spirituality influenced the
motivations and practices of a multicultural group of women adult
educators who teach for social change, were strongly informed by a
specific religious tradition as a child, and have renegotiated a more
relevant adult spirituality. I was also interested in the spiritual devel-
opment of these women, how it changed over time, and how 
it influenced and motivated their practices around teaching for 
cultural relevance and social change. In this initial study, “women
teaching for social change” included two groups of women: (1)
women working in higher education either teaching classes that
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were specifically about culture, gender, race, class, sexual orienta-
tion, or disability issues, or teaching in programs aimed at meeting
the education needs of specific marginalized groups; and (2) women
working as educators (in the broad sense) as community activists.
There were sixteen women participants in this initial study, the
results of which I have summarized elsewhere (Tisdell, 2000a).

The results and the process of the initial study fascinated me. It
became clear to me that the spiritual development of these educa-
tors was intimately connected with their cultural identity develop-
ment, which clearly affected their ability to teach for greater
cultural relevance. I wanted to continue the study with both men
and women, focusing on participants’ spiritual development, its con-
nection to their cultural backgrounds, and how they felt it related
to their educational practices development.

The Participants

A total of thirty-one educators (twenty-two women and nine
men) participated in the study, whose stories are featured in some
way in this book. All participants were chosen based on the fol-
lowing criteria:

1. They were educators who were working in higher and adult
education settings and attempting to deal directly with cul-
tural issues in one way or another in their learning activities.

2. They indicated that spirituality was a strong influence on
their work.

Most were trying to teach for social transformation, based on a crit-
ical multicultural perspective, by directly attempting to challenge
power relations and discussing systems of power and privilege in
their classes and educational activities. Three participants, how-
ever, did not appear to fit this profile; these participants seemed to
deal with cultural issues more from a psychological perspective.



Of the twenty-two women participants, nine are white, four are
African American, four are Latina, three are Asian American, one
is American Indian, and one is of East Indian descent. Of the nine
who are white, two grew up Catholic, three are Jewish, three are
Protestant, and one was not socialized in a religious tradition. All
four Latinas grew up Catholic; all four of the African American
women grew up Protestant (although two were strongly influenced
by Catholicism in their educational backgrounds). All three of the
Asian American women grew up Protestant (although two had
some Buddhist influence). The American Indian participant grew
up Catholic; and the woman of East Indian descent is Muslim.

Of the nine male participants, four are white, two are African
American, one is Filipino, one is American Indian, and one is
Puerto Rican. Of the white men, three grew up Catholic and one
is Mormon. Both the Filipino and the Puerto Rican men grew up
Catholic, the American Indian grew up in the Assembly of God tra-
dition, and the two African American men grew up Protestant but
one converted to Islam early in his young adulthood.

Theoretical Framework

In general qualitative research attempts to find out how people
make meaning or interpret a phenomenon (Merriam, 1998). Some
forms are strictly interpretive and only want to know how partici-
pants make meaning of their life experience. Other forms with crit-
ical, feminist, or cultural theoretical underpinnings are concerned
with giving voice to those who have been silenced or marginalized
(McLauglin & Tierney, 1993; Vaz, 1997) and with the emancipa-
tory possibility for those participating in the research (Lather, 1991;
Kincheloe & McLaren, 1999). This study was informed by a criti-
cal poststructural feminist theoretical frame, which is concerned
with giving voice to participants whose perspectives have been mar-
ginalized or ignored. But such a framework suggests that the posi-
tionality (race, gender, class, and so forth) of researchers, teachers,
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participants, and students affects how one gathers and accesses data,
how one constructs and views knowledge, and how one deals with
“crossing borders” in research and teaching (Fine, 1998; Denzin &
Lincoln, 1998; Tisdell, 1998). Thus, my own positionality as a
white, middle-class woman who grew up Catholic and has tried to
negotiate a more relevant adult spirituality, and who also teaches
classes specifically about race, class, and gender issues, were factors
that affected the data collection and analysis processes. I ap-
proached the interviews as a shared conversation and looked at the
process as an ongoing one whereby we constructed knowledge
together. So if participants asked me a question in the interview, I
briefly answered it. This is what makes it a shared conversation.

This study was about a multicultural group of adult educators, in
which more than half the participants were people of color (nine-
teen out of thirty-one). My primary purpose was to find out how
these educators interpret how their spirituality influences their work
in their attempts to teach for social change and cultural relevance,
and how their spirituality has changed over time since their child-
hood. I was attempting not only to provide some data-based infor-
mation about how their spirituality informs their work, I was also
trying to examine the cultural aspects of spirituality. In essence, I
was interested in looking at the often ignored sociocultural dimen-
sions of spirituality and in explicitly making visible the spiritual
experience of people of color, as well as the experience of white
European Americans, which is the group that the spirituality liter-
ature in North America tends to be primarily about.

Data Collection and Analysis

The primary means of data collection were audiotaped (and tran-
scribed) semistructured interviews that lasted from an hour and a
half to three hours, and in some cases, written documents outlining
significant aspects of their personal cultural or spiritual histories.
Given the theoretical framework, I did share with all of the partic-



ipants some of my own background (in roughly five to ten minutes)
prior to the data collection process to explain why I was interested
in the topic. In essence I gave participants a snippet of my own
attempts as a white woman at antiracist and gender-inclusive adult
education, and of the general way in which my background and cur-
rent spirituality inform my work. Due to time constraints this was
kept to a minimum, though I did tell participants that I would be
happy to share more about that at a later time, and also asked par-
ticipants if they had questions prior to the interview. I believe this
provided a context for why I was doing this work, helped create a
rapport with participants, and made the interviews a shared con-
versation wherein specific topics were pursued as they arose natu-
rally. Furthermore, I was attempting to avoid what Michelle Fine
(1998) and others refer to as “othering” the participants—to avoid
gathering very personal data from participants while giving none
about myself. Thus I gave participants the opportunity to ask me
questions as they so desired. Interviews focused on participants’ def-
initions of spirituality; the sharing of three significant spiritual expe-
riences; and how their spirituality has changed over the years, how
it motivates and informs their adult education practice, and how it
relates to their own race-ethnicity and cultural background. Many
participants also provided written documents (of their own writing)
that addressed some of their involvement in social action pursuits
or issues directly related to their spirituality, or they sent e-mails
offering further clarification on issues we had discussed. Hence, the
multiple sources of data collection methods of interviews and doc-
uments were a means of triangulation.

Data were analyzed throughout the study. At the suggestion of
Merriam (1998), a preliminary analysis was done after each inter-
view. Data were coded and recoded according to the constant com-
parative method until themes began to emerge. At this point,
member checks were conducted with several of the participants to
increase dependability of findings. Those whose stories are featured
heavily in this book have read and commented on the accuracy of
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their portrayal. These member checks were extremely important,
particularly because many of the participants’ stories are very dif-
ferent from my own. This element contributed to enhancing the
dependability and validity of the findings of the study.

Knowledge Construction as a Communal 
and Collaborative Process

As noted, the study was informed by a critical feminist poststruc-
tural theoretical frame. Typically, the term critical has two meanings
in research: (1) dealing with and challenging power relations (as in
“critical theory” or “critical pedagogy”), and (2) facilitating some
sort of action among participants while the study is going on. This
study was critical in the sense that to some extent it dealt with
power relations. In its initial stages, it was not a participatory or crit-
ical action research study, in that for the most part I did not do any-
thing to try to make anything happen while the research was going
on. Yet part of the larger purpose of the study was that I was hoping
to make something happen as a result of the study. Most obviously,
I was trying to open up the discussion about the place of spiritual-
ity in emancipatory education.

In the process of conducting the study, I met many interesting
people who were involved in similar work. I met some incredible
people who have enriched my own spiritual development and have
helped me understand the interplay between spirituality and cul-
ture in my own life in new ways, which not only affected my own
educational practice but also affected how I wrote this book. As
noted in Chapter Nine, Derise Tolliver has been extremely influ-
ential in that regard. In the later stages of data collection for this
book, she and I began collaborating on some further work together
around this topic. We have made presentations at conferences, con-
ducted workshops, and developed and taught a course together:
“Spirituality and Culture in Adult Education.” As women of differ-



ent race and cultural backgrounds informed by different spiritual
traditions, our collaboration as educators is enriched by the other’s
involvement and creates the possibility of far greater explorations
of spirituality and culture in the adult learning environment than
either of us could do alone. I owe much of the thinking that went
into this book to my collaboration with her, and to one of my teach-
ing partners, Silvia Villa, and to the many who have been my cul-
tural teachers and mentors throughout the years, and certainly to
all the participants in this study. Creating knowledge is always a col-
laborative process. I am only the scribe.
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